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Abstract
This research discusses the use of advanced kinetic particle methods such as Molecular Dynamics (MD) and direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) to model space
propulsion systems such as electrospray thrusters and their supersonic expansions.
MD simulations are performed to model an electrospray thruster for the ionic liquid (IL) EMIM−BF4 using coarse-grained (CG) potentials. The model is initially
featuring a constant electric field applied in the longitudinal direction. Two coarsegrained potentials are compared, and the effective-force CG (EFCG) potential is
found to predict the formation of the Taylor cone, the cone-jet, and other extrusion
modes for similar electric fields and mass flow rates observed in experiments of a IL
fed capillary-tip-extractor system better than the simple CG potential. Later, onedimensional and fully transient three-dimensional electric fields, the latter solving
Poisson’s equation to take into account the electric field due to space charge at
each timestep, are computed by coupling the MD model to a Poisson solver. It is
found that the inhomogeneous electric field as well as that of the IL space-charge
improve agreement between modeling and experiment. The boundary conditions
(BCs) are found to have a substantial impact on the potential and electric field, and
the tip BC is introduced and compared to the two previous BCs, named plate and
needle, showing good improvement by reducing unrealistically high radial electric
fields generated in the vicinity of the capillary tip. The influence of the different
boundary condition models on charged species currents as a function of the mass
flow rate is studied, and it is found that a constant electric field model gives similar
agreement to the more rigorous and computationally expensive tip boundary condition at lower flow rates. However, at higher mass flow rates the MD simulations
with the constant electric field produces extruded particles with higher Coulomb
energy per ion, consistent with droplet formation.
Supersonic expansions to vacuum produce clusters of sufficiently small size
that properties such as heat capacities and latent heat of evaporation cannot be
described by bulk vapor thermodynamic values. Therefore, MD simulations are
performed to compute the evaporation rate of small water clusters as a function of
iii

temperature and size and the rates are found to agree with Unimolecular Dissociation Theory (UDT) and Classical Nucleation Theory (CNT). The heat capacities
and latent heat of vaporization obtained from Monte-Carlo Canonical-Ensemble
(MCCE) simulations are used in DSMC simulations of two experiments that measured Rayleigh scattering and terminal dimer mole fraction of supersonic water-jet
expansions. Water-cluster temperature and size are found to be influenced by the
use of kinetic rather than thermodynamic heat-capacity and latent-heat values as
well as the nucleation model. Additionally, MD simulations of water condensation
in a one-dimensional free expansion are performed to simulate the conditions in the
core of a plume. We find that the internal structure of the clusters formed depends
on the stagnation temperature conditions. Clusters of sizes 21 and 324 are studied
in detail, and their radial distribution functions (RDF) are computed and compared to reported RDFs for solid amorphous ice clusters. Dielectric properties of
liquid water and water clusters are investigated, and the static dielectric constant,
dipole moment autocorrelation function and relative permittivity are computed by
means of MD simulations.
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Chapter 1 |
Introduction
1.1 Kinetic Particle Methods and their Application
to Expansions
The modeling of condensing plumes requires a versatile gas dynamic approach that
can simulate multiple flow regimes as well as utilize molecular dynamics based
collision models. In particular, the freely expanding flow is characterized by a
large variation in number density from the nozzle exit to the plume far field. The
Knudsen number, defined as the ratio of the mean free path to the characteristic
length, the nozzle exit diameter, is typically on the order of 10−3 at the nozzle
exit, a value where the Navier-Stokes equation is applicable. However, as the
gas expands, the Knudsen number increases quickly to where the continuum flow
assumption is no longer valid and transitional flow effects must be considered. In
this work, two nonequilibrium expansions are studied. One must be performed
at an atomistic level, and the other can be at a coarse-grained level. We use
the direct-simulation Monte-Carlo (DSMC) method for the high Knudsen number
regions. DSMC [10] is a numerical method for modeling transitional to rarefied
gas flows, in which the mean free path of a molecule is of the same order or greater
than a representative physical length scale, i.e., the Knudsen number, Kn, is greater
than unity. The DSMC method models flows using computational particles that
each represent a large number of real molecules (generally between 106 and 1018 ) in
a probabilistic simulation to solve the Boltzmann equation. Interactions between
particles are modeled as collisions, and the timestep is generally on the order of a
µs or ns. This allows to simulate systems containing a number of particle larger
1

than Avogadro’s number and computational domains with sizes on the order of
millimeters.
On the other hand, the Molecular Dynamics (MD) method tracks the motion
of individual molecule, and is applicable to any phase (solid, liquid or gaseous).
Flows in the free molecular regime (Kn greater than 10) can be simulated using
MD. Trajectories of atoms and molecules are determined by numerically solving
Newton’s equations of motion for a system of interacting particles. Force between
the particles and potential energy and defined by molecular mechanics force fields.
Due to the complex interactions involved between particles, the timestep used
in MD is generally on the order of a femtosecond, leading to runs on the order
of 100 ps. Computational domains are on the scale of nanometers, and larger
simulations can simulate up to a few dozen millions particles. A major deficiency
of the MD method is its computational cost. For most problems, it is impractical
to apply the MD method to simulate the entire flow domain. The DSMC method
is an excellent candidate to be used alongside the MD method, since it is much
more efficient than the latter while still being a particle based approach.

1.2 Electrospray
Despite the existence for nearly twenty-years of electrosprays in fields such as
biomedical engineering, microelectromechanical systems, pharmaceutical development, food sciences, and industrial and aerospace engineering applications [11, 12],
the physics of Taylor cone formation whereby a liquid surface is caused to deform
under the presence of high electric fields [13] is still not completely understood.
One important application of electrosprays is colloid thrusters [14–16] which can
be used to provide small thrust levels with high specific impulse for satellite station keeping. Colloid thrusters (along with liquid metal ion sources [17] and field
emission thrusters (FEEPs)) are a particular kind of electrospray. Different electrospray operation modes are possible, depending on the characteristic of the propellant such as its electric conductivity, surface tension, and dielectric tension, as
well as the mass flow. It has been shown that the main operation modes exhibit
electrospray structures known as dripping, microdripping, cone-jet, spindle, simple jet, or ramified jet [18], although the focus of our studies are primarily of
the cone-jet mode. The concept of generating propulsion from a a liquid flow fed
2

to the Taylor cone has been demonstrated by the presence of charged ions and
droplets which are formed from the fragmentation of the jet downstream of the
cone [19]. The cone-jet mode [19, 20] can be further characterized by being in a
pure ion mode, a pure droplet mode, or a mixed ion-droplet mode. The pure ion
mode [21,22] is very attractive since it provides a higher specific impulse than most
other electrospray operation modes, offering greater mission planning flexibility. It
was discovered [1,23] that one propellant capable of operating in the pure ion mode
at low temperature is the ionic liquid EMIM−BF4 which will be discussed in this
work. Ionic liquids (ILs) are characterized by a low temperature melting point (often under 100 ◦ C). The low viscosity, low volatility and reusability of ILs are more
reason that make them attractable as propellants as opposed to more traditional
organic solvents. Berg and Rovey [24] investigated imidazole-based ionic liquids in
terms of dual-mode chemical monopropellant and electrospray rocket propulsion
capabilities, and found them to be attractive candidates.
A number of researchers have sought to model the physics of colloid thrusters
using an electrohydrodynamic approaches to model the cone-jet formation, with
explicit assumptions to model the behavior of the fluid. [25, 26] In Ref. 25, an
axisymmetric colloidal jet model was used, with the liquid modeled as an incompressible viscous fluid with a constant conductivity. The equations were simplified
by using a slenderness approximation, except for the free surface boundary conditions. In Ref. 26, the characteristic electrical relaxation time was assumed to
be much shorter than any hydrodynamic time, hence, all the electric charges were
assumed to be confined to the free surface of the jet. These fluid models have
provided important insights, however, the ultimate understanding of the physics
of Taylor cone extraction is dominated by chemical interactions in the presence
of strong electric fields at the atomistic level. Hence molecular dynamics (MD)
is the only approach that will provide the level of understanding and predictive
capability required for the use of ILs as electrospray thrusters. MD simulations
using all-atom potentials have been used to study the properties of ILs such as
EMIM−BF4 . de Andrade et al. [27] studied computationally studied EMIM−BF4
as well as other ILs by the means of molecular mechanical and quantum ab initio
calculations with a force field based on the AMBER methodology [28]. Del Popolo
et al. [29] studied the structure of the ionic liquid EMIM−NO3 by means of quantum orbital calculations and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. They found
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that the structure of the fluid is characterized by long-range space correlations
between the ions and a three-dimensional distribution that reflects the asymmetry
of the cation. With respect to modeling of colloidal systems for propulsion applications, the Lozano research group [30–32] studied the evaporation of solvated and
non-solvated ions of EMIM−BF4 under high electric fields by using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations with the AMBER potential. However, these approaches
are too computationally expensive to be extended to the scale of electrohydrodynamic approaches such as would be needed to characterize fundamental device
performance.
This work proposes to offer the junction between the two approaches through
the use of coarse-grained (CG) potentials in MD simulations. The use of CG
potentials to model EMIM−BF4 was first demonstrated by Daily and Micci [33]
who estimated the ionic velocities and electrical conductivities of EMIM−BF4 by
using MD. They compared an all-atom model to two coarse-grained (CG) models,
the simple coarse-grained and effective-force coarse-grained (EFCG) [34,35] models.
In the work of Kim [36], a gallium ion electrospray colloidal thruster system was
studied using MD and a more complex EMIM−BF4 system was modeled using a
coarse-grained force field with the AMBER potential. Recently, Merlet et al. [37]
introduced a new coarse-grained model for EMIM−BF4 and BMIM−BF4 , using
only three interaction sites to represent the EMIM+ cation, as opposed to the four
sites used by Ref. 34, 35.
A number of laboratory measurements on EMIM−BF4 IL electrosprays have
been made [1, 23, 38, 39], further making it a good candidate for fundamental MD
studies. Romero et al. [1] investigated the currents produced by EMIM−BF4 at
room temperature for various flow rates. Ionic, droplet, and total currents were
measured and it was discovered that this IL behaved differently from more classic propellants such as NaI/formamide since it could reach the pure ionic regime
at ambient temperature due its characteristics, mainly its conductivity and zero
vapor pressure. The high volatility of the EMIM+ ion was identified as the main
reason why the purely ionic regime was easier to attain when EMIM−BF4 was used
compared to any other IL with similar characteristics. Chiu et al. [23] used time of
flight/mass spectrometry to analyze the plume of an electrospray with EMIM−BF4
and NaI/formamide as propellants. The electrospray was operated with positive
and negative polarities. Pure ion emission was achieved with both polarities, and
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non-solvated ions as well as two small-sized solvated ions were observed. A specific impulse in excess of 4000 s and an efficiency exceeding 90 % were measured.
Terhune and King [39] operated an EMIM−BF4 electrospray thruster with negative polarity and measured the mass of the emitted ions with an ExB filter. They
detected the three smallest anions and droplets of varying charges, attaining both
the pure ion and mixed regimes. Ryan et al. [40] studied the flow rate sensitivity
to voltage across four electrospray modes for three liquids including EMIM−BF4 .
They found that in the absence of any flow control mechanism, the influence of
electrostatic pressure in driving that flow is the key process in the voltage-driven
electrospray. Recent experiments have emphasized studying the minimum flow
rate needed to obtain cone-jet stability [41, 42].
Despite the significant modeling and laboratory studies a number of fundamental challenges still exist towards a complete understanding of the EMIM−BF4 , as
well as ILs, in general. The Taylor cone can be both transient [43, 44] as well as
steady [19] in nature. To conduct an MD simulation of such a laboratory system
a reasonable scaling of the capillary radius and length as well as the emitter-toextractor distance dimensions must be proposed. The generic single emitter geometry for an electrospray thruster is shown in Fig. 1.1. Finally, the MD system must
be sufficiently large that a jet can be created, reach a steady state, and produce a
sufficient number of ion-types to characterize the emitted jet structure and current
types.
With respect to the nature of EMIM−BF4 specifically, a number of additional
challenges are present. One of the reasons that EMIM−BF4 is studied so extensively is that it is known to be an IL that easily reaches the pure ionic regime
at ambient conditions, but, can also transition to a mixed ion/droplet regime at
higher flow rates. Furthermore, a number of IL have been found to follow the
famous I ∝ Q1/2 law when operating in the droplet mode, where I and Q are the
emitted current and mass flow rates, respectively [19, 45], EMIM−BF4 , however,
does not follow this trend because of its rapid transition from pure ionic to mixed
regimes at relatively low flow rates. In a purely ionic regime, Romero-Sanz [1]
hypothesized that for a fixed q/m, the ion current versus mass flow trend must
be linear. If we assume that only monomers are emitted, doubling the mass flow
will result in a doubling of the current due to the monomers. However, we will
show that for the cases studied here with EMIM−BF4 as the IL of choice we rarely
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see the emission of a single ion type. Instead we see a combination of monomers,
dimers and trimers in the purely ionic regime, or in an even more complicated
mixed regime case, droplets and ions, with ions often being the result of a droplet
breakup. Therefore, finding an analytical trend for the current versus mass flow is
almost impossible since varying the mass flow means alternating between different
emission regimes. Finally, the use of MD to predict the electric field and mass
flow rate conditions for which EMIM−BF4 exists in the ion versus droplet mode
as well as whether the jet tends to break apart too quickly requires a molecular
potential with high fidelity to represent the strong molecular interactions as well as
an accurate representation of the electric field interaction with the IL. The latter
factor will remain a limitation of the results presented here as will be discussed
below.
Due to the complexity of the phenomena the use of semi-empirical relationships
to guide us in the formulation of MD simulations is important. Fernandez de la
Mora and Loscertales [19] have shown that the cone-jet mode is attained when the
volumetric flow lies between the limits
γǫ0 ǫ
γǫ0 ǫ
< Q < (∼ 20 to 30) ·
ρQ
ρK

(1.1)

where γ is the liquid surface tension, ǫ0 is the permittivity of free space, ǫ is the
dielectric constant of the IL, ρ is the density, K is the conductivity and Q is the
volumetric mass flow. Using typical values for EMIM−BF4 of γ=45.3×10−3 kg/s2 ,
K=1.4 S/m, ρ=1240 kg/m3 , ǫ=12.2, a volumetric flow rate between 2.93 and ∼
70 pL/s, or in terms of mass flow rate ṁ, between 3.63 and ∼ 84×10−12 kg/s is
obtained. The electric current and the average diameter of the droplets ejected by
cone jets have been reported in a variety of publications. The scaling laws for the
current, I, and the average droplets diameter, Dd , are [19, 20]
QKγ
I = f (ǫ)
ǫ
Dd

Qǫǫ0
= g(ǫ)
K

!1/2

!1/3

= g(ǫ)r ∗

(1.2)
(1.3)

where g(ǫ) is an empirical factor of order unity, and r ∗ is a characteristic length
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scale for the radius of the jet near its base
r =
∗

Qǫǫ0
K

!1/3

(1.4)

.

Using the values for EMIM−BF4 relative to our computations, the jet was expected
to have a radius r ∗ on the order of 40 to 110 Å depending on the mass flow rate
used. By using Eq. 1.2, the average specific charge for emitted droplets of a colloid
thruster, which is the the main parameter of interest rather than their droplet
diameter, can be computed as
*

q
m

+

I
f (ǫ)
=
∼
ρQ
ρ
"

#

Kγ
Qǫ

!1/2

.

(1.5)

Using these relationships as a starting point, the objective of this work is to
explore the atomistic representation of the cone and cone-jet flow extracted from
a capillary-emitter-extractor system.

1.3 Condensation
Condensation has been an important and actively studied phenomenon for many
years, with wide applications in material science, medicine, meteorology, and
aerospace engineering. A condensation event can be described either as homogeneous or heterogeneous, the latter taking place when gas particles find active
condensation sites such as dust or aerosols, which leads to a decrease in the energy
necessary to generate condensation. Homogeneous condensation takes place in a
supersaturated state of gas without requiring such condensation sites. The centers
for the growth of a condensate, termed nuclei, are produced by the fluctuations
in the condensing vapor itself. Such condensation occurs far from equilibrium,
and a large degree of supersaturation is required to induce a significant amount of
condensation. The study of homogeneous condensation is important for a deeper
understanding of all phase transitions. Homogeneous condensation has been studied in diverse processes, such as the formation of bismuth vapor particles from
a supersaturated aerosol, [46] the nucleation of cholesterol crystals, [47] and the
nucleation of sulfate aerosol in coal-fired power plant plumes. [48] Onischuk et al.
experimentally determined the confines of the nucleation region of supersaturated
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bismuth vapor in a laminar flow quartz tube nucleation chamber by inserting a
metal grid into the nucleation region and recording the outlet aerosol concentration
response. The nucleation rate, supersaturation and nucleation temperatures were
measured, and the surface tension of the critical nucleus and the surface radius
were derived from these measurements. [46] Liu et al. quantified the amount of
cholesterol crystals formed in a supersaturated model bile solution with varying
chemical parameters. Cholesterol nucleation rates were measured at different time
intervals and compared for solutions with different salt-lecithin ratios. [47] Stevens
et al. modeled the formation and growth of sulfate new-particles in power-plant
plumes, up to several kilometers away from the source. Different nucleation parameterizations were tested, including a classical binary homogeneous nucleation
scheme and a ternary nucleation scheme and results were shown to depend strongly
on the meteorological conditions and pre-existing particle concentrations.
In the aerospace sciences, condensation in free expansion plumes has been
studied for the past several decades and has several important aerospace applications. [49, 50] Expansion plumes from thrusters in the rarefied flows regime can
condensate and generate problems for spacecraft, such as the contamination solar
panels [51] or optical systems. Condensation flows have been studied in numerical and experimental approaches for many years in an Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC) [52] program known as CONSET, experiments were
performed to determine the onset and growth properties of condensate clusters in
a typical exhaust plume flow field and the dependence of the condensation process
on nozzle geometry, reservoir conditions, molecular parameters, and flow species
such as argon, oxygen and water. The laser-Rayleigh scattering technique was used
to characterize the distribution and growth of clusters as well as condensation onset, and scaling law experiments were performed for different species including
water. [52] More recently Tejeda et al [53] used a combination of laser-Rayleigh
and Raman scattering to model accurately the onset of water condensation at low
pressures from a well characterized nozzle. Despite the various developments in
the experimental methods, it is still difficult to study homogeneous condensation.
This is because all experimental conditions are inevitably subject to some degree
of contamination, thus affecting the nucleation process of vapor [54]. Another
reason is the difficulty encountered in capturing the transient events of the condensation phenomenon by direct experimental observation. It is because of these
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reasons that a complete understanding of the details of various processes is still
missing [55]. Development of a robust computational model, capable of simulating
a range of flow conditions, is needed so as to provide an alternative/substitute to
the experimental methods, which often times are also very expensive.
DSMC has been used to model cluster formation and evolution in supersonic
jets [56–58]. In addition, Gimelshein et al. [59] modeled the collisional inelastic energy transfer between argon dimers and monomers in non-equilibrium condensing
flows using MD. A comparison of these results with the energy transfer algorithm
based on VHS and Larsen-Borgnakke models [60] indicated that the inelastic collision number decreases strongly with temperature. Jansen et al. [61] proposed a
non-equilibrium numerical model of homogeneous condensation in argon and water expansions. To evaluate homogeneous nucleation collision complex formation
and stabilization, kinetic collisional models employed in DSMC for recombination
chemical reactions were modified to simulate dimer formation. Cluster evaporation
and energy transfer was modeled using the Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel theory [62] and
the Larsen-Borgnakke approach, respectively.
MD simulations can be used to investigate the kinetics of cluster formation as
well as to calculate many key parameters for argon or water clusters. Simulation of
a homogeneous condensation requires cluster-monomer collisions, cluster-monomer
sticking processes, cluster evaporation, cluster-cluster collisions, and cluster nucleation models. Zhong et al [56] proposed a particle simulation method to model
water condensation in a supersonic rocket plume, using the Classical Nucleation
Theory [63] (CNT) to predict nucleation and evaporation rates for water clusters.
A kinetic model of condensation was used to simulate collision and sticking probabilities for argon clusters, and these results were integrated into a DSMC code
to simulate homogeneous condensation in a free-expanding rocket plume. [57] Li
et al [64] used MD to explore the microscopic mechanisms of water dimer formation, and considered the bimolecular and termolecular mechanisms. Finally,
Kumar et al. [65] proposed condensation models to simulate the flow of CO2 from
supersonic expansions of small nozzles into near-vacuum conditions. The work
involved the development of a comprehensive DSMC based condensation method
taking into account the processes of nucleation, cluster-monomer sticking and nonsticking collision, cluster evaporation, and cluster-cluster coalescence. The statistical Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK) model [66] was added to the DSMC condensa9

tion method to account for the high stagnation pressure flows. The implementation
of this high pressure limit in BGK approach reduces the computational cost relative to the baseline DSMC. A new model to was proposed to redistribute the heat
released in a DSMC or BGK computational cell due to the exothermic processes
of nucleation and cluster growth by monomer addition. Simulations conducted for
stagnation pressures of one and three bar were compared with the measurements
of gas and cluster number densities, cluster size, and carbon dioxide rotational
temperature obtained by Ramos et al. [67] Simulations were found to agree well
with experiment for all stagnation pressure cases (1-5 bar), validating the accuracy
of the Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook based condensation model in capturing the physics
of condensation.

1.4 Dissertation Structure
The structure of the dissertation is as follows. The objective of Chapter 2 is to
use MD simulations of ionic liquids to study the effects of ion evaporation and
fragmentation in the presence of strong electric field configurations specific to colloidal propulsion. Distributions of solvated and non-solvated ions as a function of
an extrusion electric field are presented. Also, configurational aspects of extruded
clusters are explored and the behavior of radial distribution functions when the
applied electric field changes are studied.
Chapter 3 present the simple CG molecular potential and a higher fidelity
effective-force coarse grained (EFCG) potential as well as the equilibrium properties predicted by these potentials. The sensitivity of the MD simulation results
to the intermolecular potential model is investigated. Specifically we examine the
difference in the predicted jet structure and currents in both the pure ion and
mixed ion-droplet mode as a function of extraction electric field and mass flow
rates and compare our MD predictions with experiment. We demonstrate that the
Taylor cone structure is predicted by the EFCG model to occur under the conditions observed in experimental observations. Values for the thrust and impulse are
estimated as well.
In Chapter 4, the effects of a one-dimensional (1D) variable electric field generated by a simulation of a multi-level code solving Laplace’s equation prior to
performing MD simulations, as opposed to a constant electric field, are investi10

gated. Then, a fully three-dimensional Poisson solver is presented and coupled to
the MD simulation. The influence of various parameters such as grid size, radius of
the extraction ring, extraction potential and applied mass flow is presented. Two
boundary conditions (BCs), labeled as “plate” and “needle” BCs are introduced.
In Chapter 5, the “tip” BC is introduced as an evolution of the needle BC and
the electric fields and currents that it predicts are compared with the earlier BCs.
Furthermore, the electric field for the tip BC is compared with that obtained for a
simplified model for the tip of an electrospray capillary with a liquid Taylor cone,
representing it as a hyperboloid surface. Using the different boundary conditions,
the MD simulations are analyzed in terms of the average Coulomb energy per
extruded ion, emission modes, and propulsion characteristics.
Chapter 6 briefly reviews the condensation models used in the coarse-grained
DSMC simulations. In particular, the nucleation, evaporation, and cluster internal
energy models are discussed. The use of Monte-Carlo Canonical-Ensemble (MCCE)
simulations to calculate the potential energy and heat capacity of water clusters
at different temperatures is discussed. Then, MD simulations with the Simple
Point Charge (SPC) potential to anchor the use of the phenomenological classical
nucleation evaporation rate in DSMC are conducted. Finally, the new cluster
internal energy models are applied to two types of supersonic expansions using
DSMC.
Chapter 7 focuses on the development of condensation model and the heat
accommodation model in the statistical Ellipsoidal Statistical Bhatnagar-GrossKrook (ES-BGK) framework. Simulations obtained using the BGK based condensation model for stagnation pressures of 12 to 1000 mbar are compared with
measurements. MD simulations of water condensation in one-dimensional expansions are performed for different stagnation temperatures. The influence of the
temperature on the composition of the plume is investigated, and radial distribution functions (RDFs) are calculated. Thermodynamic and structural properties
of the clusters are also investigated.
Chapter 8 gives conclusions and discusses future work. Appendix A describes
calculations of dielectric properties of liquid water and water clusters. Appendix B
present results for the extrusion of a second ionic liquid, EMIM−Im, which is
modeled using an all-atom model.
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Figure 1.1: Single emitter colloid thruster.
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Chapter 2 |
Modeling of an Ionic Liquid Electrospray using Molecular Dynamics with Constraint
2.1 Preface
The objective of this chapter is to use MD simulations of ionic liquids to study
the effects of ion evaporation and fragmentation in the presence of strong electric
field configurations specific to colloidal propulsion. The challenges of this chapter
are to study the physics of ion and droplet emissions thus requiring a much larger
system of ionic liquids than has previously been considered. The reduction in
computational effort to model such large systems (up to a few thousands of ion
pairs) will be shown to be feasible using internal energy constraints with a coarsegrained potential, which are discussed in the following section. Because the main
interest is to characterize the emission products in an electric field we present a
velocity rescaling approach that conserves kinetic temperature, although, more
rigorous schemes are available. [68] In Sec. 2.3, distributions of solvated and nonsolvated ions as a function of an extrusion electric field are presented and show
that many of the results compare well with earlier published work using higher
order potentials, but, for much smaller systems. Also, configurational aspects of
extruded clusters are explored and the behavior of radial distribution functions
when the applied electric field changes are studied.
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2.2 Simulation Model and Numerical Approach
2.2.1 Force Field Parameters and Potential Model
A simple coarse-grained model, following basic chemical judgment, is used in
our work. The parameters for the all-atom model, such as bond lengths, angles, Lennard-Jones diameters and well-depths, were developed by de Andrade
et al. [27]. Daily and Micci [33] computed the same parameters for a simple coarsegrained model of an EMIM−BF4 molecule, adapted to the AMBER potential. We
used those parameters in our rigid model simulation, except for the dihedral angle,
which is not applicable given the geometry of the coarse-grained model. Table 2.1
summarizes the potential parameters while the bond lengths and angles for the
EMIM+ ion are shown on Fig. 2.1. In the coarse-grained model, atomistic description is replaced with a lower-resolution coarse-grained
fine details. In the case of EMIM−BF4 , four particles
(two methyl groups, a CH2 group and the imidizolium
and only one particle is used to model the BF4– ion.

model that smooths away
represent the EMIM+ ion
group) as seen in Fig. 2.1,
Therefore, the number of

particles is reduced from 24 to 5 when compared to the all-atom model, which
leads to at least a factor of 4.8 speedup. It was found that the all-atom model and
the simple and effective-force coarse-grained models give values of the electrostatic
interaction within 10% of each other [33].
A combination of Lennard-Jones 12-6 and Coulomb potentials was used in
this paper. The Lennard-Jones parameters for pairs of different species were obtained from the Lorentz [69]-Berthelot [70] mixing rules. In contrast to Ref. [33] in
which the AMBER force field was used, our study did not include an intramolecular potential within the EMIM+ ion. This can be justified by the fact that the
characteristic temperature T∗ , defined by van den Akker [71], is well above the
ambient temperature at which the MD simulations were conducted. Therefore the
vibrational energy was limited to the ground state, which had a negligible energy
compared to the intermolecular potential energy. This approach leads to an improvement in the overall computational time because a larger time step may be
taken compared to the one that would be required to resolve internal vibrational
and rotational motions. We discuss further our definitions of temperatures and
the use of velocity rescaling with the presence of constraints next.
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2.2.2 Velocity Rescaling Algorithm
In the computational algorithm for rescaling the velocity at each timestep, the
total temperature of the system is separated into two parts, the translational and
rotational temperatures. The translational temperature takes into account the
velocity of the BF4– ions as well as the velocity of the center of mass of the EMIM+
ion. The internal or rotational temperature corresponds to the rotational motion
of the EMIM+ ion. The total temperature is calculated as the weighted average of
the translational and rotational temperatures (two thirds of the total temperature
comes from the translational part, the remaining third coming from the rotational
part). Since both temperatures are kept constant at the ambient temperature of
295 K, the total temperature is also 295 K.
In order to define temperatures based on the species’ velocities obtained during
molecular dynamics simulation, we define the translational kinetic energy, Ktrans ,
and the internal part, Kint , as,
Ktrans = KCMEM IM + KBF 4
=
Kint =

N
X

(2.1)

mEM IM −BF4 kvtransl k2
,
2
l=1

(2.2)

mil kvrEMIMil k2
,
2
l=1 i=1

(2.3)

N X
4
X

where Ktrans is the translational part of the kinetic energy, Kint is the internal
part of the kinetic energy, mil is the mass of monomer i from particle j, k.k is the
Cartesian norm and N is the number of ion pairs, with
vtrans = vCMl + vBF4,l ,
vrEMIMil = vEMIMil − vCMl , i = 1, ..., 4, l = 1, ..., N,

(2.4)
(2.5)

r
where vEM
IMil is the velocity of monomer i relative to the center of mass of molecule
l and the velocity of the center of mass of the EMIM+ l ion, vCMl , is given by

vCMl =

4
X

mil vEMIMil
, l = 1, ..., N.
mEM IM
i=1

(2.6)

The averaged velocity of the center of mass of the ionic liquid system is subtracted
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from each individual particle velocity, so that the center of mass of the system
is always zero. Hence three degrees of freedom can be removed from the the
translational velocity, vtrans and the values of the kinetic energies are updated.
One of the computational domain geometries that we will consider will be that
of a cylinder, in order to represent a nano-electrospray thruster. To minimize
system rotation about the longitudinal axis of the cylinder, we will periodically
remove the angular momentum of the center of mass of the system. Hence we need
to compute the average angular velocity of each ion. The total angular momentum
of the system with respect to the center of mass can be defined as,
M =
=

N X
4
X

l=1 i=1
N X
4
X
l=1 i=1
N
X

+

l=1

rrEMIMil × mEM IMil vEMIMil +

N
X
l=1

rrBF4j × mBF 4j vBF4j (2.7)

rrEMIMil × mEM IMil (ω r × rrEMIMil )
rrBF4j × mBF 4j (ω r × rrBF4j ),

(2.8)

where ω is the average angular velocity of an ion. The coordinates and velocities
come from the MD simulation, while the the masses are known constants, so the
only unknowns in this system of equations are the three components of ω. Equating 2.7 and 2.8 we solve for the three components of ω, and the individual velocities
of each particle are updated according to,
old
r
r
vnew
EMIMil = vEMIMil − ω × rEMIMil ,
old
r
r
vnew
BF4l = vBF4l − ω × rBF4l .

(2.9)
(2.10)

new
The values of vnew
EMIMil and vBF4l obtained from the equations above can be

used in Eqs. 2.1-2.3 to compute the translational, internal and total temperatures
defined as,
2Ktrans
,
(6N − 3)kB
2Kint
,
=
(3N − 3)kB
2Ttrans Tint
=
+
,
3
3

Ttrans =
Tint
Ttot
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(2.11)
(2.12)
(2.13)

where Ttrans is the translational temperature, Tint is the internal temperature, Ttot is
the total temperature and kB is the Boltzmann constant. The (6N −3) factor comes
from the fact that both EMIM+ and BF4– ions have three translational degrees of
freedom per ion and three degrees of freedom are removed since the translational
motion of the center of mass of the system is removed at each timestep. The
(3N −3) factor comes from the fact that only the EMIM+ ions have three rotational
degrees of freedom per ion and three degrees of freedom are removed since the
rotation of the cylinder is removed at each timestep. The translational and internal
temperatures are then used to obtain the respective rescaling coefficients, αtrans
and αint , as,
αtrans =
αint =

q

To /Ttrans ,

q

To /Tint ,

(2.14)
(2.15)

where To is the reference temperature of 295 K.
Finally, in the system equilibration phase of the calculation, the rescaling is
applied at each timestep as,
old
vnew
BF4 = αtrans · vBF4 ,

old
vnew
CMEMIM = αtrans · vCMEMIM ,

old
new
new
vnew
EMIMi = (vEMIMi − vCMEMIM ) · αint + vCMEMIM .

(2.16)
(2.17)
(2.18)

2.2.3 Numerical Procedure and Equilibration
Molecular dynamics simulations were performed using a home-developed Fortran
90 parallelized code using the OpenMPI library compiled by the PGI Fortran compiler under a Infiniband network, running on 64 nodes in a 560-core (Intel Xeon
3160 Dual-Core 3.0 GHz processor) computer cluster. The simulation procedure
included an equilibration cycle and then a uniform and steady electric field was
applied. The ion pairs are initially placed in a crystal structure, and the system is
equilibrated using an ensemble of a constant number of moles, volume, and temperature (NVT) where the temperature was constrained to be constant at 295 K by
using the velocity rescaling algorithm discussed above. The velocities were rescaled
until all memory from the initial crystal structure disappeared. After the veloc-
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ity rescaling was stopped, the number of moles, volume, and total system energy
were constant, corresponding to an NVE ensemble. In most of the simulations an
electric field was then applied to the system.
At each time step, the positions and velocities were updated using the RATTLE
algorithm [72]. Rattle was used to constrain the bond lengths and angles since,
as discussed earlier, the vibrational energies were negligible for the conditions of
interest. In the first half of the algorithm, the positions were advanced a full timestep and the velocities half a time step using the Velocity Verlet algorithm. The
bond lengths and angles were checked after advancement, and if a violation was
detected, Lagrange multipliers were calculated and positions and velocities were
updated. This scheme was repeated to advance the velocities during the second
half step.
Periodic boundary conditions (PBC) were used to simulate a much larger system without actually increasing the size of the system (and therefore the computational time). A neighbor-list with a cutoff distance of 25.32 Å was used for the
calculation of the potential energy, which is close to the cutoff used by Daily and
Micci [33], Wang et al. [34] and de Andrade [27]. The neighbor-list was updated
periodically (every 50 timesteps). The velocities were rescaled at every time step
to maintain a constant temperature in the system, until it had reached thermal
equilibrium and the rescaling was no longer required
The behavior of the system of EMIM−BF4 molecules was studied for three dimensional simulations based on two types of geometries; i.e., a box and a capillary
shape. We discuss first the box geometry because it helped with the implementation of the coarse-grained potential and provided a test case for the velocity rescaling algorithm. For the preprocessing of the box-geometry simulation, 64 ion pairs
were placed in the box with PBCs in a body cubic-centered (BCC) lattice shape
with a starting distance between the BF4– ion and the IM group of the EMIM+
ion set to 5 Å. The ions were given a random initial velocity from a Maxwellian
distribution at a temperature of 295 K. It was found that a computational box
size of 25.66 Å gave the correct ionic liquid density of 1.247 kg/m3 . Therefore the
longest cutoff potential that it was possible to use was 12.83 Å, i.e. half the box
size. The system was rescaled for 100 ps, then equilibrated as a NVE ensemble
for another 100 ps, making the total equilibration time 200 ps. In the case where
PBCs were applied, the ionic liquid fills the entire box. Another test case was run
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with no PBCs and it was found that a droplet formed in the center of the box, as
would be expected because of the strong cohesive behavior of ionic liquids.
For the capillary case, 2160 EMIM−BF4 molecules were initially placed inside a
capillary composed of 11,644 wall atoms whose positions were fixed. The LennardJones 12-6 interaction was used between the wall atoms and ions. The initial
configuration is shown on the LHS of Fig. 2.2. PBCs were only applied in the
longitudinal (Z) direction, for the equilibration phase. Initially, the density inside
the capillary was around 700 kg/m3 since it was not possible to place more than
2160 ionic liquid molecules inside a capillary of radius and length of 47 and 113.6 Å,
respectively. A cutoff distance of 24 Å for the calculation of the potential energy
was used. When a longitudinal collection of IL particles rapidly formed along the
centerline of the capillary cylinder, the capillary was reduced in the radial direction
to ensure that the correct ionic liquid density was achieved. The final configuration
after the equilibration can be observed on the RHS of Fig. 2.2. The equilibration
portion of the simulation was run with a timestep of 0.1 fs for 2,000,000 timesteps.
Using the rescaling techniques discussed above, the energy conservation history
obtained is shown in Fig. 2.3. The total energy is conserved to within 2 %, a
value considered to be sufficiently accurate given the objectives of the molecular
dynamics simulation. As will be discussed further in the next section, after the ionic
liquid has reached equilibrium inside the capillary, the longitudinal boundaries
are opened and a constant electric field is applied everywhere in the longitudinal
direction. The positive ions are extruded in one direction while the negative ions
are extruded in the opposite direction.

2.3 Results and Discussion
First we consider the characterization of the ionic liquid prior to applying an external electric field. To explore the behavior of the ionic liquid, the radial distribution functions (RDF), cation and anion diffusion coefficients, and conductivity of
EMIM−BF4 , all averaged over three directions, were obtained. Figure 2.4 shows
the three RDFs of the anion-anion, cation-cation, anion-cation pairs where for
the cation, the center of mass of the EMIM+ ion was used. The RDF for the
EMIM−BF4 pairs compares well with the results from Daily and Micci [33], the location of the peak being very close (around 3 Å). de Andrade et al. also computed
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the RDFs of EMIM−BF4 and found a double peak in the RDF for the cation-cation
interaction. Their peaks were located at a slightly further distance from the origin
since the model they used was a full-atom one as opposed to our coarse-grained
one, confirming the trend shown by Daily and Micci [33] in their comparison. The
relative amplitude of our RDFs is also similar to the results of de Andrade et
al. [27]. The maxima and minima are close to unity for the cation-cation and
anion-anion RDFs, indicating that the short-range correlations are relatively weak.
The diffusion coefficients for EMIM+ and BF4– were calculated by de Andrade [27]
to be respectively DEM IM + = 1.5 × 10−11 and DBF − = 1.1 × 10−11 m2 s−1 , while
4
we computed values of DEM IM + = 9 × 10−11 and DBF − = 1.5 × 10−11 m2 s−1 , re4

spectively. Estimating the values of the diffusivity coefficients could be improved
by neglecting initial and long-time regions, as well as lengthening the run time [73].
The conductivity may be obtained from the following relationship,
σ=

Ne2 (DEM IM + + DBF − )
4

V kB T

,

(2.19)

where D is the diffusion coefficient, V is the volume of the system and e is the
elementary charge. We obtained a value of 1.85 S/m which is the same order as
the experimental value of 1.63 S/m [74], measured at 298.15 K. The slightly higher
calculated value of the conductivity is consistent with the final temperature above
300 K at the end of the equilibration.
As mentioned earlier, once the equilibration is completed, an electric field was
applied in the longitudinal direction and the PBCs were removed. First we focus
on observing the emission outcome with electric fields between 1.0 and 2.0 V/nm.
Figure 2.5 shows snapshots in chronological order of the extraction process of nonsolvated and solvated ions under an electric field of 1.5 V/nm. A threshold field
of approximately 1.2 V/nm was obtained from our simulations, consistent with
typical extrusion threshold values found experimentally [21, 22] as well as computationally [30, 75]. For a field higher than 1.2 V/nm, the collection of IL particles
slowly elongates inside the capillary and ions are emitted along the longitudinal
direction. Non-solvated, single ions, solvated ions, (EMIM−BF4 ) n EMIM+ and
(EMIM−BF4 ) n BF4– in which n indicates the degree of solvation, as well as neutral
clusters (EMIM−BF4 ) m , are emitted from the neutral collection of IL particles.
Generally the first emission time and breakup time decrease as the electric field
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increases. The times that the first ion is emitted for both cations and anions are
plotted in Fig. 2.6. It can be seen that the time of first emission for positive and
negative ions are very close at high electric fields, while they are much higher for
the positive ones compared to the negative ones at lower fields. This is due to
the fact that the EMIM+ ions are larger in size than the BF4– ions and therefore
the energy needed to separate them from the neutral collection of IL particles
needs to be higher. For the same reasons, the current profiles plotted in Fig. 2.7
show slightly higher negative than positive currents. The current is calculated by
measuring the time it takes for 10 ions to be emitted from the collection of IL
particles.
Figures 2.8 and 2.9 show snapshots of the extrusion process for different electric
fields, which are respectively zoomed in on the capillary region and zoomed out so
that the whole jet can be seen. The time that those snapshots are taken is chosen
to be before the collection of IL particles starts breaking apart, which is when
the neutral bulk separates into multiple smaller entities. Figure 2.10 shows the
ratio of the solvated and non-solvated ions, as well as neutral groups for different
electric fields. The maximum degree of solvation observed is n=4. The majority of
the ions are, however, non-solvated ones (n=0), and the fraction of larger solvated
ions is larger at smaller electric fields. The ratios of neutral to total number of
emitted groups, and charged particles to total number of emitted groups remains
relatively constant as the electric field is changed. Using a smaller sample size of
64 EMIM−BF4 molecules, compared to our system, Takahashi and Lozano [30]
obtained results that agree with the general trends of our detailed ion solvation
behavior as a function of electric field strength.
The MD simulations obtained during the extrusion process also show that the
structure of the cation/anion species changes for different applied electric fields.
Figures 2.11 and 2.12 show the configurations of an (EMIM−BF4 ) 1 BF4– extruded
solvated ion and an (EMIM−BF4 ) 2 EMIM+ extruded solvated ion, respectively,
for two different applied electric fields, 1.2 and 2.0 V/nm. These fields represent
a range of the lowest one that produces an extrusion and the highest applied in
this work. It can be seen in Fig. 2.11 that for both electric fields, the internal
configuration of the solvated ion is similar. The anions tend to place themselves
on a perpendicular direction with respect to the M1-IM-MR segment, with the IMBF4 distance being the shortest one in the structure. This is due to the fact that
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the IM group carries the largest positive charge of the EMIM structure, while the
BF4 is charged negatively, creating a strong Coulombic attraction. The general
trend is that the IM-BF4 distance is slightly shortened when the electric field
increases, from an average of 2.9 to around 2.7 Å. Figure 2.12 shows that the
EMIM structures align themselves with the M1-IM-MR segment oriented in the
direction of the applied electric field. Again, a critical parameter in the structure of
those solvated ion clusters is that the IM-BF4 distance maintains a constant value
at a given electric field, around the same one measured in Fig. 2.11. Also, in order
to minimize the electrostatic repulsion, the EMIM structures orient themselves so
that the cation in the center of the cluster is in a reversed position as opposed
to the two other cations. Both the negatively and positively charged solvated
ions show a rotational motion around the center of mass of the cluster after their
extrusion, and the velocity of the center of mass of the cluster increases with time.
This is justified by the fact that an external source - the constant applied electric
field - generates an increase in the kinetic energy of the ions, which is then divided
between translational and rotational kinetic energies.
Finally, the RDFs based on the distance between the IM and BF4 groups were
calculated for different applied electric fields and plotted in Fig. 2.13. As the
electric field is increased, the relative amplitude of the peak in the RDF is decreased,
and the position of the maximum is shifted to a shorter distance. Also, the typical
decaying oscillatory form of an equilibrium fluid begins to flatten as the applied
electric field is increased, confirming the observation of Daily and Micci [33]. In
contrast to Fig. 2.13, we found that the RDFs for the cation-cation and anionanion pairs show uniform distributions for distances longer than 5.5 Å. This is
reasonable since statistically two similarly charged ions could be located at any
distance, further than their attractive-repulsive equilibrium distance, from each
other, after being extruded by the applied electric field.

2.4 Summary
Molecular dynamics simulations were performed to investigate the behavior of the
EMIM−BF4 ionic liquid system for conditions relevant to electrospray thrusters.
First, the IL was equilibrated inside a cubic box with and without periodic boundary conditions to verify the coarse-grained potential parameters, then 2160 IL
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molecules were placed inside a platinum capillary and equilibrated. We verified
that the total energy is conserved during the NVE simulation and that the total
temperature remains close to the initial ambient temperature. Diffusion coefficients and electrical conductivity were calculated and compared with literature
values, showing good agreement. When an electric field greater than 1.2 V/nm
was applied to the system in the longitudinal direction, the single and solvated
ions were emitted. The threshold field for extrusion was found to be similar to
values reported in earlier work for smaller systems [30]. This threshold depends on
a chemical bonding, validating the use of our rigid molecule model with a coarsegraining potential since it matches results given by the proven AMBER potential.
The use of a larger system provides a clear picture of the influence of the magnitude of the electric field on the ion-solvation physics as well as changes in the
structure of the bonding and orientation of different groups in the EMIM−BF4
coarse-grained model. The MD approach presented here will be extended in the
next chapter to study ion emission physics under high, local electric fields that
exist for a flowing ionic liquid through a capillary tip.
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Table 2.1: Lennard-Jones and Coulomb parameters for the EMIM−BF4 coarsegrained model.
Group
M1
IM
MR
M2
BF4

Mass (g/mol)
q
σ LJ (Å)
15.03
+0.22
2.90
67.07
+0.4795
2.77
14.03
+0.2112
2.90
15.03
+0.0871
2.90
86.81
-1
3.05

ǫLJ (kcal/mol)
0.157
0.643
0.141
0.157
0.339

Figure 2.1: Coarse-grained structure for the 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium ionic
liquid, including bond length and angle parameters.
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Figure 2.2: Initial configuration (LHS) and final configuration after equilibration
(RHS) for 2160 molecules inside a capillary consisting of 11644 atoms. PBC are
applied in the longitudinal Z-direction. In this and subsequent figures, red dots
spheres represent EMIM + particles whereas blue spheres represent BF4− .
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Figure 2.3: Kinetic, potential and total energies of a 2160 molecules system inside
the capillary during the equilibration.
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Figure 2.4: Radial distribution function for the coarse-grained model, computed
from an equilibrated system of 2160 molecules inside the capillary.
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(a) 0 ps.
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Figure 2.5: Ion emission from EMIM−BF4 collection of IL particles at 1.5 V/nm.
(a) Initial state. (b) Neutral state before ion emission. (c) Emission of BF4– . (d)
Emission of (EMIM−BF4 )1 BF4– solvated ion. (e) Emission of EMIM+ ion. (f)
Emission of (EMIM−BF4 )1 EMIM+ ion.
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Figure 2.6: Time of first emission.
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Figure 2.7: Current profiles in various applied E fields.
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(a) E=1.2 V/nm. t=99 ps.

(b) E=1.4 V/nm. t=52 ps.

(d) E=1.8 V/nm. t=29 ps.

(c) E=1.6 V/nm. t=34 ps.

(e) E=2.0 V/nm. t=21 ps.

Figure 2.8: Ion extrusion process, for different applied electric fields, zoomed in
on the capillary region. For all images, the size of the image in the z-direction
(extrusion direction)is 300 Å.
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(a) E=1.2 V/nm.
ps.

t=99

(d) E=1.8 V/nm.
ps.

t=29

(b) E=1.4 V/nm.
ps.

t=52

(c) E=1.6 V/nm. t=34 ps.

(e) E=2.0 V/nm. t=21 ps.

Figure 2.9: Ion extrusion process, for different applied electric fields, zoomed out so
the whole jet can be seen. The green rectangle represents the size of the capillary.
The length scale measures the distance between the furthest positive and negative
extruded ions in the direction of the applied electric field.
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Figure 2.10:
Fraction of solvated ions, (EMIM−BF4 ) n EMIM+ and
(EMIM−BF4 ) n BF4– , non-solvated ions, EMIM+ and BF4– , and neutral clusters, (EMIM−BF4 ) m , divided by the total number of emitted groups.

(a) 1.2 V/nm.

(b) 2.0 V/nm.

Figure 2.11: Internal configuration of an (EMIM−BF4 ) 1 BF4– solvated ion at different applied electric fields. The indicated distance is measured between the IM
group of EMIM and the BF4, in Å. The figures were generated by the Molden
package [4].
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(a) 1.2 V/nm.

(b) 2.0 V/nm.

Figure 2.12: Internal configuration of an (EMIM−BF4 ) 2 EMIM+ solvated ion at
different applied electric fields. The indicated distance is measured between the
IM group of EMIM and the BF4, in Å. The figures were generated by the Molden
package [4].
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Figure 2.13: Radial distribution function based on the distance between the IM
group and BF4 for different applied electric fields.
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Chapter 3 |
Prediction of Fundamental Properties of Ionic Liquid Electrospray Thrusters using Molecular Dynamics
3.1 Preface
Initially, we present the simple CG molecular potential used in the previous chapter
and a higher fidelity effective-force coarse grained (EFCG) potential as well as the
equilibrium properties predicted by these potentials. To create a mass flow rate
inside the capillary, we introduce the use of a moving potential wall. The sensitivity
of the MD simulation results to the intermolecular potential model is investigated.
Specifically we examine the difference in the predicted jet structure and currents in
both the pure ion and mixed ion-droplet mode as a function of extraction electric
field and mass flow rates and compare our MD predictions with experiment. We
demonstrate that the Taylor cone structure is predicted by the EFCG model to
occur under the conditions observed in experimental observations. Values for the
thrust and impulse are estimated as well.
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3.2 Molecular Dynamics Models
3.2.1 Comparison of Equilibrium Properties Predicted by Two
Coarse-Grained Models
Similar to the previous chapter, a coarse-grained (CG) model of the ionic liquid
(IL) EMIM−BF4 was used to achieve a significant decrease in the computational
cost compared to an all-atom model. The use of a coarse-grained model allows
one to simulate a much larger system with respect to the number of ion pairs, for
the same computational cost, when compared to a full-atom model. The coarsegrained model gives a reduction in the total number of groups per ion pair from
25 to 5. Since the emphasis of this work is on replicating experimental results,
the size of the system is much more important than the very subtle differences
between all-atom and coarse-grained models. In this work we investigate two
different coarse-grained models in order to understand the dependence of the IL
spray modeling on the potential. The coarse-grained potentials mainly differ in
their treatment of the intra-molecular potential of the cation, Uintra , where the the
total potential is the sum of that term and inter-molecular potentials, Uinter . First
we consider the simple coarse-grained (simple CG) potential presented in Ref. 76.
In this model, the EMIM+ cation is represented as a rigid model (Uintra = 0) and
the interactions between the different groups (Uinter ) were modeled as the sum
of Lennard-Jones 12-6 and Coulomb interactions. The potential parameters for
the simple CG potential are summarized in Fig. 2.1, while the bond lengths and
angles are depicted on Fig. 3.1(a). The EMIM+ ion was modeled as a rigid body
in the simple CG approach. One way to define a rigid molecule involves imposing
a sufficient number of bond constraints between the atoms in the unit. However,
the particular geometry of the EMIM+ ion in the simple CG approach (the M1, IM
and MR groups are colinear) make it problematic to define a sufficient number of
bond constraints. Also, problems with the stability and speed of the RATTLE [72]
often arise when constraints are used. The use of rigid body units, whose dynamics
are defined by translation of the center of mass and rotation about it, allows one
to avoid these problems. It is common practice to define the position of the body
in a universal frame of reference, but to describe the moment of inertia tensor in
a frame of reference that is localized in the rigid body and changes as the rigid
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body rotates. The orientation of the local body frame with respect to the space
fixed frame is described via a four dimensional unit vector called the quaternion.
The equations of the translational motion of a rigid body are the same as those
describing the motion of a single atom, except that the force is the total force
acting on the rigid body and the mass is the total mass of the rigid body unit.
The second potential model used in this chapter is the effective-force coarsegrained (EFCG) potential, proposed by Wang et al. [35] for the EMIM+ NO3– IL
system. The EFCG potential uses a modified AMBER [28] force field form to
represent the intra-molecular potential,
Uintra = U(r) + U(θ)
where the contribution due to dihedral interactions was found to be negligible and
therefore removed from this model. Bond and angle parameters used in the EFCG
model are summarized in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2, while the bond lengths and angles are
depicted on Fig. 3.1(b). To reproduce the local structure of an all-atom model,
the non-bonded interactions, Uinter , consisting of both Coulomb (see Fig. 2.1) and
van der Waals forces were constructed by Wang et al. [35]. The translational force
between two atomic groups was computed and projected onto the radial vector
between the center of masses of these
distance relation was tabularized for
material was provided by Daily [77].
performed using a modified version of

two atomic groups and the resulting forceinput into the MD code. Supplementary
All MD calculations in this chapter were
DL_POLY [78], instead of the self-written

MD code used to generate the results in the previous chapter. The DL_POLY
MD code provides a number of features that were used in this work, namely the
ability to efficiently handle large molecular systems using tabulated potentials, as
well as implemented features such as the application of a constant external electric
field, the handling of long-range interactions and multiple thermostats used in
equilibration.
Preliminary calculations were done to investigate the behavior of both potentials at ambient temperature by placing 270 EMIM−BF4 pairs in a cubic box
of size 41.4 Å, so that the initial density of the system was about 1240 kg/m3 ,
the experimentally measured value at 295 K and atmospheric pressure. Periodic
boundary conditions were applied in all three directions, and the temperature and
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pressure were set to 295 K and 1 atm, respectively. Two separate simulations
were carried for each CG potential model, one in an NVT ensemble using a NoseHoover [79, 80] thermostat to generate the radial distribution functions and the
other one in the NPT ensemble using a modified Nose-Hoover barostat [81, 82]
to determine the equilibrium density. The thermostat relaxation constant was
always set to 30 fs for both the NPT and NVT simulations, while the barostat
relaxation constant was set to 400 fs in the NPT ensembles. A timestep of 2 fs
was used and the system was equilibrated for 600 fs, then the NVE production
runs lasted a further 400 ps, so that the total run time was 1 ns. For the NVT
simulations, the velocities were rescaled every 5 timesteps during the equilibration
phase. Cutoffs for the short-range van der Waals interaction and the real part of
the long-range Coulombic interaction were chosen to be respectively 12 and 20 Å.
The Smoothed Particle Ewald Sum (SPME) method [83], which is a modification
of the basic Ewald sum, [84] was used to calculate the electrostatic interactions.
The electrostatic interaction (Coulomb) potential is separated as the sum of two
terms, a short-range term whose sum quickly converges in real space as a function
of the distance, and a another component that has small contributions at shortterm and is dominated by a long-range term. Summation of the long-range term
(also called reciprocal term) is done in Fourier space (reciprocal space). The main
difference between the two methods (SPME and Ewald sum) is in the treatment
of the reciprocal terms.
Densities were calculated from the final volume of the NPT simulation at atmospheric pressure. For the simple CG potential, the density averaged over the
production run was 2508 kg/m3 , or twice as large as the initial value. For the EFCG
potential, the density averaged over the production run was 1220 kg/m3 , or a 1.6%
error when compared to the initial value. Radial distribution functions (RDF)
were computed from the NVT simulation and are shown on Figs. 3.2(a), 3.2(b)
and 3.2(c). The position of the peaks in the RDFs obtained from the simple CG
potential match the ones obtained by Daily and Micci [33], however, a number
of discrepancies with those obtained from the EFCG potential can be seen. The
RDFs obtained from the EFCG potential compare very well with the ones obtained
by de Andrade et al. [27] and del Popolo and Voth [29] for the all-atom models, and
Wang et al. [35] for both the all-atom and EFCG models. The RDFs show that the
different groups are closer to each other in the simple CG than in the EFCG and
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all-atom models, which would explain why the density of the system at equilibrium
was double the value measured experimentally. Figures 3.3(a) and 3.3(b) show a
snapshot of the final configuration of the system for the NVT simulation for both
potentials. It can be seen that due to the use of periodic boundary conditions and
the fact that the box was dimensioned to accommodate a density of 1240 kg/m3 ,
a spurious ’bubble’ was formed in the middle of the box for the simple CG potential. These preliminary calculations suggest that the EFCG potential is better
designed to represent the equilibrium characteristics of EMIM−BF4 , whereas the
simple CG potential may not. Since our main goal is to look at IL systems under
nonequilibrium conditions, we also examine the cone/jet system using the simple
CG potential, but, consider the EFCG the baseline potential.

3.2.2 Equilibration in a Capillary Geometry, Prior to Extrusion
Following these preliminary calculations, a system of 9455 EMIM−BF4 ion pairs
were placed in a crystal structure inside a capillary composed of 16626 Pt atoms.
The system size was chosen as a compromise between the computational cost and
the minimum capillary diameter with a cylinder height to radius ratio of about five
to preserve the capillary needle shape. The inside radius and length of the capillary
were chosen to be respectively 56 and 275 Å, so that the initial density of the system
would be once again 1240 kg/m3 , consistent with values predicted for r ∗ by Eq. 1.4.
Periodic boundary conditions were applied in the longitudinal direction only since
the system had a cylindrical geometry. Interactions between the IL and the Pt
atoms were modeled by simple Lennard-Jones 12-6 interactions. The electrostatic
interactions in the IL were calculated by using the force-shifted Coulomb sum [85],
since the use of the Ewald summation is restricted to 3D periodic systems only in
DL_POLY. It was found that a timestep of 5 fs provided the same accuracy as
a time step of 2 fs for both potentials. The system was equilibrated for a total
duration of 0.5 ns and was rescaled every 5 time steps for 0.25 ns in the NVT
ensemble at 295 K using the Nose-Hoover thermostat with a relaxation constant
of 30 fs. The system was equilibrated a further 0.25 ns in the NVE ensemble and
the temperature variations were monitored and judged acceptable since they were
under 1%. The equilibrated system obtained using the EFCG potential showed a
homogeneous distribution inside the Pt capillary, while the system obtained after
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equilibration when using the simple CG potential agglomerated around the axis
of the cylinder, forming a bulk of IL with a density close to the one obtained for
that potential during the preliminary calculations discussed previously. A new Pt
capillary was therefore created around the cylinder of IL to ensure that no vacuum
was present between the IL and the Pt wall. That system was ran a further 0.1 ns
to take into account the new interactions created by the new, closer positions
between the Pt atoms and the outer layer of IL ions.
The use of periodic boundary conditions in the longitudinal directions for the
equilibration meant that some EMIM+ ions were split between the two periodic
boundaries of the domain. Since these periodic conditions were lifted during the
extrusion production computations, these split ions were removed at the end of
the equilibration. The systems then became negatively charged, and some BF4–
ions were expelled from the capillary due to a strong repulsive Coulomb interaction
between negative charges. These ions were tracked down and also removed from
the system. The final systems before the production runs were started had the
following size for the EFCG and simple CG potentials: 9341 and 9149 cations, and
9455 and 9411 anions, respectively.

3.2.3 Extrusion Model
To generate a mass flow inside the capillary, a moving potential wall was created
by generating a strong short-ranged repulsive force. The moving potential wall is
based on a modified (9-3) inverse power function [86, 87] and defined as follow:

φwall (z) =







− ǫwall
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z−(zo +v·∆t)
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0,

3
z−(zo +v·∆t)

!3 #

, z<3 Å

(3.1)

otherwise

where z is the distance between the wall and a particle, zo is the initial wall position,
v is the wall velocity, ∆t=5 fs is the timestep, and ǫwall =0.1195 kcal/mol. The
force generated by the moving wall potential is applied only to particles that are
located inside the Pt capillary. It can be seen from this equation that the repulsive
wall only affects particles that are within a 3 Å distance. This displaced the ionic
liquid inside the capillary giving it a constant velocity and therefore simulating the
liquid displacement with a constant mass flow. Figure 3.4 shows the displacement
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of the wall between the initial time and a time later in the push process.
A constant positive electric field Ez was applied in the longitudinal direction z,
outside of the Pt capillary, generating an electric force of the form
Fex,y = 0
Fez = qeEz

(3.2)
(3.3)

where Fe is the electric force, e is the elementary charge and q is the partial charge
of a group.

3.3 Results and Discussion
For both molecular potentials the IL mass flow rates were varied between 0.61×10−12
and 48.8×10−12 kg/s, consistent with Eq. 1.1 and spatially uniform electric field
strengths of 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 V/nm were applied to the equilibrated IL-capillary
system. The range of electric field values of 1 to 2 V/nm was selected based on
our previous work [76] and the lower value of 0.5 V/nm was selected because the
use of Taylor’s relationship [13] for an EMIM−BF4 droplet gives a critical electric
field required to initiate direct ionization on the order of 0.5 V/nm [33]. Statistics
of emitted ions and current were calculated from the MD simulations at a distance
0.1 µm away from the center of the capillary, or 862.5 Å from the tip of the capillary,
simulating the position of an extractor, a ring at one of the three aforementioned
voltages biased with respect to the capillary tip. Currents are computed from the
MD simulations as the ratio of the number of charges crossing the extractor plane
per time interval, and are expressed as cumulative moving averages, in order to
prevent sharp fluctuations in the current values as a function of time. In this work,
the time interval is chose to be 1000 timesteps or 5 ps. All current values reported
in subsequent tables were averaged over 100 ps after steady state was reached for
cation emission. The upper lip of the green cylinder on Fig. 3.6(b) will be referred
to as the “tip of the capillary” from this point onwards. The “center of the capillary” is the actual barycenter of the green cylinder, not visible on Fig. 3.6(b).
Comparison of these dimensions with the value of r ∗ given by Eq. 1.4 shows that
for the mass flow rates considered here the MD simulation domain is sufficiently
large to capture the physics of electrospray extrusion discussed in many laboratory
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experiments. [1, 21–23, 38, 39, 88, 89]
Since currents of single and clusters of ions are important measurements for
characterizing the physics of ion emission as well as providing estimates of colloid thruster performance, these values were crucial metrics that we wanted to
obtain from the MD simulations. A post-processing algorithm was developed to
analyze the MD trajectories by recording cluster size and charge when an ion or
cluster reached the virtual extractor. Ion clusters have the form of aggregates of
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ative and positive voltages, respectively and n = 0 represents pure ion or nonsolvated ions. Charged clusters with values of n ≥ 9 are designated as droplets.

To determine whether neighboring ions belong to the same cluster, a neighbor list
is created for each ion and the list was searched for all other ions to determine
which ones lie within a sphere of radius 8 Å centered at its center of mass. The
8 Å cutoff was chosen based on observations made of our RDF plots, as well as
those from Daily and Micci, [33] which show that, statistically, most of the ions
forming a cluster are separated by a distance less than that cutoff.
During the MD simulations it is generally seen that charged clusters with an

overall positive charge travel to the virtual extractor (biased negative relative to the
capillary tip) when the positive operation mode is simulated. Negatively charged
clusters never reach the virtual extractor due to the positive electric field. Neutral clusters are created by in-flight fragmentation of larger droplets and can also
reach the virtual extractor by their momentum after fragmentation. Figure 3.5
shows the different measured currents as a function of the extrusion time for an
applied electric field of 0.5 V/nm and different mass flow rates. using the EFCG
potential model and the moving wall potential described by Eq. 3.1. The calculation of current starts when the first cluster reached the virtual extractor. The
time prior to any charged particles reaching the extractor may be interpreted as
a relaxation time which can be seen from the figure to decrease (from 590 to 340
to 200 to 150 ps) as the mass flow rate increases (from 1.22 to 2.44 to 4.88 to
7.32×10−12 kg/s). It can also be seen that the time to obtain steady state current
values decreases with increasing mass flow rate, as expected. Note that the current
values reported in subsequent figures are the steady state values that were calculated after the transient phase of current initialization. As will be discussed in more
detail below, the computed results in Fig. 3.5 show good agreement with the exper39

imental results of Romero-Sanz et al. [1] who measured ionic currents of monomers
(EMIM+ ), dimers [(EMIM−BF4 )EMIM+ ], and trimers [(EMIM−BF4 )2 EMIM+ ] of
EMIM−BF4 at 24◦ C and found that the contribution of other ions to the total
ionic current was mostly negligible.

3.3.1 Results Obtained Using the EFCG Potential
3.3.1.1

The Positive Operation Condition

First we consider the structure of the IL flow as it leaves the capillary under
the extrusion of the external field. Figure 3.6(b) shows the flow in the region of
the capillary tip for an extraction field of 0.5 V/nm. Under similar conditions,
measurements [1,89] and theory [19] predict the formation of a single, Taylor conejet flow in the ion mode. The cone half angle can be estimated from Fig. 3.6(b) to
be very close to the value proposed by Taylor [13] of 49.29◦ which is independent
of the type of IL, the field, or the mass flow rate. Examination of the “jet” portion
of the flow shown in Fig. 3.6(b) for the same electric field of 0.5 V/nm and a mass
flow rate of 1.22×10−12 kg/s as Fig. 3.6(a) shows that small ions are emitted from
the tip of the Taylor cone at this low flow rate. However, if the mass flow rate is
increased (Fig. 3.6(c)), the Taylor cone with a sustained jet structure can be clearly
seen. The Taylor-cone and the cone-jet structure have been readily observed in
numerous experiments, but, this represents the first time, to our knowledge, that
it has been predicted in an MD simulation for a flowing liquid.
To compare the change in the extrusion physics for different extraction voltages
and mass flow rates, it is useful to compare the predicted magnitude and type
of charged particle currents with measurements. Figure 3.7 shows the different
currents computed for an electric field of 0.5 V/nm at varying mass flow rates.
Note that in the figure each closed symbol represents the MD steady state current,
as determined from Fig. 3.5. The first general trend that can be seen is that most
currents increase with increasing mass flow in both the MD simulations and data.
The generally larger MD magnitudes may be due to the fact that the constant
electric field is assumed to be only along the longitudinal axis. The trimer and
droplet currents closely match the value measured by Romero-Sanz (Fig. 3.7(c)),
while the dimer current matches the measured values for most mass flow rates
except those greater than 15 × 10−12 kg/s, as shown in Fig. 3.7(b). The computed
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monomer current tends to increase more quickly than the values measured by
Romero-Sanz (Fig. 3.7(d)). This discrepancy deserves further discussion.
We believe the larger droplets emitted from the cone-jet have a tendency to
break apart that is higher in our simulations than it actually is in experiments,
such as the one conducted by Romero-Sanz et al. [1]. Romero-Sanz et al. [1] reports that few droplets break apart when traveling from the tip of the jet to the
current collector and that ion evaporation from drops in-flight is not significant
for EMIM−BF4 . The tendency of our simulations to over predict droplet break
up may be due to the fact that our model simulates a constant, spatially homogeneous electric field, with a value chosen to be at least equal to the minimum field
necessary to eject ions from a droplet. The true electric field has two maxima of
comparable magnitudes: one in a region close the tip of the Taylor cone, known
as the ’transition region’, and the another where the droplets break up from the
jet [22]. The total electric field is large at these locations mostly because of the
induced field, although there is still a considerable degree of discussion on this
point in the literature. [90, 91] However, the electric field drops several orders of
magnitude when droplets travel further away from the jet break up region. From a
device point of view, this variation in the field ensures that the energy is sufficient
to extract ions or droplets from the jet, but keeps these droplets bounded after
they are extruded.
The over prediction of the ion currents in the MD simulations occurs because
when a droplet with a single charge breaks apart into ten monomers it generates
a factor of ten higher current. While one droplet carries a large mass with small
charge (small q/m ratio), we see that droplets tend to break apart to the smallest
entity possible due to high repulsive forces encountered in a droplet breakup. [92]
When a droplet breaks apart into multiple monomers a much higher current is
generated because monomers travel a lot faster than droplets due to their smaller
mass. Since the ionic and total currents include the monomer current, they follow
the same trend.
When the electric field is increased further, both the predicted and measured ion
currents increase and the magnitude of the predicted current increases faster than
the measurements as compared to the lower extrusion voltage. Figs. 3.8 and 3.9
show the MD currents for applied electric fields of 1.0 and 2.0 V/nm, respectively.
For a field of 1.0 V/nm, no droplets are observed, the trimer current is very low, and
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the dimer current is lower than the measurements. Again, the monomer current is
much larger than the measured value because the uniform electric field incorrectly
accelerates the droplet break up phenomenon leading to larger currents. For a
field of 2.0 V/nm, the simulations predict that only monomers are observed at
the virtual extractor. The monomer (or total in this case) current is close to that
computed for the 1.0 V/nm field, since the break-up of a few dimers or trimers
has a much smaller effect on the total current than the break up of heavy droplets
would have, if they were present.
The large increase in the magnitude of the emitted currents predicted by the
MD simulations as the extrusion field changes from 0.5 to 2 V/nm can also been
seen in the change of the cone-jet structure. Figure 3.6(d) shows that at a low
flow rate and for an electric field of 2.0 V/nm, the cone-jet has transitioned to a
new structure different from that shown in Fig. 3.6(b). In the new figure the single
well shaped Taylor-cone structure is replaced with multiple emission points, which
altogether generate much higher currents than in the single-jet mode of Fig. 3.6(b)
predicted at 0.5 V/nm. An MD simulation with more species would most likely
show small, multiple Taylor cones as seen in the work of Cloupeau and PrunetFoch [18] who call this the “multi-jet mode” of operation. Multi-jet emission is
experimentally observed when the needle (capillary tip) voltage increases past a
threshold value that is dependent on the fluid used, but, is typically on the order
of a few thousands of volts. For example, Martinez-Sanchez et al. [88] measured
large currents of up to a few thousands nA from a glycerol colloid thruster and
distinctly observed that a sharp step-like increase in the current corresponded to
the creation of a new jet, up to the point where discrete emission sources where
unobservable in a highly stressed regime.
3.3.1.2

The Negative Operation Condition

A negative external electric field was also applied, with the other parameters remaining unchanged and, as expected, negatively charged clusters were emitted
from the capillary. For the negative operation condition we present results for
E=0.5 V/nm, the most interesting case discussed previously and where currents of
both solvated and non-solvated ions as well as droplets were found to be present.
We consider here the opposite electric field of E=-0.5 V/nm since this case is the
most interesting due to the presence of non-solvated and solvated ions as well as
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droplets. Figure 3.10 shows the predicted currents for different mass flow rates for
different charged species. The overall trend observed is similar to that observed
for the positive electric field. However, negative ions are smaller in size than the
cation and therefore require less extraction energy for emission from the capillary.
The MD simulations showed that this smaller size leads to a relaxation time generally lower in the negative operation mode. Figure 3.11 shows a comparison of the
measured currents when both polarities of the electric field of magnitude 0.5 V/nm
are applied. It can be noticed that the total current produced is slightly higher
in the negative operation mode, since the corresponded solvated and non-solvated
ions are slightly lighter in this mode (87 amu for the BF4– ion vs. 111 amu for
the EMIM+ ion), leading to higher velocities when extruded. Chiu et al. [23, 89]
measured currents from a colloid thruster with with the propellants EMIM−Im
and EMIM−BF4 in both the positive and negative operation modes and found
that for both ILs the current was slightly higher in the negative operation mode.
Figure 3.11 shows that the negative current is slightly higher than the positive
one mostly due to the higher contribution of the monomers. The dimer current is
actually lower in negative operation mode, while values for the trimer and droplets
are almost identical in both operation modes. The ability of MD simulations to
interpret and predict these observed trends has important implications for the design of electrospray/colloid thrusters. The similar performance for both polarities
opens the possibility of using EMIM−BF4 as the colloid thruster propellant in
arrays of emitters, with half positively and negatively biased. The result would be
an efficient thruster with no need for a spacecraft neutralizer.
3.3.1.3

Thruster Performance

In order to have an estimate of the suitability of cone jets as colloid thrusters,
important propulsive parameters such as the thrust, specific impulse or efficiency
can be approximated from Eq. 1.2
1/2

T ∼ [2VA ρf (ǫ)]
Isp ∼

1
g

!"

2VA f (ǫ)
ρ
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KγQ3
ǫ
#1/2

!1/4

Kγ
Qǫ

!1/4

(3.4)
(3.5)

where VA is the thruster acceleration voltage and g is the gravity’s acceleration.
Generally, for a fixed conductivity, an increase in the flow rate leads to an increase
in the thrust, but is penalized by a decrease in the specific impulse. When combining the previous equation with Eq. 1.1, it can be seen that the thrust and specific
impulse both depend on the electrical conductivity as T ∼ K −1/2 and Isp ∼ K 1/2 .
When the emphasis is placed on the specific impulse, it appears it is important to
work with propellants of high electrical conductivity. Computationally, the specific
impulse can also be estimated using the following relationship
Isp =

u′
g

(3.6)

where u′ is the average velocity of the extruded charged cluster at the extraction
ring. By combining Eqs. 1.5, 3.4, and 3.5, the thrust can be estimated from the
computed value of the Isp by,
T = ṁIsp g

(3.7)

where ṁ is the mass flow rate.
Specific impulse and thrust predicted by the MD simulations were estimated
by use of Eqs. 3.6 and 3.7, where u′ is the velocity of each cluster in the direction
of extrusion. For E = 0.5V/nm we obtained specific impulses on the order of
475 and 575 s for the positive and negative operation modes, respectively. The
corresponding thrust values ranged from 5.7 and 114 and 6.9 and 138 nN, for the
positive and negative operation modes, respectively, and for mass flow rates of 1.22
to 24.4×10−12 kg/m3 . When the electric field was increased to 1.0 and 2.0 V/nm in
the positive operation mode, the Isp increased to 925 and 1465 s and, as expected,
the thrust values increased to 11 and 221 and 17.5 and 350 nN respectively, for
the same range of mass flow rates. Chiu et al. [23] measured Isp values on the
order of 4000 s and thrusts on the order of 36 nN for EMIM−BF4 based on an
extraction voltage of ±1500 V, however, they were unable to measure the mass flow

rate. Their measured values for the thrust fall in the lower end of our MD results,
while the specific impulse we obtained is a factor of 2.75 to 8.5 lower than their
measurements. The discrepancy is mostly due to the fact that the net potential
modeled in our work is much lower than the one applied by Chiu et al. In our
MD simulations, the distance between the tip of the capillary is 862.5 Å, which
for electric fields of 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 V/nm, corresponds to a potential difference,
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∆φ, of 43, 86 and 172.5 V, respectively. We verified that the exit velocity of an
emitted charged cluster in the MD simulations is mostly related to the net potential
difference by,
!1/2
2e∆φ
′
.
(3.8)
u =
m
Therefore, the lower potential difference in our simulations compared to the experiments leads to a lower estimated specific impulse. The use of a spatially varying
homogeneous electric field will be considered in future work.

3.3.2 Results Obtained using the Simple CG potential
To understand the affect of the molecular potential on the IL extrusion process,
the extruded ion species, currents, and modes were studied using the simple CG
potential model. When an electric field of 0.5 V/nm was applied, it was found that
no ions or droplets were emitted from the capillary for any mass flow. Figure 3.12(a)
shows the simple jet emitted from the capillary for a mass flow of 24.4×10−12 kg/s.
It is similar to the ’simple jet’ operating mode described by Cloupeau and PrunetFoch [18], in a case where the electric field is too low and the mass flow high enough
to form a jet of separated, charged ions and ion clusters. We see in the simulation
that as the IL leaves the capillary it retains its “bulk”, uncharged liquid structure
and remains collimated with the same radius as the capillary. The intermolecular
forces are seen to be too strong to extract separate ions from the bulk and therefore
no current will be generated by the extractor for this system.
Ion and droplet emission was obtained when the electric field was increased.
An electric field of 1.0 V/nm generates currents, but the conditions are still close
to a dripping mode that becomes unstable and breaks up into smaller ions and
droplets. Figure 3.12(b) shows a close-up view of a cone-jet and its breakup region
and it can be seen that ions and small droplets are emitted off the tip of the cone.
The currents calculated for fields of 1.0 and 2.0 V/nm are plotted in Figs. 3.13
and 3.14, respectively. Small droplets are present at 1.0 V/nm, but have completely
disappeared for a field of 2.0 V/nm. The proportion of dimer and trimers has also
been reduced when the field was doubled. The calculated currents are much lower
for the simple CG potential than the EFCG potential for the same electric field and
the multi-jet mode emission is not observed. The ion current trends for the simple
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CG systems at 1.0 and 2.0 V/nm are similar to that of the EFCG systems at 0.5
and 1.0 V/nm, respectively, but, it takes an electric field twice the strength of the
one applied to the EFCG system to emit clusters from the simple CG system. The
interatomic potential that causes the simple CG system to equilibrate at a density
twice the value measured experimentally and obtained by the EFCG potential
also requires an external energy source twice the value measured to generate ion
extrusion.

3.4 Summary
Molecular Dynamics simulations were performed to model an ionic liquid electrospray thruster. First, the impact of the coarse-grained model on the IL EMIM−BF4
was studied. Two cubic systems were equilibrated with periodic boundary conditions. The system based on the EFCG potential leads to a density equal the
measured value and radial distribution functions in agreement with the ones for
a full-atom model, while the simple CG potential showed substantial discrepancies and the formation of “bubbles" was visually observed. A system modeling an
electrospray, IL capillary was then equilibrated for both CG potentials, and an
extrusion model was developed based on a repulsive wall potential to simulate a
constant mass flow inside the capillary. Multiple electric fields were applied to the
system and the mass flow rate was also varied. Three ionic species, monomers,
dimers and trimers, as well as droplets were observed and their current distributions were recorded at a distance of 0.1 µm from the center of the capillary.
The MD simulations of the extruded IL demonstrated at an atomistic level
a number of the features that have been measured in many experiments. The
formation of a Taylor cone was observed directly from the MD simulations for the
first time when the simulated mass flow was sufficiently high. The features of the
MD simulations results using the EFCG potential agreed best with experiments for
an electric field of 0.5 V/nm, where solvated ions and droplets were observed and
the computed currents provided reasonable agreement with the values measured
by Romero et al. [1], especially at low mass flow rates. When the mass flow
rate increased, larger droplets tended to break apart, leading to an increase in
the predicted monomer current. For higher values of the electric field, the MD
simulations predicted that almost exclusively monomers would be extruded and
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that the predicted over estimate of the current occurs because the IL has a multijet mode structure.
Similar computations were performed using the simple CG potential model.
Application of an electric field of 0.5 V/nm showed that no current was generated,
while higher electric fields of 1.0 and 2.0 V/nm led to computed current values
similar to these of the EFCG potential at fields of 0.5 and 1.0 V/nm, respectively.
This result was consistent with the fact that the simple CG potential model over
estimated the intermolecular forces which, in turn, predicted the wrong IL density
and required a higher external energy to extrude charged particles, compared to
the EFCG model.
While not the main emphasis of this work, a number of results obtained from
the MD simulations support trends that are related to device performance. When
the polarity was reversed, similar results for the anion currents were obtained,
paving the way for the use of for the use of EMIM−BF4 as an efficient propellant
for arrays of emitters with switching polarity neutralizing strategies. Thrust and
specific impulses were estimated based on the exit velocities of charged clusters
and the estimated thrust was generally found to be in good agreement with the
measured values while the specific impulses were under-estimated.
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Table 3.1: Bond parameters for the EFCG potential U(r) = (k/2)(r − r0 )2 .
Bond
M1-IM
IM-MR
MR-M2

k (kcal/mol)
421.5
438.7
346.6

r0 (Å)
2.71
2.69
1.66

Table 3.2: Angle parameters for the EFCG potential U(θ) = (k/2)(θ − θ0 )2 .
Bond
M1-IM-MR
IM-MR-M2

(a)

k (kcal/mol)
227.9
136.5

Simple CG potential model.

(b)

θ0 (◦ )
142.383
109.446

EFCG potential model.

Figure 3.1: Coarse-grained structure for the 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium ionic
liquid. The group name is displayed in blue, the bond length in black (units =
Å), the bond angle in orange (units = deg) and the dihedral angle in red (units
= deg). Note that the bonds of the molecule for the EFCG potential are slightly
stretched, hence why they are different from the equilibrium values provided in
Figs. 3.1 and 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: RDFs for the simple and effective-force coarse-grained models.
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Figure 3.3: Snapshot of the final configuration during the equilibration of a box
with PBC containing 440 EMIM−BF4 in the NVT ensemble.

(a)

Initial time.

(b)

Later time.

Figure 3.4: Displacement of the moving potential wall. Vertical dimension corresponds to 150 Å.
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of currents as a function of the extrusion time, for the
EFCG potential model for an applied electric field of 0.5 V/nm and different mass
flow rates.
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(a) ṁ
=
E=0.5 V/nm

1.22

×10−12

kg/s,

(b) ṁ
=
E=0.5 V/nm

1.22

×10−12

kg/s,

(c) ṁ
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E=0.5 V/nm

7.32

×10−12

kg/s,

(d) ṁ
=
E=2.0 V/nm

1.22

×10−12

kg/s,

Figure 3.6: IL flow structures obtained from the MD simulations for the EFCG
potential. Green spheres represent Pt capillary atoms, red spheres represents M1,
MR and M2 groups, green-blue spheres represent the IM groups whereas purple
spheres represent BF4– ions. (a) Close-up view of Taylor cone generated in a single
cone-jet, pure ion mode, vertical dimension of 100 Å, (b) Taylor cone generated in
a single cone-jet, pure ion mode, with entire domain shown, vertical dimension of
330 Å, (c) Entire domain showing the well defined structure of the cone-jet, vertical dimension of 655 Å, and (d) Close-up view of multi cone-jet mode operation,
vertical dimension of 190 Å.
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Figure 3.7: Currents as a function of the mass flow rate for the EFCG potential
model and applied electric field of 0.5 V/nm. Solid lines represent the calculated
currents while dashed lines represents the measured current values from RomeroSanz et al. [1]
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Figure 3.8: Currents as a function of the mass flow rate for the EFCG potential
model and applied electric field of 1.0 V/nm. Solid lines represent the calculated
currents while dashed lines represents the measured current values from RomeroSanz et al. [1]
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Figure 3.9: Currents as a function of the mass flow rate for the EFCG potential
model and applied electric field of 2.0 V/nm.
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Figure 3.10: Currents as a function of the mass flow rate for the EFCG potential
model and applied electric field of -0.5 V/nm.
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of the currents as a function of the mass flow rate for the
EFCG potential model in positive and negative operation modes, for E=0.5 and
-0.5 V/nm. Solid lines represent the positive operation mode while dashed lines
represent the negative operation mode.

(a) Simple jet with no emission for an elec- (b) Close-up view of the cone-jet and
tric field of 0.5 V/nm, and a mass flow of the jet breakup region for an electric
24.4×10−12 kg/s.
field of 1.0 V/nm, and a mass flow of
12.2×10−12 kg/s.

Figure 3.12: Two typical electrospray jets observed for the simple CG potential.
Vertical dimension corresponds to 400 Å.
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Figure 3.13: Currents as a function of the mass flow rate for the simple CG potential model and applied electric field of 1.0 V/nm. Solid lines represent the
calculated currents while dashed lines represents the measured current values from
Romero-Sanz et al. [1]
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Figure 3.14: Currents as a function of the mass flow rate for the simple CG potential model and applied electric field of 2.0 V/nm. Solid lines represent the
calculated currents while dashed lines represents the measured current values from
Romero-Sanz et al. [1]
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Chapter 4 |
Coupled Molecular Dynamics –
Three-Dimensional Poisson Simulations of Ionic Liquid Electrospray Thrusters
4.1 Preface
In the previous chapter, different cone-jet structures that are obtained for a constant electric field as a function of mass flow rate and extrusion potential, e.g.
Taylor cone, cone-jet structure, and multi-jet structure at high field strengths were
presented. It was also found that the constant electric field 0.5 V/nm provided the
best fit for the experimental data of Romero-Sanz [1], although an over-estimation
in the monomer current lead to an over-estimation in the total current, as seen on
Fig. 3.5. The higher monomer current was believed to be due to an over-estimate
in the electric field away from the capillary, which led to an excessive number of
droplets and solvated ions breakups. Therefore, it was decided as a first step that
the effects of a 1D variable electric field would be investigated (Sec. 4.2). Then, a
fully three-dimensional Poisson solver derived from Ref. 5 was coupled to the MD
simulation. The influence of various parameters such as grid size, radius of the
extraction ring, extraction potential and applied mass flow is presented in Sec 4.3.
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4.2 One-Dimensional Electric Field
4.2.1 Calculation and Fit
Using the field solver developed by Wang et al. [5], Laplace’s equation was solved
for a domain of length 1 µm between the capillary tip and the circular extractor.
A Dirichlet boundary condition (BC) was used on the surface of the capillary
tip, and will be later designated as a needle BC. Due to the cylindrical geometry
of the system around the axis from the center of the capillary to the center of
the extraction ring, the electric field at any point in space is three dimensional.
However, since the potential difference is applied one-dimensionally and no charged
particles are involved in solving Laplace’s equation, the electric field in the direction
of extrusion, Z, is larger than in the two other perpendicular directions X and Y.
Therefore an approximation that the electric field is only varying in one dimension
and is negligible in the other two is reasonable. Fig. 4.1(a) shows the 40 × 40 ×
40 mesh used and the voltage distribution obtained from the Laplace solver for
the capillary at ground and the extractor ring at -10 V. Fig. 4.1(b) shows the Z
component of the electric field in the same case, as well as the axial symmetry of
the field. Since most of the IL particles are present in a zone close to the tip of
the capillary initially, the value of the electric field, Ez , was extracted along the
line of symmetry of the system. The curved was then smoothed and fitted in 2
pieces with polynomial functions, as shown in Fig. 4.2. There is no fit for the data
between the first two green squares because it represents a position inside the tip
of the capillary, where the assumption that there is no electric field is made since
the capillary is grounded. It can be seen that a maximum of 0.62 V/nm for the
electric field is reached at the tip of the capillary when the extraction potential is
-10V. Since Laplace’s equation is linear, the one dimensional fitted electric field is
directly proportional to the applied extraction potential. Therefore, the shape will
be the same if the electric field is normalized by the extraction potential.

4.2.2 Influence of Potential and Mass Flow Rate
Initially, the applied voltage was varied between -10 and -100 V, in increments
of -10 V. However, at an extraction voltage above -20 V, a very large majority
of monomers, with a minority of solvated ions, and no droplets were observed.
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Therefore, voltages between -10 and -20 V were investigated, at a constant mass
flow of 2.44×10−12 kg/s. Figs. 4.3(a) and 4.3(b) show the currents obtained from
the MD simulations, calculated at the ring 1000 Å from the capillary tip at these
voltages. From comparisons of the previous chapter with the work of RomeroSanz [1], we want to investigate ranges of mass flows and voltages where more
dimers than monomers are observed and the droplet current is significant, but
lower than ionic currents. In our previous MD modeling, in the presence of a
constant electric field, we found that we were unable to predict the behavior of the
electrospray at high mass flows when larger droplets are present. Therefore, since
applied voltages of -13 and -15 V met the aforementioned characteristics, they were
investigated in greater detail for different mass flow rates.
Figs. 4.4(a) and 4.4(b) show a comparison of the experimental data from
Romero-Sanz [1] and the computed currents at extraction voltages of - 13 and
- 15 V, respectively, when the mass flow was varied. As can be seen by comparison
with Fig. 3.5, the obtained current values fit the experimental data much better
than the computational data previously obtained when a constant electric field was
used to extrude the IL. Fig. 4.5 shows the monomer currents for applied voltages
of -13 and -15 V, a constant electric field of 0.5 V/nm used in the previous chapter
and Romero-Sanz’ experimental data [1]. An important decrease in the monomer
current can be seen. Most notably, the dimer current always exceeds the monomer
current, and every current seems to slightly over estimate measurements of RomeroSanz, therefore contributing to the discrepancy in the total current.

4.3 Three-Dimensional Time-Dependent Electric Field
4.3.1 Poisson solver
A Poisson solver was developed [5] to simulate the plasma between the capillary
tip and a planar electrode for the generic single emitter geometry shown in Fig. 1.1.
A typical PIC solver has four modules: field solver, particle mover and two interpolation modules for weighting of particles to the field, and inverse weighting of
the electric field back on to the particles. The particle mover used in this work is
replaced by the MD software DL_POLY [78]. At each timestep, after the interand intra-molecular interactions are calculated by DL_POLY, the positions of all
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charged particles are passed to the Poisson solver. The field solver solves for the
electrostatic field with space charges based on the gradient of the potential which
is obtained by solving the Poisson equation,
∇ · ∇φ = −

ρf
.
ǫ

(4.1)

The cartesian grid is single level and has uniform spacing. The solver is based on the
finite difference approach in which the governing equation, Eq. 4.1, is discretized
as follows:
φ
−2φi,j,k +φi,j−1,k
φi+1,j,k −2φi,j,k +φi−1,j,k
+ i,j+1,k (δy)
2
(δx)2
ρ
φi,j,k+1 −2φi,j,k +φi,j,k−1
= − ǫf ,
+
(δz)2

(4.2)

where i, j, k are indexes in x, y, z directions, and δx, δy and δz are the cell
lengths in x, y, and z directions respectively. The values of the coefficients of the
left hand side (LHS) of Eq. 4.2 form a square matrix A of dimension equal to the
number of grid points. The unknown variables, φ, form the unknown vector X.
The linear matrix system A × X = B is solved for the unknown vector in terms
of the right hand side (RHS) vector B of Eq. 4.2 using the generalized minimal
residual method (GMRES) [93].
Once converged values of the potential are obtained across the domain, the electrostatic field is computed for each grid point. The calculated electrostatic field
is interpolated back from the grid points to the particle locations to compute the
forces acting on the particles. Thus the interpolation routine is an important component of the PIC solver that significantly affects its accuracy [94]. In this work,
first order trilinear interpolation [95] is used to carry out charge and field interpolation. The electric field at each particle location is passed back to DL_POLY
and the forces on the particles are calculated in the MD software as,
~
F~ = q E,

(4.3)

~ are the force and
where q is the charge associated with a particle and F~ , and E
~ is calculated from the potentials, φ, which are
the field vectors, respectively. E
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obtained by solving the Poisson equation (Eq. 4.2),
~ = −∇φ.
~
E

(4.4)

The IL particles are then moved across the domain using the forces calculated for
each of the particles and the software advances to the next timestep.

4.3.2 Wall Modeling and Langevin Thermostat
The capillary is modeled as a one-zone wall model, in which the atoms are anchored to their lattice sites by springs [96]. The wall temperature is maintained
by the Langevin equations [97], allowing the wall to act like a thermal reservoir
to dissipate energy transferred to the wall from the fluid [98] The one-zone wall
model is a set of simple harmonic springs acting like a spring mass system [98]. The
Langevin thermostat works by coupling every particle to a viscous background and
a stochastic heat bath such that
mr̈(t) = −ξmṙ(t) + f (t) + FP otential (t),

(4.5)

where ξ is the damping constant representing viscous damping due to fictitious
thermostat particles, FP otential (t) is the total force acting on the capillary atoms
(sum of spring force and Lennard-Jones interaction between the ionic liquid and
the capillary atoms).
The random force, f (t), is a function of the damping force constant, ξ, is
sampled from a Gaussian
distribution, with zero mean value and a unit variance,
q
2ξmkB T
. Here, ∆t = 5 fs is the timestep size, kB is the
Gauss(0,1), scaled by
∆t
Boltzmann constant and T = 295 K is the desired temperature value. The damping
constant is a function of the material properties of the system, and is obtained by
πωn
6
q
ωn = ksp /m,
ξ=

(4.6)
(4.7)

where ωn is the natural frequency of the spring mass system and the ksp is the
spring constant, which is 46.8 N/m for Pt [36]. The Langevin thermostat ensures
that the temperature of the ionic liquid in the capillary remains at 295 K, even
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when a mass flow is applied. The specific implementation of the thermostat needs
to be reevaluated at very high mass flow rates or for different capillary geometries
with very large diameters where the Pt atoms are located far away from the center
of the cylinder. Fig. 4.6 shows a comparison of the IL temperature when a mass
flow of 4.88×10−12 kg/s was applied, with no effect from an applied potential. It
can be seen that the temperature increases rapidly when no thermostat is used,
while it remains relatively close to the starting value when the Langevin thermostat
is used.

4.3.3 Influence of Grid Size
The influence of the grid size on the electric field and extrusion physics for an
extraction potential of -40 V and a mass flow rate of 4.88×10−12 kg/s was subsequently studied. Three grids, a coarse, medium, and fine grid, each related by
refinement factor of two, were compared. The coarse grid contained 10 × 10 × 20
cells, while the fine grid contained 40 × 40 × 80 cells. The dimension of the domain remained unchanged: 500 × 500 × 100 Å. A snapshot in time of a system
extruding from a Taylor cone was studied, and the values of the potential at the
different mesh nodes were compared. Potentials were extracted at each mesh node
location on the coarsest grid. The results are summarized in Table 4.1 for the

coarse, medium and fine grids of 10 × 10 × 20, 20 × 20 × 40 and 40 × 40 × 80 cells,
respectively.
The variations in the potential are measured in percentages: the absolute value
of the potential change is normalized by the value of the potential on the coarsest
grid, when Laplace’s equation is solved, so that no effect of the space charge are
present in the normalization. It can be seen that the difference in the potential
between the medium and coarse grids is only 2.5 %. The computational cost scales
as O(N 2 ), with N the number of grid cells. The simulations on the medium and
fine grids are 64 and 4096 times slower, respectively, than on the coarse grid, for a
constant number of particles. Therefore, the medium grid was picked for further
computations in this work.
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4.3.4 Influence of Boundary Conditions
Two sets of BCs for the computational domain were investigated. The first one,
labeled as plate BC and shown in Fig. 4.7(a), consists of grounding (V = 0 V)
the entire surface around the capillary (Dirichlet BC). The second one, labeled
as needle BC and shown in Fig. 4.7(b), consists of grounding the surface of the
capillary (a circle of radius 56 Å) with a Dirichlet BC, and using a Neumann BC
(EZ = 0) on the area around the capillary on that surface. In both cases, the other
boundary conditions remain unchanged (Neumann BC on all other faces, except
on the extraction ring that has a radius of 300 Å and a thickness of 90 Å, where
a Dirichlet BC is applied with a potential of -40 V).
Figs. 4.8(a) and 4.8(b) and 4.9(a) and 4.9(b) show a comparison of the voltages
and electric fields, respectively, in the direction of extrusion, for both BC types,
when Laplace’s and Poisson’s equations are solved. The Poisson solutions shown
in Figs. 4.8(b) and 4.9(b) correspond to a mass flow rate of 4.88×10−12 kg/s with a
spatial distribution shown in Fig. 4.10. It can be seen that the plate BC generates
equipotential stripes when Laplace’s equation is solved, whereas the needle BC
generates a very high potential gradient in the vicinity of the capillary tip. In
other parts of the domain, the potential is much more constant when the needle
BC is used. Therefore, the electric field in the Z direction is very high in the vicinity
of the capillary tip for the needle BC, compared to the field for the plate BC that
is very constant over the domain except for a drop close to the extraction ring.
The electric field obtained when Laplace’s equation was solved with the needle BC
is very similar to the one obtained in the case of the 1D model, since effectively a
needle BC was also used in that case. Fig. 4.11 shows a plot of the electric field in
the direction of extrusion for both BCs, when Laplace’s and Poisson’s equations
are solved. The space charge tends to decrease the electric field in the Taylor
cone region (Z ≤ 300 Å) when compared to the solution of Laplace’s equation.

That is because an accumulation of space charge reduces the field at the liquid
surface. The maximum value reached by the normal electric field in the vicinity of
the capillary tip of 1.5×109 V/nm is in much better agreement with the following
equation derived by Martinez-Sanchez [20]
ET IP =

−2φ/Rc
ln
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4d
Rc



,

(4.8)

where d = 0.1 µm is the distance between the capillary and the extractor ring and
Rc = 56 Å is the capillary radius.
For an applied potential of φ of -40 V, Eq. 4.8 predicts a maximum electric
field of 1.67×109 V/nm, which is very close to the value obtained when solving
Poisson’s equation for the needle BC, as seen on Fig. 4.11. Additionally, Carretero
et al. [99–101] computed, among other quantities, normal electric fields for a model
of a colloidal jet, for various modified solutions of formamide. The shape of our
normal electric field computed using the needle BC was observed to be much closer
to the one obtained by Carretero et al. Currents obtained for both types of BCs
will be computed next.

4.3.5 Influence of Mass Flow
The effect of the mass flow on the behavior of the cone-jet as well as the currents
has been studied previously [6] and it was hypothesized that the induced electric
field should have an effect on the stability of the jet. In previous work, a good
agreement with experiments was often observed at the lowest mass flows, but
a sharp increase in the monomer current at high mass flow rates were observed
during the transient part of the extrusion, leading to an overestimation of the total
current.
An equation for the starting voltage, derived by Martinez-Sanchez [20], is
Vstart =

s

γRc
4d
,
ln
ǫ0
Rc
!

(4.9)

where γ = 45.3 mN/m is the surface tension of EMIM−BF4 and ǫ0 is the permittivity of free space. Using this equation we obtain a value for our computational
model of Vstart = 23 V.
In Fig. 4.12(a), a comparison between the current computed at -40 V for the
plate BC and the values measured by Romero-Sanz [1] can be observed. It can
be seen that the model agrees with the trends from Romero-Sanz, with the computational values underestimating the experimental values. The author would like
to point out that the starting voltage or distance between capillary and extractor
ring are unknown for Romero-Sanz’s experiments, making it hard to assess whether
the ratio of applied voltage to starting voltage was the same for the experiments
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and our model. Therefore, in order to look at the trends at different currents,
Fig. 4.12(b) represents the different currents normalized by the total current. It
can be observed that the different ratios are very similar in the model and the
experiments, with the only small discrepancy arising from slightly different trends
for the monomers and dimers when the mass flow increases.
When comparing these results with the ones obtained in Ref. 6 for a constant
electric field of 0.5 V/nm, it can be seen that all currents values were reduced,
and that the ratio of monomer current to total current was strongly reduced. This
seems to indicate that our new model captures the local jet behavior better, and
has reduced the overestimated droplet breakup that led to the creation of too many
monomers. Currents were calculated for various mass flow rates for the needle BC
and the results for an extraction potential of -30 V are shown in Fig. 4.13. While
the currents globally match the experimental values better than in the case of the
plate BC, the predicted trends as a function of mass flow rate are unusual. The
monomer and total currents decrease with increasing mass flow, while the other
currents remain mostly constant. This odd behavior is believed to be due to the
large voltage gradient and lateral electric field at the tip of the capillary, since
the capillary tip is on the surface of the domain and there is a discontinuity in
the boundary conditions in the vicinity of ions. Figs. 4.14(a) and 4.14(b) show
zoomed-in views of the electric field in the Y and Z directions in the vicinity of
the capillary tip. The large lateral fields tend to have two effects. The first one is
that the jet will be more expanded, and the second one is that the liquid inside
the capillary will be depleted quicker than the mass flow allows for a refilling to
maintain a constant density across the capillary. Therefore, rather than being
dominated by the applied flow rate, the behavior of the currents is dominated by
the extraction voltage and the boundary conditions.

4.3.6 Influence of Extraction Potential
Fig. 4.15 shows the trend of the calculated currents for the plate BC as a function
of the applied extraction potential, for a fixed mass flow of 4.88×10−12 kg/s. From
experiments and previous calculations, we expected to see a progressive change
from a mixed regime to a pure ion regime as the extraction potential increases, since
a higher potential would generate higher electric fields that will tend to increase
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repulsive forces between ions and yield less stable solvated ions and droplets. As
the potential increased from the starting value -25 to -40 V, the total current
increased almost ten times. It is expected that a further increase in the extraction
potential would lead to an almost complete breakup of the droplet current, first,
then trimer current, and an additional increase in the monomer current, which is
not of the interest in this work since the experimental results the MD simulations
are compared to report monomer currents smaller than dimer currents at all mass
flow rates.

4.4 Summary
A previously constant electric field was initially replaced by a one-dimensional
electric field generated by a simulation of a multi-level PIC code solving Laplace’s
equation prior to performing MD simulations. Modifying the modeling of the electric field from uniform to one dimensional led to a significant improvement in the
agreement with experimental results by reducting the monomer and total currents,
due to larger droplets breakup. When a full 3-D model for the electric field was
used, with Poisson’s equation solved at every time step and the induced field due
to charged ions was taken into account, it was found that the contribution of the
induced field was important. Emphasis was put on the importance of numerical
parameters relative to the grid used to solve Laplace’s and Poisson’s equations.
The grid cell size was chosen such that it satisfied convergence criteria and acceptable computational time. The boundary conditions, especially on the tip of the
capillary, were investigated in detail. The plate and needle BCs were defined and
the values of the potential and electric fields, when both Laplace’s and Poisson’s
equation were solved, were computed and compared. It was found that the needle
BC generated very large potential gradients in the vicinity of the capillary tip, producing much higher electric fields. The shape and maximum value of the normal
electric field varied accordingly to values computed by equation [20] and numerical
values computed by Carretero et al. [99–101]. Currents were computed here for the
plate and needle BCs. When the mass flow increased, the ratio of ions and droplet
currents normalized by the total current for the plate BC followed very closely the
experimental trend from Romero-Sanz [1]. In the case of the needle BC, the computed currents were the closest to the experimental values, but the trend observed
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when the mass flow was increased was unexpected and believed to be due to the
proximity of the capillary tip to the domain boundary. An improved BC based
on the needle BC is currently being investigated. Finally, the extraction potential
was found to affect the extrusion regime, as an increase in the potential generated
higher monomer and total currents, but lower trimer and droplet currents, since
the electric field increases proportionally to the extraction potential.
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Table 4.1: Percentage change in the potential at mesh nodes for three different
grids.
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Figure 4.1: Mesh, voltage and electric field in the direction of extrusion, obtained
from the multi-level PIC solver [5], for an extraction voltage of -10 V.
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Figure 4.2: 1D smoothed and fitted electric field in the direction of extrusion.
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Figure 4.3: Currents as a function of the extraction potential at a mass flow of
2.44×10−12 kg/s.
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Figure 4.4: Currents as a function of the mass flow rate. Solid lines represent the
calculated currents while dashed lines represents the measured current values from
Romero-Sanz et al. [1].
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of the monomer currents for extraction potentials of -13
and -15 V, a constant electric field of 0.5 V/nm [6] and the experimental data from
Romero-Sanz [1].
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of the temperature of the ionic liquid with and without
the application of a Langevin thermostat on a the capillary atoms. The applied
mass flow is 4.88×10−12 kg/s.
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Figure 4.7: Cross-section of the computational domain in the YZ plane showing
the boundary conditions.
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Figure 4.8: Voltages in a cross-section of the computational domain (X=0 Å) for
an applied potential of -40 V at the extraction ring, for the needle (left) and plate
(right) BCs.
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Figure 4.9: Electric fields in the direction of extrusion, in a cross-section of the
computational domain (X=0 Å) for an applied potential of -40 V at the extraction
ring, for the needle (left) and plate (right) BCs.
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Figure 4.10: Spatial distribution of the IL used for the computation of the Poisson
solutions, with a mass flow rate of 4.88×10−12 kg/s and an extraction potential of
-40 V. The horizontal×vertical scale is 120×325 Å.
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Figure 4.11: Electric field in the direction of extrusion for X=Y=0 Å, when
Laplace’s and Poisson’s equations are solved, for both types of BCs.
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Figure 4.12: Currents as a function of the mass flow rate for an applied voltage of
-40 V and the plate BC. Solid lines with squares represent the calculated currents
while dashed lines represents the measured current values from Romero-Sanz et
al. [1] (b) Solid lines with circles represent the calculated currents with the onedimensional electric field and a extraction potential of -15 V (Fig. 4.4(b)).
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Figure 4.13: Currents as a function of the mass flow rate for an applied voltage of
-30 V and the needle BC. Solid lines represent the calculated currents while dashed
lines represents the measured current values from Romero-Sanz et al. [1]
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Figure 4.14: Zoomed-in view of the electric field in the Y and Z directions in
the vicinity of the capillary tip, for a mass flow rate of 4.88×10−12 kg/s and an
extraction potential of -40 V, for the needle BC.
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Figure 4.15: Currents as a function of the extraction potential for a mass flow rate
of 4.88×10−12 kg/s for the plate BC.
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Chapter 5 |
Investigation of the Influence
of Electrical Boundary Conditions on Molecular Dynamics
Simulations of Ionic Liquid Electrosprays
5.1 Preface
For reasons explained in the previous chapter (large electric fields in the vicinity
of the capillary tip for the needle BC), an improved boundary condition that is
numerically accurate and comparable with earlier analytic results is considered
in this chapter. In Sec. 5.2, the “tip” BC is introduced as an evolution of the
needle BC and the electric fields and currents that it predicts are compared with
the earlier BCs. Furthermore, the electric field for the tip BC is compared with
that obtained for a simplified model for the tip of an electrospray capillary with
a liquid Taylor cone, representing it as a hyperboloid surface. Using the different
boundary conditions, the MD simulations are analyzed in terms of the average
Coulomb energy per extruded ion, emission modes, and propulsion characteristics
in Sec. 5.3. It is found that for low mass flow rates the simple, constant electric field
model provides good agreement with experiment at a much lower computational
cost. However, at high mass flow rates, it diverges from the more rigorous tip BC
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and experiment because it predicts too high a monomer current.

5.2 Three-Dimensional Time-Dependent Electric Field:
Tip Boundary Condition
The system sizes and geometries, as well as computational techniques presented in
Secs. 3.2.2 and 4.3.2 are used in all the MD simulations presented in this chapter.
The details of the Poisson solver were presented in Sec. 4.3.1 While the influence
of the grid size was studied previously [7], it is interesting to note that the cell
size was picked to be similar to the cutoff for the computation of long-range electrostatic (Coulomb) interaction, 25 Å. Therefore, any electrostatic interaction at
a distance less than the cell size was modeled by the MD force calculation, while
any interaction at a distance larger than 25 Å was modeled by the Poisson solver.
This treatment ensures that the cell size does not have to be chosen to be on the
order of the Debye length, which is under an Angstrom in the Taylor cone and
therefore not computationally achievable (time- and memory-wise). It should be
noted that a simple force-shifted Coulomb sum [85] was used to calculate the electrostatic interactions between ions, as opposed to the Ewald sum that computes a
real and imaginary part of the interaction since the use of the Ewald summation
is restricted to 3D periodic systems in DL_POLY.

5.2.1 Influence of Boundary Conditions
Two sets of boundary conditions (BCs) for the computational domain were investigated in the previous chapter. The first one, labeled as plate BC and shown in
Fig. 4.7(a), consists of grounding (V = 0 V) the entire surface around the capillary
(Dirichlet BC). The second one, labeled as needle BC and shown in Fig. 4.7(b),
consists of grounding the surface of the capillary (a circle of radius 56 Å) with a
Dirichlet BC, and using a Neumann BC (EZ = 0) on the area around the capillary
on that surface. In both cases, a Neumann BC is used on all other faces, except
on the extraction ring that has a radius of 300 Å and a radial thickness of 90 Å
and where a Dirichlet BC is applied with a potential of -40 V.
A third boundary condition is introduced here, which will be labeled a “tip BC”,
since the capillary tip is included inside the computational domain. Figure 5.1
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shows a sketch of the tip BC. It is similar to the needle BC, but the capillary is
introduced inside the computational domain and its entire cylindrical surface is
grounded. The computational domain is therefore extended by 275 Å in the Z
direction. Figure 5.2 shows a comparison of the electric field in the Y (lateral or
radial) direction for the needle (left) and tip (right) BCs when Laplace’s equation
(Eq. 4.1 with ρf =0) is solved. It can be seen that the highest value of the radial
electric field occurs on the side of the capillary, in a region that we will show does
not contain cations that are emitted from the capillary. In contrast, the needle
BC has much larger radial fields than the tip BC which we will show significantly
changes the MD predictions of the IL flow. Examination of the electric field for the
needle BC on the left side of Fig. 5.2 shows that the discontinuity in the boundary
condition overestimates the radial electric field at the edge of the capillary, and as
will be shown in the MD simulations, effectively pulls the ions radially outwards
from the capillary, rather than in the predominantly tangential direction as might
seem desirable from the point of view of enhancing thrust. Figure 5.3(a) and 5.3(b)
show the spatial distribution of the potential and tangential electric field for the
tip BC assuming that there are no cation particles in the domain. The region of
maximum tangential electric field is a circle of radius 60 Å centered around the
axis of the cylinder.
In order to validate our tip BC model further, it was compared with the electric
field produced when the boundary condition was modified so that the grounded
volume was a semi-hyperboloidal tip rather than a cylinder. Martinez-Sanchez proposed a simplified model for the tip of an electrospray capillary with a liquid Taylor
cone, representing it as a hyperboloid surface [20]. His simple model showed that
for any IL the current could be related to its viscosity, conductivity, and the mass
flow rate through the capillary. Figures 5.4(a), 5.4(b) and 5.4(c) show the spatial
distribution for the potential and radial and tangential electric fields, respectively,
in the absence of any charged particles for a hyperboloid shape grounded to 0 V
relative to the extractor ring and fully inside the computational domain, similar to
the tip BC of the cylindrical capillary. The main difference between the Laplace
solutions for the tip and hyperboloid models is that the red area that represents
the region with the highest tangential electric field is concentrated at a single grid
point for the hyperboloid (Fig. 5.4(c)), as opposed to a line with two edges of
higher value for the tip BC (Fig. 5.3(b)). However, when extrusion begins in the
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MD simulation EMIM−BF4 particles are introduced into the domain and, as seen
on Fig. 5.5, the region of highest tangential field is now moved across the liquid
meniscus, in the semi-circle of particles above the capillary, demonstrating good
spatial agreement with Martinez-Sanchez’s model. Since the latter does not take
into account space charge, and it is known that the space charge acts to reduce
the field at the liquid surface, it comes as no surprise that the maximum value
of the electric field in the hyperboloid model (Fig. 5.4(c)) in the absence of any
charged particles overestimates the value obtained from the coupled MD/Poisson
simulation for the tip BC (Fig. 5.5).

5.2.2 Influence of Mass Flow
The effect of the mass flow on the behavior of the cone-jet as well as currents has
been studied previously [6, 7] and it was hypothesized that the induced electric
field should have an effect on the stability of the jet. In the previous chapter, good
agreement with experiments was often observed at the lowest mass flows, but a
sharp increase in the monomer current at high mass flow rates during the transient
part of the extrusion, led to an overestimate of the total current.
In Figs. 5.6(a) and 5.6(b), a comparison between the currents computed at 40 V for the new tip BC, a constant electric field of 0.4 V/nm in a similar fashion as
in Ref. 6, and the values measured by Romero-Sanz [1] can be observed. It can be
seen that the tip BC agrees well with the trends from Romero-Sanz, although our
computed values underestimate the experimental values. The authors would like
to point out that the starting voltage or distance between capillary and extractor
ring are unknown for Romero-Sanz’s experiments, making it hard to assess whether
the ratio of applied voltage to starting voltage was the same for the experiments
and our model. The major trends from the experimental results of increasing then
decreasing monomer current, uniformly increasing dimer current, mainly constant
trimer current, and slowly increasing droplet current as a function of IL mass flow
rate are replicated by the tip BC. Note that in this work, droplets are defined
as positively charged entities comprised of nine or more ions. Also the constant
electric field model offers close agreement with the tip BC and experimental values
for lower mass flow rates, but diverges from those results at higher mass flow rates
where it over-predicts the experimental current by about 50%, mainly due to a large
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over-prediction in the monomer current. The constant electric field model tends
to overestimate the droplet current and droplet size, due to the fact that the field
predicted by that model in the vicinity of the liquid meniscus is underestimated.
This can be seen by comparing the constant E-field value of 0.4 V/nm to values
larger than 1.0 V/nm for the tip BC shown in Fig. 5.5. The computational cost of
the tip BC model versus the constant electric field is about 5 to 6 times larger with
the grid size presented in the results (40 × 40 × 51 mesh with a cell size of 25 Å),
mainly due to the operations necessary in inverting large matrices when solving
Poisson’s equation. In 24 CPU hours on 8 Intel Xeon X5675 six-core, 3.06 GHz
processors, the MD simulation of the constant electric field case of 0.4 V/nm with
an applied mass flow of 2.44 ×10−12 kg/m3 moves forward about 500 ps whereas for
the tip BC case for an extraction potential of -40 V and similar mass flow rate the
MD/coupled Poisson calculation advances only 107 ps. This raises the question of
whether the coupled MD/Poisson tip BC model is worth the computational cost
increase when compared to the constant electric field model used in MD and how
they compare with experimental results. As simplified as the constant electric
field is, i.e., with no change in the electric field since space charge is ignored,
constant in time, and only directed in tangential direction, it still provides results
that are comparable with those of the more extensive tip BC for a fraction of
the computational cost, and is not sensitive to computational parameters such as
the grid size or boundary conditions. However, in the next section we show that
the predicted IL spray characteristics and system quantities such as currents and
thrusts are different for the two models.

5.3 Comparison of Molecular Structures and Propulsion Behavior for Different Boundary Conditions
5.3.1 Potential Energy Analysis
As a way to better understand the influence of the boundary conditions on the
behavior of the ionic liquid electrospray system, the potential energy of the system,
i.e., ions in the capillary and extruded ions, was compared for different boundary
conditions. Of the two components to the intermolecular potential, Lennard-Jones
and Coulomb, it was found that only the latter interaction varied significantly
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throughout the MD simulation time and as a function of the BC model. Figure 5.7
shows the Coulomb energy of the entire electrospray system as a function of time
for four different models: a constant electric field of 0.3 V/nm, a one-dimensional
(1-D) electric field model uncoupled to the MD simulation and similar to the one
derived in Ref. 7 for a potential of -30 V, and coupled MD/Poisson simulations of
the needle and tip BCs for an extraction potential of -30V. Two distinct groups
can be extracted from the plot: the needle BC and 1-D electric field model behave
similarly, and so do the constant electric field model and tip BC. Since the 1-D
electric field was derived based on Laplace’s solution of the needle BC, it comes
as no surprise that the two models behave similarly. On the other hand, the
agreement between the simplest model, the constant electric field model, and the
high fidelity coupled MD-Poisson tip model cannot be explained as easily.
To remove the influence of the ions inside the capillary on the average Coulomb
energy, a second type of calculation was performed. First the Coulomb energy of
ions that are inside the capillary is computed at the initial time, prior to extrusion
with a value of -1.68 eV per ion inside the capillary obtained. Then, at each time
step, the number of ions inside and outside the capillary were recorded so that
the total Coulomb energy of the system could be computed. The total number
of extruded ions varied from 1,652 to 6,518, depending on the extrusion time
which was model dependent. A simple calculation leads to the average energy per
extruded ions which is shown in Tab. 5.1 for each model. Again, the needle BC and
1-D electric field model shows similar results for the aforementioned reason. On
the other hand, while the constant electric field model and tip BC showed similar
trends in Fig. 5.7, it can be seen that the average Coulomb energy of their extruded
particles is very different. This is due to the fact that the constant electric field
model predicts a higher droplet current and large droplets as can be seen in the top
left portion of Fig. 5.8. Since the Coulomb energy is simply a measurement of longrange electrostatic interactions between ions, the large difference can be explained
by the fact that large droplets of over 20 ions will significantly increase the absolute
value of the total Coulomb energy. For the same reason, ions inside the capillary
(non-extruded ions) have a higher absolute value of the average Coulomb energy
per ion, since these ions have a large number of neighbors in the capillary where
the density is high.
Figure 5.8 shows visual snapshots of the behavior of the different boundary
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conditions and models, as well as zoomed-in views. The constant electric field
model is shown to visually operate in a mixed ion-droplet mode where droplets
are emitted as products from the cone-jet breakup. The 1-D electric field and
needle BC models are both shown to operate in an almost purely ionic mode. The
MD snap shots show that the main difference in the two models is the emission
point of the ions, i.e., in the 1-D electric field model, most ions are emitted from
the tip of the Taylor cone, resulting in a jet with a spread angle on the order
of approximately a dozen degrees, while in the case of the needle BC, ions are
emitted from any location at the tip of the capillary and no Taylor cone is visually
discernible, leading to a cloud of non-solvated ions and no clear collimated plume.
Finally, in the case of the tip BC, a mixture of predominantly ions and some
droplets is emitted from a conical looking meniscus, and charges are emitted not
only from the tip of the meniscus but also in the immediate vicinity.
Figure 5.9 shows zoomed-in snapshots of two droplets generated with the constant electric field and tip BC models. In the case of the constant electric field, the
droplet encounters multiple Coulomb fissions that reduce its partial charge from
+6 to +1 as it travels away from the emitter. Of the three snap-shots in the first
row of Fig. 5.9, the droplet is located approximately 500 Å away from the emitter
on the first snapshot, and about 900 Å away on the last one. For the case of the
tip BC, the second row of Fig. 5.9, the droplet is located closer to the emitter,
between 70 and 300 Å, and is oriented perpendicular to the direction of extrusion.
In the two subsequent snap shots it spatially re-orients itself in the direction of
extrusion since further away from the emitter the tangential electric field is much
larger than the radial field, as can be seen when comparing the right-hand side
of Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3(b). On the centerline (X = Y = 0 Å) at Z=250 Å, the
tangential electric field is over two orders of magnitude larger than the radial field
(5.4×108 versus 2.1×106 V/m). The reorientation of the droplet is similar to the
ion-cage structure deformation reported by Shi and Wang [102] at high electric
fields, since the self-diffusion of ions along the electric field becomes faster than
the other two directions due to the anisotropic deformation of ion cages.
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5.3.2 Current Analysis and Thrust
Table 5.2 shows the different currents for the aforementioned four models for a
mass flow rate of 2.44×10−12 kg/s. The 1-D electric field model and needle BC
generate total currents that are unreasonably high because the monomer current is
larger than that of dimers. The currents obtained when using the tip BC at -30 V
are significantly lower than those obtained with the constant electric field model
at 0.3 V/nm, while they were comparable for an extraction potential of -40 V and
a constant electric field of 0.4 V/nm. This result shows that the constant electric
field model is less sensitive than the tip BC model to input parameters such as the
extraction voltage. As a comparison, when the electric field was reduced from 0.4
to 0.3 V/nm, the total current was reduced by 20%, while it was reduced by 70%
when the extraction voltage was reduced from -40 to -30 V for the tip BC.
To predict the suitability of cone jets as colloid thrusters, important propulsive
parameters such as the thrust and specific impulse or efficiency can be calculated
directly from the atomistic simulations. The specific impulse, Isp , and thrust, T ,
are given by Eqs. 3.6 and. 3.7. The thrust and specific impulse predicted by the MD
simulations for each of the four models are summarized in Table 5.1. Depending
on the model and boundary conditions, the specific impulse values range from 368
to 478 s and the corresponding thrust values range from 8.8 to 11.1 nN, for a
mass flow rate of 2.44 ×10−12 kg/m3 and an extraction potential of -30 V (or the
corresponding electric field of 0.3 V/nm). As can be expected from the currents
and average Coulomb energy per ion, the 1-D and needle models give similar
results and higher specific impulse and thrust than the constant electric field and
tip models. This is because the former have a larger contribution to the total
currents from monomers (Table 5.2) that reach a higher velocity when extruded
due to their lower q/m, where q is the ion or droplet charge and m is its mass.
When compared to results previously obtained in Sec. 3.3.1.3, it can be seen that
the new specific impulses are much lower and the new thrusts much higher, since
the composition of the plume changed from mostly monomers to a mixture of ions
and droplets, due to a reduction of the magnitude of the constant electric field and
the implementation of the Langevin thermostat.
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5.4 Summary
Molecular dynamics simulations have been coupled to a 3-D Poisson solver to study
the effect of boundary conditions on the emission modes of an IL/colloid thruster
flow. Four boundary condition/models were studied, including a proposed new
model based on an embedded tip inside the MD computational domain. It was
found that the different boundary conditions and the manner in which they are
coupled or uncoupled from the MD simulations have a significant impact on the
behavior of the electrospray system. The needle BC was observed to generate
large potential gradients in the vicinity of the capillary tip, producing radial electric
fields that were unrealistically large and therefore emitting ions with a much larger
spread angle than expected. Comparison of the fields and atomistic simulations
generated by the new tip and needle BCs showed that the former eliminated that
artifact. The electric fields generated by the tip BC were also compared with a semihyperboloidal model that has been used to derive a number of analytic relationships
of thruster current to fundamental IL properties such as conductivity and viscosity.
The tip BC offered good spatial agreement with the semi-hyperboloidal model,
although the latter overestimates the maximum value of the tangential electric
field since it does not take into account the space charge that reduces the field at
the liquid surface.
The influence of the four different models on predicted charged species currents
and as a function of mass flow rate was studied. While previous boundary conditions, such as the plate and needle, do not follow the experimental trends reported
by Romero-Sanz [1] at high mass flow rates, the tip BC predicts good qualitative
agreement throughout the entire mass flow rate range, although it slightly underestimates the currents values. The seemingly simple, computationally cheaper,
constant electric field model gives similar agreement to the more rigorous tip BC
at lower flow rates but it diverges from both the tip BC and experiment when the
mass flow rate increases because it predicts too high a monomer current. Additionally it was found that the constant electric field model was less sensitive to
input parameters such as the extraction potential. Comparison with experiment is
often hampered by the fact that the extrusion voltage is not reported so that the
constant electric-field may be a good approximation but it should be verified that
the MD simulation predicts the correct jet emission mode.
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Analyses of the MD simulations shows that the manner of extrusion and the
average Coulomb energy per ion depend on the boundary conditions and the degree
of coupling between the electric field and the MD simulation. It was found that
the energy per extruded ion was similar for the 1-D electric field and the needle BC
conditions as was found for current species distributions as a function of mass flow
rate. Unlike the earlier comparisons however, this diagnostic explained why the
constant electric field model produces more droplets than the tip-BC. Comparison
of the emission modes predicted by the MD simulations also change depending on
the BC. The 1-D electric field and needle BC models are both shown to operate
in an almost purely ionic mode whereas the constant electric field and the tip BC
emit both ions and droplets with the latter emitting fewer droplets. It was found
that droplets emitted from the tip BC elongated in similar fashion to the ioncage deformation previously reported [102] when placed in a constant electric field
applied in only one direction. Finally, specific impulses and thrust were computed
for the different models and compared, and models that predict the highest total
current also predicted higher specific impulses and thrusts (by 30%), due to the
differences in the average charge to mass ratio.
After studying an electrospray expansion plume using an atomistic model, we
now turn our attention to the study of a water expansion plume using a coarsegrained model and the DSMC.
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Table 5.1: Average Coulomb energy, estimated specific impulse and thrust for
different models, for a mass flow rate of 2.44×10−12 kg/s.
Model
Energy/ion (eV/ion) Isp (s)
constant E field 0.3 V/nm
-0.95
368
1-D E field -30 V
-0.55
478
needle BC -30 V
-0.6
465
tip BC -30 V
-0.4
397

T (mN)
8.8
11.4
11.1
9.5

Table 5.2: Currents for different models and the experimental values from RomeroSanz et al. [1], for a mass flow rate of 2.44×10−12 kg/s. All currents are in % of
the total current, which is expressed in nA. The currents are averaged values over
100 ps after steady state is reached for the emission.
Model
Monomer
constant E field 0.3 V/nm
21.1%
1-D E field -30 V
65.6%
needle BC -30 V
56.1%
tip BC -30 V
29.4%
Romero-Sanz [1]
29.5%
constant E field 0.4 V/nm
33.0%
tip BC -40 V
37.9%

Dimer
33.5%
31.5%
33.6%
46.7%
60.0%
42.7%
45.8%

Trimer
8.8%
4.2%
7.4%
12.7%
7.4%
10.4%
11.2%

Ion
Droplets Total (nA)
64.6%
35.4%
202.6
99.8%
0.2%
777.6
99.1%
0.9%
445.3
90.6%
9.4%
76.9
96.8%
3.2%
380
89.8%
10.2%
253.3
98.1%
1.9%
239.1

Figure 5.1: Cross-section of the computational domain in the YZ plane showing
the tip boundary condition.
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of the radial (Y direction) electric field for Laplace’s equation, for the needle (left) and tip (right) BCs, with an extraction voltage of -40 V.
The green rectangle represents the location of the capillary.
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Figure 5.3: Potential and tangential electric field distributions with no particles,
for the tip BC, with an extraction voltage of -40 V.
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Figure 5.4: Zoomed-in view of the potential, radial and tangential electric field
distributions when Laplace’s equation is solved, for a semi-hyperboloidal boundary
condition, with an extraction voltage of -40 V. The boundary between the red and
orange contours represents the location of the grounded semi-hyperboloidal surface.
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Figure 5.5: Zoomed-in view of the tangential (Z direction) electric field when
Poisson’s equation is solved, for the tip BC, with an extraction voltage of -40 V.
Green spheres represent Pt capillary atoms, red spheres the EMIM+ ions whereas
purple spheres represent BF4– ions.
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Figure 5.6: Currents as a function of the mass flow rate. Filled symbols represent
the currents with the tip BC for an extraction potential of -40V, empty symbols
represent the currents for a constant electric field of 0.4 V/nm and dashed lines
represent the measured current values from Romero-Sanz et al. [1].
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Figure 5.7: Normalized Coulomb energy of the entire electrospray system as a
function of time for four different models: a constant electric field of 0.3 V/nm, a
1-D electric field model similar to the one derived in Ref. 7 for a potential of -30 V,
and the needle and tip BCs for an extraction potential of -30V. The total number
of ions in the electrospray system is 18910.
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Figure 5.8: Spatial distribution of the IL for different boundary conditions and
models, with a mass flow rate of 2.44×10−12 kg/s and an extraction potential of
-30 V (except for the constant electric field that was 0.3 V/nm). The Z scale is
1275 Å. There are 9455 ion pairs in each simulation.
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Figure 5.9: Zoomed-in snapshots of droplets generated by the constant electric
field model for a field of 0.3 V/nm and the tip BC with an extraction voltage of
0.3 V/nm. Green spheres represent Pt capillary atoms, red spheres represents M1,
MR and M2 groups, green-blue spheres represent the IM groups whereas purple
spheres represent BF4– ions. The Z axis points up (similar to Fig. 2.5) and its
scale is 36 Å.
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Chapter 6 |
Development of a Molecular Dynamics Based Cluster Heat Capacity Model for Study of Homogeneous Condensation in Supersonic Water Vapor Expansions
6.1 Preface
The main objective of this chapter is to reconsider the use of the bulk thermodynamic values of heat capacities and latent heat of vaporization for small clusters formed in supersonic expansions. The Simple Point Charge (SPC) water
model [103] is used, although other more rigorous potential models for water exist. However, since water clusters have been studied in several experimental and
theoretical works, there is ample opportunity to compare these results with earlier work. For example, Tsai and Jordan [104, 105] studied the phase transition
of water octamers using the TIP3P [106] and TIP4P [107] potentials with the
single histogram method [108] and the jump-walking procedure [109]. The former method allows one to perform a single Monte-Carlo simulation at a specified
temperature and extrapolate the results to other nearby temperatures [110]. The
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latter procedure carries out calculations for a range of temperatures, starting at
a ‘high’ temperature and stepping to lower temperatures. The initial calculation
at temperature T1 is carried out using standard Metropolis sampling. Then, at
each successive temperature Ti , sampling is done by occasionally jumping to a
distribution generated at the preceding temperature Ti−1 . A molecular-dynamics
study of (H2 O)n=2,3,4,6,8 clusters was conducted by Guvenc and Anderson [111] using the TIP5P potential model [112]. Structural properties of water tetramers and
octamers were compared and found to be similar when obtained from Monte-Carlo
simulations in the microcanonical and canonical ensembles. [113]
This chapter is organized as follows. First, the condensation models used in the
DSMC simulations are briefly reviewed. In particular, the nucleation, evaporation,
and cluster internal energy models are discussed in Sec. 6.2. In Sec. 6.3, the use of
Monte-Carlo Canonical-Ensemble (MCCE) simulations to calculate the potential
energy and heat capacity of water clusters at different temperatures is discussed.
It is found that the cluster structures obtained compare well with earlier published
results. Then in Sec. 6.4, MD simulations with the SPC potential to anchor the use
of the phenomenological classical nucleation evaporation rate in DSMC are conducted. It is also showed that again the SPC derived MD evaporation rates agree
well with unimolecular dissociation theory (UDT) and vibrational frequencies that
earlier researchers obtained for small water clusters. Finally in Sec. 6.5, the new
cluster internal energy models are applied to two types of supersonic expansions
using DSMC. The new DSMC results are compared with the experimental results
of Lewis et al [52] and Calo [8] and the role of the improved cluster heat capacities
coupled with the nucleation rate models (CNT and kinetic) is explored.

6.2 Existing Nucleation and Evaporation Models used
in DSMC Simulations of Homogeneous Condensation
DSMC, [60] a particle simulation method, is chosen in the present work to model
the condensation process occurring in water vapor plumes expansions. In DSMC,
the computational domain is divided into cells filled with simulation particles that
represent molecules and clusters. DSMC is based on the assumption that the continuous processes of particle movement and particle interactions are uncoupled,
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and every particle is moved according to its velocity at each time step. The interaction between particles is modeled by coarse-grained binary collision models and
the molecular velocities are changed according to momentum and energy conservation of the pair. The time step in DSMC must be chosen so that the particles move
only a fraction of the cell size during a time step. In general, there are potentially
three types of interactions related to condensation: (a) molecule-molecule (M-M)
collisions, (b) molecule-cluster (M-C) collisions, and (c) cluster-cluster (C-C) collisions.
The kinetic and internal energies of a monomer and a cluster are given as
1 2
mv ,
2
ξ
=
kB T,
2
1
mjv 2 ,
=
2
= jCp mTc ,

Ekinm =

(6.1)

Eintm

(6.2)

Ekinc
Eintc

(6.3)
(6.4)

where m is the mass of one molecule of the given species, j is the cluster size, v
is the velocity, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T and Tc are the gas and cluster
temperatures, respectively, ξ is the number of internal degrees of freedom, and jCp
is the specific heat capacity for the cluster. A cluster is assumed to have three
degrees of freedom for translational motion, three for rotational motion, and the
cluster internal energy is proportional to its heat capacity and temperature.

6.2.1 Cluster-Monomer Non-sticking Collisions
Collisions between gas monomers are modeled using the VHS cross section [60].
Momentum and energy transfer can occur and therefore change the kinetic and
internal energies of both molecules. The Larsen-Borgnakke model [60] is used to
redistribute the collision energy among the translational and internal modes of the
colliders based on the number of degrees of freedom assuming a local equilibrium
distribution. In terms of collisions involving cluster species, the molecule-cluster
collisions are modeled using cross sections and sticking probabilities obtained from
MD simulation of the water molecule system, as discussed in Ref. [114]. When a
collision occurs between a cluster and a monomer, it can result in either a sticking
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or a non-sticking process based on a sticking probability, q, which is a function of
collision relative velocity, cluster size, and temperature. In a non-sticking collision,
momentum and energy can be transferred but mass cannot, i.e., the cluster size
does not change. The momentum and energy conservation for a non-sticking collision, using the equations for cluster and monomer energy given in Eqs. 6.1–6.4,
are
m~vm1 + mj~vc1 = m~vm2 + mj~vc2 ,
1 2
ξ1
j
1 2
ξ2
2
mvm1 + kB Tm1 + mvc1
+ jCp mTc1 =
mvm2 + kB Tm2
2
2
2
2
2
j
2
+ jCp mTc2 .
+ mvc2
2

(6.5)

(6.6)

In Eqs. 6.5 and 6.6 and subsequent equations, the subscript m represents a
monomer, c represents a cluster, 1 represents a value before the collision, and 2 represents a value after the collision. The outcome of cluster-cluster collisions can be
determined using the Ashgriz-Poo model [115] which has been used to model coalescence in water droplet flows and validated using MD simulations [116]. However,
for the flow conditions in this work, such collisions are negligible.

6.2.2 Nucleation
To formulate a complete homogeneous condensation model the formation of clusters, i.e., nucleation, and the evaporation of monomers from a cluster must be
considered. Although the main effort of this work is related to the validation of
classical evaporation rates and the development of new heat capacities for small
clusters, the affect of these models on the resultant DSMC expansion solutions is
coupled to the cluster nucleation model. The three nucleation models that are considered in this work are those of classical nucleation theory and the kinetic models
of bi- and tri-molecular dimer formation. Therefore, we discuss first the three nucleation models that have been used in this work and then the cluster-evaporation
and latent-heat-condensation formulation.
6.2.2.1

The Classical Nucleation Theory

When the pressure of a vapor is less than, equal to, or larger than the saturated
vapor pressure at the same temperature, the vapor is then correspondingly defined
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as undersaturated, saturated and supersaturated with respect to the condensed
phase. The formation of clusters, called nucleation, occurs when a vapor exists in a
supersaturated state, where the vapor pressure is higher than the saturation vapor
pressure at the prevailing temperature. The supersaturated state is a meta-stable
state that can exist in regions where there are no foreign particles, surfaces, or
nuclei. In a supersaturated vapor environment with no nuclei, density fluctuations
in the vapor can lead to the formation of a nucleus. Once a nucleus forms in this
region, the condensation process will be set in motion [63].
Several theories have been developed over the years to describe the nucleation
process, such as the Classical Nucleation Theory (CNT) [63], the dynamic nucleation theory [117], and kinetic nucleation models [118]. In the present work, we
will use the most commonly used approach, CNT [63,119], since it can be evaluated
easily and readily. The CNT is briefly discussed below.
In the CNT, the process of nucleation is related to the energy of formation,
∆Ui , of a cluster of i molecules from the vapor. The energy of formation [63] is
given by
2 2/3
∆Ui = σ4πrm
i − kB Tt ln S · i
(6.7)
where rm is the radius of a gas monomer or a surface molecule in a newly formed
nucleus, i is the number of molecules in a cluster, σ is the cluster surface tension,
kB is the Boltzmann constant, Tt is the local translational temperature in a cell
and S is the degree of supersaturation defined as the ratio of vapor pressure to the
saturation pressure of the vapor at temperature Tt given by,
S=

P
Ps

(6.8)

where P is the condensible gas pressure and Ps is the saturation pressure which is
a function of temperature T . The following equation [120] gives the temperature
dependent variation of saturation pressure of water in MPa.
17.269(T − 273.16)
Ps (T ) = 610.78 exp
T − 35.86

!

(6.9)

The variation of ∆Ui in Eq. 6.7 is such that it has a maximum at a particular
value of i, the number of molecules in a cluster or in other words at certain radius
r of the cluster. The cluster size and radius corresponding to maximum ∆Ui are
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called critical size, i∗ , and critical radius, r ∗ , respectively. Physically it means
that nuclei with radii larger than the critical radius are stable and may grow in
size by consuming vapor molecules, whereas nuclei with radii smaller than the
critical radius will decay to monomers. Therefore, in the simulations presented in
this work, clusters are introduced into the flow through nucleation at the critical
radius.
The value of critical radius, r ∗ , is given as:
r∗ =

2σ
ρRT ln S

(6.10)

where ρ is the cluster density and R is gas constant.
The rate at which initial nuclei are introduced into the flow, according to the
CNT, is given as
J=

s

2σ ρ2v
−4πr ∗2 σ
exp
πm3 ρ
3kB T

!

(6.11)

The number of simulated cluster particles to be introduced in a given cell per
time step, Nc , is then given as
Nc =

J∆tV
,
FN

(6.12)

where J is the nucleation rate, ∆t is the time step, V is the collision cell volume,
and FN is the number of real molecules represented by one simulated monomer
particle.
The CNT nucleation rate can be incorporated relatively easily in DSMC using
the standard formulas and thermodynamic data required to evaluate Eq. 6.11.
However, as has been discussed in our previous work, [64,118] the use of quantities
such as surface tension may not be relevant to small clusters. Therefore we consider
kinetic expressions for cluster nucleation.
6.2.2.2

Termolecular Nucleation

Several earlier researchers [121–123] postulated that dimers are primarily formed
by two competing mechanisms of bimolecular reactions,
M + M → M2
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(6.13)

or termolecular collisions among water molecules,
M + M → M∗2

M∗2 + M → M2 + M

(6.14)
(6.15)

In the first mechanism (Eq. 6.13) two water molecules (M and M) collide and form
a dimer orbiting pair, M2 , whereas in the termolecular mechanisms, the dimer is
created through collisional stabilization of the collisional complex, M∗2 , through the
two step process given in Eqs. 6.14-6.15. As was shown in earlier work, [64] the
selection of which mechanism dominates depends on how quickly the flow expands.
To bound our results we will evaluate the terminal dimer mole fraction using both
mechanisms in Sec. 6.5.2. The evaluation of the bimolecular mechanism in the
DSMC simulations will utilize the sticking probabilities that were computed using
MD simulations and presented in Fig. 5 of our earlier work. [64]
To complete the evaluation of the termolecular nucleation mechanism, we need
an expression for the collision complex lifetime, τ . As in our previous work, [57]
we used the expression of Bunker, [124]
3 √ 1 −2
τ = σ0 µǫ06 Et 3
2

(6.16)

where σ0 is the modified Lennard-Jones distance parameter (for water 3.2 Å) and
ǫ0 is the modified Lennard-Jones potential parameter (for water 7.94×10−21 s). [61]
It can be seen that the lifetime is a function of the relative collision velocity where
the relative translational energy, Et , is defined as
Et =

5
− ων−T kB Tt
2
!

(6.17)

and ων−T is the viscosity-temperature exponent of the collision complex and is
equal to unity in the VHS model and Tt is the translational temperature of the
water vapor and is obtained from a DSMC simulation without condensation.
The number of collisional pairs, NcM −M , is obtained from
1
NcM −M = nνM −M
2
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(6.18)

where n is the vapor number density, and νM −M is the collision rate for the formation of the collision complex and is defined in the VHS model as [60]
νM −M =

4d2ref n

πkB Tref
2m

!1

2

(6.19)

where dref is the reference diameter and is equal to 6.2 Å, Tref is the reference
temperature and is equal to 273 K, and m is the mass of a water monomer.
The collision rate for the stabilization of the collision complex, νM2∗ −M , is defined as
(6.20)
νM2∗ −M = πd2M2∗ nc¯r
where dM2∗ is the diameter of the collision complex, defined by Bunker [124] as
dM2∗ =

√

3σ0

ǫ0
Et

!1

6

(6.21)

and c¯r is the relative collision velocity between the two species of M∗2 and M and is
√
equal to 2 × v̄, with v̄ the average molecular thermal speed. The probability of
creating a stable dimer from a collision between a water monomer and a collision
complex, Pt , is chosen as 0.7 [61]. Using the above relationships for the number
of collision pairs, the collision rate for stabilization of the collision complex and
its lifetime, and Pt , the termolecular nucleation rate, Jter−molec , may be obtained
from,
(6.22)
Jter−molec = NcM −M νM2∗ −M τ Pt
which is only a function of the gas flow number density and the translational
temperature.

6.2.3 Evaporation
We turn now to the presently used classical thermodynamic modeling of clusterevaporation and latent-heat release. The latent heat released by the cluster formation during the nucleation process is distributed evenly to each monomer in the
cell. Using the bulk thermodynamic value given for the latent heat of vaporization,
Hv , the energy released, L, is
L = Hv mj.
(6.23)
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During an evaporation event, the evaporated monomers remove translational and
internal energy, reducing the internal energy of the original cluster. It is assumed
that molecules evaporate from clusters one at a time, so each evaporation event
involves the removal of one monomer from a cluster. The momentum and energy
conservation equations are given as
mj~vc1 = m~vm2 + m(j − 1)~vc2 ,
1
1
2
2
mjvc1
+ jCp mTc1 − Hv m =
m(j − 1)vc2
+ (j − 1)Cp mTc2 +
2
2
ξ2
1 2
mvm2 + kB Tm2 .
2
2

(6.24)

(6.25)

The cluster evaporation rate, ke , and the rate of condensation, C, are given in
the CNT theory as,
4πPs rc2
2σ
√
ke,CN T =
exp
ρRTc rc
2πmkB Tc
2
4πr βP
,
C = √
2πmkB Tv

!

(6.26)
(6.27)

where Ps and P are the saturation and condensible gas pressures, respectively, rc is
the cluster radius, TV is the vapor temperature, β is the sticking coefficient (1 here),
and R is the ideal gas constant. This form of the rate of condensation assumes
that the vapor molecules are in an equilibrium Maxwellian velocity distribution at
the vapor temperature. Further details regarding the implementation of the CNT
nucleation, condensation, and evaporation rates for water clusters in the DSMC
computational tool used in this work, SMILE, [125] may be found in the the work
of Zhong et al. [56]

6.2.4 Condensation
When a sticking collision occurs between a monomer and a cluster, it is referred
to as condensation. During such an event, the condensed monomer removes translational and internal energy, reducing the internal energy of the original cluster.
The momentum and energy conservation for a condensation event are given as
m~vm1 + mj~vc1 = m(j + 1)~vc2 ,
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(6.28)

1 2
ξ
1
1
2
2
mvm1 + kB Tm1 + mjvc1
+ jCp mTc1 + Hv m =
m(j + 1)vc2
2
2
2
2
+ (j + 1)Cp mTc2(6.29)
where ξ represents the number of internal degrees of freedom of gas monomer,
subscripts m and c refer to monomer and cluster respectively, and 1 and 2 refer to
pre and post cluster growth flow properties. The new MCCE and MD simulations
performed in this work will be used to evaluate Cp and Hv in the above equations.

6.3 Small Water Cluster Structures Predicted by the
SPC Water Potential
6.3.1 Simple Point Charge Water Model
The interactions among water molecules are dominated by dipole interactions. One
effective way to describe such interactions is to consider three point charges, one on
each atom. In the SPC model [103], the water molecule is modeled to have three
centers of concentrated charge: a positive charge on each of the two H atoms and a
negative charge on the O atom. The assumption that there are point charges is an
approximation that leads to an incorrect value for the permanent dipole moment
of the water molecule. To correct this, the H–O–H bond angle is changed from
the true value of 104.45 to 109.47 degrees in the SPC model. As a consequence of
the charge concentration and the widened V–shaped bond angle, the permanent
dipole moment of the SPC-model water molecule is close to the measured value of
1.85 D.
In summary, the SPC model consists of a triangular water model with an OH
distance of 1 Å (compared to the true bond length of 0.9584 Å), with point charges
on the oxygen and hydrogen positions of -0.82 and +0.41 e (electronic charge units),
respectively. The corresponding potential, USP C is a combination of Lennard-Jones
interactions between the the oxygen atoms of each water molecule,
LJ

LJ

U (r) = 4ǫ

"

σ LJ
r

!12

σ LJ
−
r

!6 #

(6.30)

with the parameters σ LJ = 3.166 Å, ǫLJ = 0.65 kJ/mol and the Coulomb potential
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between all the atoms,
UijCoulomb (rij ) =

qi qj
4πǫ0 rij

(6.31)

where qi , qj are the charges of O or H atoms and ǫ0 is the permittivity of free
space [114].

6.3.2 Monte-Carlo Canonical-Ensemble Simulations
In order to prepare the initial position configurations for clusters, the Monte-Carlo
Canonical-Ensemble simulation method was used. In this approach, a circular
domain is set up with a known radius, Ri , which depends on the cluster size, i,
and is 2.8 Å for the dimer and trimer, 5.8 Å for the tetramer and 6.3 Å for the
hexamer [117]. The initial molecules (for example, 2 molecules for a dimer) are
then randomly put in the spherical domain and one of the molecules is moved a
small distance from its original point. The system potential energy is calculated
based on the SPC model and is designated as, Uo . The system is then allowed to
evolve for a large number of steps and, for each time step, one of the molecules is
randomly moved in the sphere and the new energy Un is calculated. The move is
accepted with probability,
Pa = min(1, exp(−[Un − Uo ])/kB T )

(6.32)

where T is the temperature and k is the Boltzmann constant. After 10,000 steps,
the memory of the initial configuration is assumed to be lost and the configuration
with the lowest energy is saved to a file every 100 steps. The so-called ’baby steps’,
which are typically 0.43 Å, ensure that more configurations are accepted. The
molecule is also rotated with a small angle, of typically 1 degree for each baby
step and the system is run for 1,000,000 steps in total. Six of those independent
Monte-Carlo cycles were computed at every temperature, the difference being the
initial seed used for the random number generator.
The potential energy of the system, U, is calculated by summing the SPC
potential due to each molecule in the cluster. Then it is normalized by dividing by the number of molecules in the cluster. Shields et al. [126] constructed a
mixed MD/quantum mechanics model using second-order Moller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) to calculate the potential energy of small water clusters. When
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their potential energy values are divided by the size of the cluster, their values are
in very good agreement those calculated in this work (within a few percent). The
constant-volume heat capacity is computed as
Cv =

< U 2 > − < U >2
+ 3R,
RT 2

(6.33)

where we have assumed that there are three translational and three rotational
degrees of freedom. The heat capacity at constant pressure, Cp , required in Eqs. 6.6,
6.25, and 6.29, is obtained by multiplying Cv by the heat-capacity ratio for water,
γ=1.330. γ is a function of the thermodynamic state and the value of 1.330 is a
valid approximation within 2% for temperatures between 273 and 500 K.

6.3.3 Cluster Structures Obtained from Monte-Carlo CanonicalEnsemble Sampling
First we compare the cluster structures obtained from the SPC potential with
earlier ones presented in the literature. Reference [127] provides an overview of
the most common stable structures of small water clusters, while the work of
Shields et al. [126], which has been described in the previous section, also provides
similar information. As is known, from the pioneering work of Ref. [128], the
lowest energy of the trimer corresponds to a cyclic structure. Figure 6.1(a) shows
the structure obtained for water trimers using the SPC potential. The results
for several values of the bonds parameters are shown in Table 6.1 and compared
with values obtained from Ref. [2], where the gradient corrected density functional
theory (DFT) method was used. The intermolecular O-O and H-bonds distances
show good agreement with the results from the DFT, while the hydrogen bond
alignment with the neighboring O atom show a deviation from linearity on the
order of 20◦ . The presence of intermolecular H-bonds tends to stabilize water
clusters. For the tetramer, a flat ringlike structure, similar to that obtained by
Estrin et al., is obtained in this work and shown in Figure 6.1(b). Values of the
several geometric parameters are given in Table 6.1. The obtained structure shows
O-O distances ranging from 2.74 to 2.86 Å and H-bond distances ranging from 1.75
to 1.88 Å, on average significantly shorter than the values obtained for the trimer.
Deviation of H-bonds from linearity is reduced, with respect to the trimer, to 11
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to 15◦ , confirming observations by Estrin et al. Figure 6.1(c) shows the stable
geometry obtained in the hexamer, which is close to the 3D chairlike structure
obtained by Shields et al. Note that several possible minimum-energy structures
are possible in the case of the hexamer, e.g.,Estrin et al. obtained a second stable
chairlike ring structure for the hexamer. The average O-O and H-bond distances
are found to be larger than their distances in smaller clusters. Selected structural
parameters such as the O-O and H-bonds distances as well as H-bonds angles are
presented in Table 6.1. The structure shown in Figure 6.1(c) has seven H-bonds,
which is in accordance with the structure obtained by Estrin et al. with nine
H-bonds but two that are particularly weak [2]. Estrin et al. investigated three
structures for the water octamer, since they were reported in the literature to be
the most stable ones. The structure shown in Figure 6.1(d) is close in appearance
and characteristics to the S4 structure proposed by Estrin et al. and Shields et
al. It can be viewed as a superimposition of two tetramers of the kind previously
presented in this section, with each water monomer acting as a single hydrogen
acceptor and donor. However, in this work, one cube panel is significantly distorted.
Keep in mind that our study was not conducted with the goal of finding the lowest
energy stable structure, but rather generated stable structures at temperatures
close the ambient temperature. This is reflected in the values of the O-O and
H-bonds distances shown in Table 6.1. Only eleven bonds, as opposed to the
predicted twelve, are found in this work because of the distortion. Nevertheless,
the basic SPC potential model used in our work is in good agreement with the
much more complicated gradient corrected density functional theory model used
in the work of Estrin et al. [2] and the MP2 theory used in the work of Shields et
al. [126]
Figure 6.2(a) shows the average potential energy per water monomer as a function of the ensemble temperature for different cluster sizes. It can be seen that the
potential energy increases with the temperature, almost with a linear trend, for all
cluster sizes. The dimer has the highest potential energy per monomer, and the
larger the cluster, the lower its potential energy per monomer. The results show
that the potential energy per molecule converges to a limit as the cluster size increases, as can be seen by comparing the octamer and decamer curves which have
almost the same energy. Figure 6.2(b) shows the constant-volume heat capacity
as a function of the temperature for different cluster sizes. The standard devia112

tions are based on the six independent cycles at each temperature. These results
were compared to those obtained Guvenc and Anderson [111], Pedulla and Jordan [129], Carignano [113] and Tharrington [130], and show good agreement with
their predicted trends of heat capacities versus cluster temperatures. Those results
from MCCE simulations are now used as starting points in the molecular-dynamics
calculations for the evaporation of water clusters.

6.4 Molecular-Dynamics Simulations of Cluster Evaporation
6.4.1 Cluster Kinetic Energy
Initial cluster configurations were generated using the MCCE code. However, this
method only provides atomic positions, and for the MD trajectory calculation
every molecule has to be given an initial velocity, i.e. an initial kinetic energy.
It is usual to choose random velocities, with the magnitudes conforming to the
required temperature, corrected so that there is no overall momentum for the
cluster. However, in this case, each O and H atom is treated separately in the MD
simulation and it is not possible to assign random velocities to them because of
the rigid bond assumption. The solution is therefore to distribute the total kinetic
energy of the cluster randomly among the molecules. The total kinetic energy of
a cluster is defined by
Ec,kin = Ec,kin,trans + Ec,kin,rot = 6jkB Tc

(6.34)

where j is the cluster size. The factor 6 represents the number of internal degrees of
freedom of a cluster, three for translational motion and three for rotational motion.
The kinetic energy of the cluster, Ec,kin , can be separated into the contribution
that comes from the translation of the cluster, Ec,kin,trans , and the other one from
the rotation of the cluster, Ec,kin,rot. Both modes are assumed to be equal to half of
Ec,kin . Note that this model does not take into account intramolecular vibrations
since for the supersonic expansions that are considered here, the temperature of
water monomers is low compared to the vibrational characteristic temperature of
O-H bonds. For each water molecule, it is possible to calculate the center of mass
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velocity from the translational part of the kinetic energy since
i
Ec,kin,trans
=

3
mH2 O X
v 2,i
2 k=1 CM,k

(6.35)

where the superscript i represent the ith molecule in the cluster, k represents the
summation index over each of the three directions and is either x, y or z, "CM" is
the center of mass of the water molecule and mH2 O is the mass of a water molecule.
The rotational part of the kinetic energy is used to calculate the angular velocity
of each water molecule in the cluster since
1
i
Ec,kin,rot
= ω ⊤ Iω
2

(6.36)

where ω is the angular velocity vector of a water molecule about its center of mass
and I is the inertia tensor. The coefficients of the inertia tensor are calculated
from the position of the O and H atoms in the center of mass frame and the mass
of those atoms [131]. Finally, it is possible to calculate the velocity of each atom
by using
vi = vCM + ω × ri,CM
(6.37)
where ri,CM is the position of the ith atom in the cluster with respect to the center
of mass of the cluster and vCM is the velocity of the center of mass of the cluster.
The last step in assigning the cluster an initial kinetic energy is to set the cluster
center of mass velocity, vCM , to zero to ensure the cluster stays at fixed location
until evaporation occurs. The cluster internal energy is
Ec,int = Ec,kin + Ec,pot

(6.38)

where Ec,pot is the cluster potential energy,
Ec,pot =

n−1
X

n
X

SP C
Ui,j

(6.39)

i=1 j=i+1

SP C
and Ui,j
is the potential between molecules i and j inside the cluster, calculated
from a combination of Lennard-Jones 12-6 and Coulomb potentials. A single cluster is used in the MD evaporation simulation for each case of fixed internal energy.
A typical time step of 10−15 s is chosen in this work.
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6.4.2 Cluster Binding and Latent Heat of Vaporization
To study the evaporation process, a single cluster is assumed to be at the center of
a thermal box isolated without energy exchange with the walls. Before the evaporation occurs, the cluster constantly experiences internal energy exchange between
kinetic energy modes, Ec,kin and potential energy modes, Ec,pot , related to intermolecular interactions. The cluster binding energy, Eb,j , is defined as the absolute
value of the cluster internal potential energy. The latent heat of vaporization, Hv ,
of a single molecule evaporated from a cluster can be defined as the difference in
the cluster energy before and after the evaporation process,
Hv = Eb,j − Eb,j−1.

(6.40)

where the binding energy is sampled from the MD simulations. Using approximately 1,000 MD simulations per cluster size, we obtained the latent heat of
vaporization (Hv m) for water cluster sizes of 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, and 10 of 1.46, 2.17,
1.619, 1.44, 2.13, and 2.02 ×10−20 J, respectively. These values agree reasonably
well (factors of about two to four) with the ones reported by Jansen et al. [61]
which were estimated from binding energies reported in the literature. [132–134]

6.4.3 The Cluster Evaporation Process
Evaporation of a molecule from the cluster occurs when its kinetic energy is greater
than its internal binding energy to the other molecules in the cluster. In the case
of a dimer, since there is energy exchange between the two internal energy modes
of potential and kinetic energies occurring during one internal vibrational period,
dimer dissociation will certainly happen if the dimer internal energy is greater than
the dissociation energy. For larger clusters, a molecule can only acquire part of
the internal potential energy due to multi-molecular interactions in the cluster.
Figures 6.3(a) and 6.3(b) show the change in the cluster internal kinetic and potential energy during a typical evaporation case. It can be seen that the kinetic energy of the cluster typically decreases after the evaporation (the escaping molecule
leaves with a positive kinetic energy), and the potential energy typically increases,
showing a decrease in the cluster internal binding energy (due to a decrease in the
cluster size). In the case of a dimer, the potential energy after evaporation is zero
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since there are two isolated molecules with no interactions. It is also interesting to
note that the potential energy of the cluster is typically negative since it represents
a stable bound state. The total internal energy has been conserved to within 0.5%,
including the evaporation event. The cluster evaporation process depends on the
cluster total internal energy as well as the distribution of internal energy among
the cluster molecules. At each temperature, the most probable configuration is
given by the MCCE simulations and 1000 different trajectories were run varying
the individual velocities of the atoms by sampling from a Maxwellian distribution.
Once a molecule moves away from the cluster, the evaporation is recorded and
the next trajectory is run. It was observed that in most of the cases the cluster
emits a single monomer during the evaporation process, so that ejection of dimers
or higher can be neglected. The MD evaporation process is represented by the
cumulative evaporation probability, which is defined as the ratio of the number
of evaporated trajectories divided by the total number of trajectories. We used a
sample size of 1000 trajectories in this work based on the work of Zhong et al. [135]
which showed that the difference between the cumulative evaporation probabilities
obtained for 1,000 and 20,000 trajectories is negligible.
MD evaporation simulation results are displayed in Figure 6.4. The temperature range used in this study is 240 to 300 K for dimers and trimers and 150 to
300 K for tetramers and hexamers, since it appeared that no (or minimal) evaporation occurred for temperatures lower than 240 K for dimers and 250 K for
trimers. It can be seen that as the cluster temperature increases, the cumulative
evaporation probability also increases.

6.4.4 Comparison of MD Simulations with UDT
Weerashinge and Amar [136] proposed a simple relationship to describe the cluster
evaporation process for the number of un-evaporated clusters at time t, N(t), as
N(t) = N(0) exp(−ke t),
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(6.41)

where N(0) is the total number of trajectories and ke is the cluster evaporation
rate constant. Rearranging Eq. 6.41 as
N(t)
ln
N(0)

!

= −ke t,

(6.42)

we can obtain the cluster evaporation rate, ke , by plotting ln[N(t)/N(0)] versus
time, as shown in Fig. 6.5 for different cluster sizes. It is interesting to note
that there is a period of lag time on the order of 10−11 s before the evaporation
actually occurs, especially at lower temperatures, which is consistent with the
MD simulations results from Smith [137] and Zhong et al [135]. It is possible to
approximate a linear evaporation rate after this lag time, even though it should be
noted that the evaporation rate can be a function of time - which is known as the
nonlinear effect [138].
The evaporation rates obtained in this manner can also be compared to the
UDT evaporation rate, given by,
kU DT = j

2/3

Hv
ωH2 O exp −
,
kB Tc




(6.43)

where j is the cluster size and ωH2 O is the vibrational frequency of a water molecule
within the cluster. The values of the latent heat of vaporization were obtained
from the MD simulation, as discussed above. A vibrational frequency of 2.68 ×
1012 s−1 is proposed by Okada and Hara [139], independent of the cluster size. The
vibrational frequency of water molecules inside a cluster can also be calculated
from the MD simulations. The distance between all the molecules is recorded and
fitted with a sinusoidal model, giving the frequency for a dimer or the average of
three frequencies if the cluster is a trimer. Values of 3.1 × 1012 s−1 for the dimer,
4.5 × 1012 s−1 for the trimer and tetramer and 5.3 × 1012 s−1 for the hexamer were
obtained in this work. Equation 6.43 shows that the UDT evaporation rate is
proportional to the number of molecules on the cluster surface, as indicated by the
term n2/3 and that it also increases exponentially with the cluster temperature.
Figure 6.6 compares of the cluster evaporation rates obtained from our MD
simulations at different temperatures, the UDT analytic expression, and the CNT
evaporation rate calculated from Eq. 6.26. It can be seen that the MD simulation
results are well described by the UDT rate equation, within the statistical accuracy
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of the simulations, a similar conclusion reached by Zhong et al. [135] for argon
clusters. The best fit for the UDT evaporation rate is found to be for ω= 5×
1011 s−1 (for dimers), within a factor of two of the value obtained by Okada and
Hara [139], thereby again suggesting the adequacy of the SPC water potential.
Similar values were obtained by Muñoz-Caro and Niño [140] and Hobza et al. [141]
by performing calculations on a vibrational model constructed using ab initio data
at the MP2 level of 4.59 and 5.15× 1012 s−1 , respectively. Finally, another value,
found by Eerkens [142] in the range 2.22 to 5.94× 1012 s−1 , was calculated by using
the Lennard-Jones well-depth and range parameters from Refs. [143–146]. The
figure also shows that the CNT evaporation rate provides a reasonable fit to the
MD values, especially for temperatures of about 240-300 K where the evaporation
rate will be significant in the DSMC simulations. Since evaporation of dimers
represents an important process that affects the steady state spatial distribution of
cluster number densities, sizes, and temperatures, we will use the CNT evaporation
rate in the DSMC simulations that are discussed below. Although CNT is a
phenomenological model, its use, for the above discussed conditions, is anchored
by the fundamental MD evaporation simulation rates presented here.

6.5 Homogeneous Condensation in Water Vapor Expansions
6.5.1 DSMC Simulations of Condensation Plumes
The CNT nucleation and evaporation models discussed in Sec. 6.2 are now applied
to an expanding condensation plume studied at the Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC) in the 1970’s [52]. A conical nozzle with a throat diameter of
1.0 mm, a nozzle length of 5.334 mm and an internal angle of 10.5 degrees was attached to a research chamber with stagnation pressure and stagnation temperature
respectively of 0.08 atm and 386 K. The water vapor inside the chamber expanded
through the nozzle into a vacuum environment and condensation occurred outside
the nozzle. A unity sticking probability was used in this study. Three combinations
of specific heat capacity and latent heat of vaporization are modeled in the DSMC,
as summarized in Table 6.2. The first model uses the values for bulk liquid water,
the second uses values of the specific heat capacity and latent heat of vaporization
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that were calculated for the dimer, and the third one uses the values that were
calculated for all small cluster sizes. The values of the latent heat of vaporization
are used when modeling nucleation, condensation and evaporation events, while
the values of the heat capacities are needed for modeling condensation, evaporation
and cluster-monomer non-sticking collisions, as explained in Sec. 6.2.
The expanding flow simulations were performed as follows. To reduce the
computational cost, the first simulation from the nozzle throat to a small region
beyond the nozzle was modeled using the GASP [147] CFD software. Since the flow
is supersonic, the steady state solution obtained was then used to create a starting
surface for the far-field DSMC simulation. The computational parameters for both
the near and farfield simulations are the same as those used by Li in Table 2 of
Ref. [114] and the results for the flow inside and in the vicinity of the nozzle, as
well as the starting surface for the far-field condensation flow are from Ref. [114].
As mentioned earlier, the large variation in the number density from the nozzle
throat to the plume far field complicates the problem. The Knudsen number is
on the order of 10−3 at the nozzle throat, indicating that a DSMC computation
cell length of 10−6 m and a timestep on the order of 10−9 s are required. For
the farfield DSMC simulation, the computational domain was then expanded in
both axial and radial directions to a domain measuring 25 by 10 throat diameters,
approximately 1.3 million simulated particles and 1.1 million subcells were used at
the steady state.
The steady state solutions of the DSMC farfield simulations provide predictions
of the spatial distribution of cluster sizes, clusters temperatures, and cluster and
monomer number densities. Figures 6.7(a) and 6.7(b) compare the average cluster
size for Cases 1a and 1c, and 1b and 1c, respectively. The average cluster size
is usually less than 10 in the nucleation region, while it increases downstream
of the nucleation region due to the sticking collisions between cluster and vapor
molecules. The simulations that use constant values for the heat capacity and
latent heat of vaporization of bulk water predict average cluster sizes significantly
higher than when those obtained from the MD simulations. The difference in the
maximum average cluster size downstream of the nozzle between Cases 1a and 1c
is a factor of 5. Interestingly, Cases 1b and 1c show results that are similar because
in this case the dimer is the dominant cluster. Due to the latent heat release and
thermal non-equilibrium, the cluster temperature is higher than the temperature
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of the surrounding vapor molecules, as seen in Fig. 6.8. The comparisons between
Figs. 6.9(a) and 6.9(b) show that the greater the average cluster size, the higher
the cluster temperature. Therefore, the region where the cluster temperature is
above 220 K is larger in Case 1a than in Case 1c, and smaller in Case 1b than in
Case 1a. Water-vapor number density, cluster number density and average cluster
size along the plume centerline are shown in Figs. 6.10(a), 6.10(b) and 6.10(c). It
is seen that the cluster number density is about six to seven orders of magnitude
less than the vapor number density in all cases; the average cluster size along
the centerline is respectively about 260, 95 and 82 for Cases 1a, 1b and 1c. The
average cluster size increases along the centerline and slowly decreases downstream
of X = 0.02 m for Case 1a. This indicates that cluster evaporation becomes more
important than cluster-growth caused by sticking collisions in Case 1a, but, not in
the two cases that use modified parameters for the heat capacity and latent heat
of vaporization.
Rayleigh scattering intensity for the current water condensation case was measured at AEDC. [52] Assuming that the condensing flow field is composed of a
collection of gas phase monomers and molecular clusters, or i-mers, one may express the dependence of the single Rayleigh scattering intensity with the polarization vector parallel to the incident beam’s plane of polarization on the number
densities ni in the form
!
!2
∞
X
α
n
i
i
(6.44)
I ′ (II) =
α1
i=1 no
where no is the reservoir number density of the flow field. The polarizability αi is
assumed to be i times of molecular polarizability α1 . Therefore, it is possible to
divide the simulated Rayleigh scattering intensity into two parts,
I (II) =
′

n1
no

!

+

∞
X
i=2

!

ni
(i)2
no

(6.45)

where the first part on the RHS is vapor intensity and the second part is cluster
intensity.
Figures 6.11(a) and 6.11(b) compare the predicted total simulated Rayleigh
scattering intensity for Case 1c (blue line) with the AEDC data (red open squares)
and the predicted intensities due to the cluster signal only for the three simulation
cases, respectively. It is seen in Fig. 6.11(b) that the predicted intensity due to
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scattering from the clusters increases upstream of X=0.015 m as the cluster size
increases (see Fig. 6.10(c)). Beyond that point, the cluster size remains constant
or slowly decreases for all of the cases, but the cluster number density decreases
significantly, resulting in a decrease in the cluster intensity. The vapor intensity
(green line with symbols in Fig. 6.11(a)) overlaps with the predicted Rayleigh
scattering intensity whereas it can be seen that the predicted cluster intensity is
only about 0.3% of the vapor intensity for Case 1a and about 0.05% to 0.07% for
Case 1b and 1c. Therefore the cluster intensity is negligible compared to the vapor
intensity in our cases.

6.5.2 Orifice Expansion Flow
The model used in Case 1b is now applied to the free expansion of an orifice
condensation beam experimentally studied by Calo [8]. An orifice with a diameter
of 125 µm is attached to a chamber with stagnation pressures, P0 , of 100-500 torr
and stagnation temperatures, T0 , of 373-498 K. The water vapor inside the chamber
expands through the orifice into a vacuum environment and condensation occurs
outside the chamber. Again, the computational cost is reduced by the use of two
separate DSMC simulations. The first calculation, designated as ”near field”, is
started inside the chamber and carried out to a small region beyond the orifice.
The results from the ”near field” calculation are used to create a starting surface
for the second DSMC, "far field” calculation. In this paper, we emphasize the far
field results. The important parameters, such as number densities and terminal
mole fractions, are measured 10 orifice diameters downstream from the orifice along
the centerline. A weighting factor of 10−2 for water clusters was used to improve
the resolution of cluster species. Simulations using the CNT and the bi- and termolecular nucleation rates discussed in Sec. 6.2 are compared here. An assumption
that all clusters in the terminal region were dimers was made, since Ref. [64] showed
that only a fraction of the clusters were trimers. Therefore, the terminal water
dimer mole fraction is the ratio of the dimer to gas-plus-dimer number densities.
First, the stagnation pressure was held constant and five stagnation temperature
cases were considered. Then, the stagnation temperature was held constant and
the stagnation pressure was varied.
The farfield DSMC simulation results of the two-phase plume expansions us-
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ing the CNT nucleation rate are shown in Figs. 6.12-6.13. It is seen in Fig. 6.12
that the initial dimers appear in the nucleation region (lower left corner of the
domain), the location where the cluster number density increases quickly along
the flow direction. The cluster number density decreases downstream of the nucleation region because of the plume expansion. Water-vapor number density, cluster
number density, and dimer mole fraction along the plume centerline for T0 =438 K
and P0 =500 torr are shown in Fig. 6.13. The figure shows that the dimer number
density is about two orders of magnitude less than the vapor number density, and
the average dimer mole fraction is about 0.025. A discontinuity in the dimer mole
fraction is observed one to two diameters away from the orifice. This occurs in the
nucleation region because of the competing processes of dimer creation versus decrease of mole fraction due to the plume expansion. While the sharp increase and
subsequent stabilization in the mole fraction are typical of a two-phase condensing
expansion flow, and similar features have been observed in our earlier work [64],
the discontinuity seen after the sharp increase is believed to be specific to the CNT
nucleation model used here. Since the nucleation region is smaller in that model,
the mole fraction tends to be over-estimated and, before stabilizing, shows an oscillation. Finally, the dimer mole fraction remains constant along the centerline
after X=3D0 , showing that the plume density has sufficiently dropped such that
there are few collisions in that region and beyond.
To understand the interaction between the nucleation model and cluster heat
capacities, four DSMC simulations are compared with experimental results from
the work of Calo [8] in Figs. 6.14(a) and 6.14(b). The simulations designated as
“CNT”, “termolecular”, and “Li- et al new” were performed using the Case 1b heatcapacities and latent-heat model. The “Li et al [64] previous case results” were
obtained using the bi-molecular nucleation rate with the bulk values for the heat
capacities and the latent heat (Case 1a). Finally, since the “Li- et al new” results
were re-computed using the bimolecular nucleation model with the new cluster heat
capacities and heat of evaporation, a comparison of these results with the original
results of Ref. [64] provides a direct comparison of the sensitivity of the dimer mole
fraction to the selection of bulk thermodynamic values. Examination of these two
cases shows that the dimer mole fraction decreases due to the higher latent heat
of vaporization from MD when compared to bulk. Note here that the difference
in the mole fraction at 498 K is not due to the selection of the heat capacity or
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heat of vaporization values. The dimer mole fraction predicted by “Li et al. new”
is much lower than the original result because here we assumed that the sticking
probability is zero for any collisions between monomers at a velocity higher than
900 m/s whereas in the previous work (Ref. [64]) a very small probability was
assumed. It can be seen that, due to the rapid expansion, the difference between
the two simulations is small. However, it could be greater for flow conditions where
the nucleation region is larger.
Turning to the dimer mole fractions obtained from the DSMC simulations using the termolecular and CNT nucleation results and the new cluster heat data,
Fig. 6.14(a) shows that the terminal dimer mole fraction decreases as the stagnation
temperature increases, similar to the results of Calo. The value of the termolecular
terminal mole fraction at T0 = 375 K is about a factor of four lower than the measurements and the intermediate stagnation temperature values are within factors
of two to three when compared to Calo’s results. Considering the complexity of
these simulations, we consider this level of agreement good compared to either of
the bi-molecular nucleation results. It can be seen that the termolecular nucleation
rate coupled with the improved cluster heat values provides better agreement at
higher stagnation temperatures with the experimental results. A comparison of
the dimer mole fractions predicted by the termolecular versus the CNT nucleation
rate shows that the trends are similar with a maximum difference of two due to the
different nucleation rates. Finally, it can be seen that the bimolecular nucleation
results “Li et al.” are much higher than those using the termolecular nucleation
model since, in the bimolecular dimer formation mechanism, it is assumed that, at
relative high stagnation pressures, there are always collisions between a collision
complex and a monomer in the nucleation region. This assumption may not hold
for the current experimental case at all (higher) stagnation temperatures where
the expansion is very fast, suggesting that a more general nucleation model may
be needed in the DSMC simulations.
Figure 6.14(b) compares the DSMC results with the experimental results obtained by Calo [8] for different reservoir stagnation pressures and temperatures.
While the simulations predict the correct trends, they underestimate the dimer
mole fractions, especially at lower stagnation temperatures. The results suggest
that the fidelity of the nucleation model is crucial and a more general approach
suitable for use in coarse-grained simulations such as DSMC must be developed.
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6.6 Summary
Small clusters formed in the supersonic expansions of homogeneous condensing
flows were studied using Monte-Carlo and MD simulations incorporating the SPC
potential model to determine the cluster potential energy and constant-volume heat
capacity. The water cluster structures so obtained were compared with previous
published results and were found to compare well. The cumulative evaporation
probability and latent heat of vaporization were computed for different cluster
sizes using molecular dynamics, and the derived cluster evaporation rates were
found to compare well with UDT theory and the equation of Weerashinge. In
addition, the water classical nucleation rate for evaporation, a phenomenological
model, was found to agree reasonably well for small-cluster evaporation rates for
the temperature range of interest.
The anchored CNT evaporation rate model as well as the new cluster heatcapacity and latent-heat models were tested in two DSMC simulations of homogeneous condensation in a water-vapor free expansion plume. In the first experiment,
the effects of the heat capacities and latent heat of vaporization on the condensation were investigated for flow through a conical nozzle. It was found that using
the bulk liquid water values overestimates the degree of condensation. It was also
shown that for these conditions the use of the rigorous cluster thermal properties
for dimers has the largest impact on the steady state spatial distribution of cluster temperatures, cluster number densities and vapor number densities. Rayleigh
scattering intensities were calculated and compared with experimental data, offering reasonable agreement. However, the contribution from the cluster intensity is
quite low so that this case is not a good test of the entire condensation model,
particularly the interaction of the evaporation and nucleation processes. For this
reason a second case was studied involving the expansion of a flow from an orifice,
and the dimer mole fractions predicted by DSMC simulations were compared with
measured values. For an intermediate stagnation pressure of 100 torr, all nucleation rates generally agreed with measured values within factors of two to four.
For both the bi- or tri-molecular nucleation rates, the agreement with measured
values was improved with the use of non-thermodynamic cluster heat capacities.
However, neither nucleation rate was able to match the experimental trends at
all temperatures and pressures, suggesting that a more general nucleation model
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should be considered in future work.
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(a) Trimer

(b) Tetramer

(c) Hexamer

(d) Octamer

Figure 6.1: Lowest energy configuration of small water clusters, found when running the MCCE simulation. The weaker red lines indicate hydrogen bonds.
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of the average potential energies and heat capacities of
water clusters divided by the cluster size for several different cluster temperatures.
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Cluster size
Trimer

Tetramer
128

Hexamer

Octamer

Parameter
This work
DFT PP [2]
d(O-O) (Å)
2.65 - 2.75 - 2.97
2.780 - 2.781 - 2.784
d(OA -HB ) (Å)
1.69 - 1.77 - 2.07
1.870 - 1.872 - 1.879
δ(OA -HA -OB ) (deg)
149.0 - 159.8 - 165.8
150.0 - 151.8 - 151.9
d(O-O) (Å)
2.74 - 2.76 - 2.79 - 2.86
2.730 to 2.737
1.75 - 1.78 - 1.80 - 1.88
N/A
d(OA -HB ) (Å)
δ(OA -HA -OB ) (deg)
164.7 - 166.5 - 167.1 - 169.0
168.1 to 168.7
¯
d(O-O) (Å)
2.70 to 2.95, d=2.79, σ=0.08
2.637 to 2.965
¯
d(OA -HB ) (Å)
1.70 to 2.01, d=1.85,
σ=0.12
N/A
δ(OA -HA -OB ) (deg)
140.2 to 173.1, δ̄=158.7, σ=10.7
133.9 to 170.0
δ(O-O-O) long side (deg)
124.5 - 127.5
N/A
¯
d(O-O) (Å)
2.65 to 4.04, d=2.92,
σ=0.42
2.682 to 2.843
¯
d(OA -HB ) (Å)
1.65 to 2.11, d=1.83,
σ=0.15
N/A

Table 6.1: Comparison of small water clusters internal parameters with results from Estrin et al. [2].
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Case No.
1a
1b
1c

Value for Cv , cal/(mol.K)
Bulk liquid water at ambient conditions: 233.77
Temperature dependent, see dimer Fig. 6.2(b)
Temperature and cluster size dependent, see Fig. 6.2(b)

Value for(Hv m), J
6.78×10−20
1.460×10−20
Cluster size dependent, see text

Table 6.2: Computational cases in this work
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Figure 6.5: Cluster evaporation rates from the MD simulations.
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Figure 6.7: Average cluster size contours in the plume. Do is the diameter of the
nozzle throat.
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Figure 6.8: Comparison between the vapor (top) and cluster (bottom) temperatures (K) for Case 1c.
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Chapter 7 |
Molecular Dynamics Modeling
to Support Interpretation of Condensing Water Jet ES-BGK Simulations
7.1 Preface
The different states of water can be easily observed in nature: freshwater is liquid
water, freezing rain is supercooled water than freezes when it hits colder ground,
ice cream is amorphous ice that is kept from crystallizing by stirring the dairy
mixture during its cooling, and snow flakes are crystal ice.
The motivation for this chapter came from the experimental study of water
free jets by Tejeda et al. [53]. The study of water free jets poses a number of
difficulties which are not found in jets of atoms (He, Ne, Ar), diatomic molecules
(N2 , H2 , O2 , CO), nor linear triatomic molecules (CO2 ). Major problems for the
quantitative study of water are the sharp tendency to condensation, therefore very
few experimental data on small water clusters can be found in literature. Tejeda et
al. [53] reported a quantitative study of a number of water supersonic free jets, pure
and diluted in He, generated under different stagnation conditions. Their study
was aimed at establishing the main characteristics, with emphasis on the condensation limits and on the non-equilibrium problems towards future studies of the
water/water and water/He inelastic collisions. Tejeda et al. detected condensation
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in water jets by the means of a global enhancement of the rotational temperature,
Tr (z), function as a function of the stagnation pressure, p0 . It is well established
that Tr (z) decreases in uncondensed jets (at fixed position z) with increasing stagnation pressure p0 , and can also be determined by indirect methods such as the
corresponding enhancement of Rayleigh scattering intensity [67]. So, identification
of water free jets of condensation is possible by observing the lower boundary of
Tr (z) as a function of p0 at fixed nozzle temperature. The previously mentioned
ES-BGK condensation method will be used to simulate the condensation processes
in the water free jets for different stagnation pressure cases.
Torchet et al. [148] produced solid clusters in a free jet expansion of water
vapor, with sized varying from tens to thousands of molecules per clusters when
the pressure was increased. The crystalline structure of the water clusters was
provided by electron diffraction analysis. An amorphous model was also developed
in MD using 20 water molecules [148]. Zhang and Buch [149] computationally
studied the condensation dynamics and structure of low temperature (≤100 K)
of amorphous ices using the classical trajectory simulation technique. Electron
diffraction functions for clusters of size between 100 and 300 were compared with
experiments, and radial distribution functions (RDFs) were calculated. The mean
number of hydrogen bonds per molecule was found to be ≥3.5. However, Huang
and Bartell [150] hypothesized that Torchet’s clusters had not been examined early
enough after their formation for possible liquid precursors of the crystals to have
been seen. They suggested that liquid clusters were formed in the expansion and
then froze through evaporation events, and showed proofs backing that suggestion.
The outline of the remainder of the chapter is as follows. In Sec. 7.2 we discuss
the implementation of a condensation model and the heat accommodation model
in the statistical ES-BGK framework and present a comparison of our simulations
obtained using the BGK based condensation model for stagnation pressures of
12 to 1000 mbar with the measurements. In Sec. 7.3, MD simulations of water
condensation in one-dimensional expansions were performed for different stagnation temperatures. The influence of the temperature on the composition of the
plume was investigated, and RDFs were calculated. Thermodynamic and structural properties of the clusters were also investigated. In Section 7.4, we present
our conclusions.
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7.2 Homogeneous Condensation of Water Using the
Statistical BGK Approach
The challenge of modeling condensing flows is that nucleation, cluster growth, and
evaporation, and cluster-cluster collision processes, which involve phase change
and energy transformation, occur. In the present work, we designate the condensed
phase of the gas as a cluster, C, as any species which is comprised of at least two gas
monomers, M. Thus there could be three types of interactions in a condensing flow,
viz., a) monomer-monomer (M-M) collisions in the gas phase, b) monomer-cluster
(M-C) collisions, and c) cluster-cluster (C-C) collisions. Gas monomer-monomer
interactions in a condensing flow are treated similar to that of non-condensing flows.
Gas monomer-cluster (M-C) collisions result in cluster growth and are governed
by the cluster-growth model, whereas cluster-cluster (C-C) collisions are treated in
the coalescence model. In addition to cluster-growth and coalescence, nucleation
and evaporation are two other key processes in the simulation of condensing flows.
In the statistical BGK method, in each cell, the number of gas monomer particles
selected for velocity sampling from the local Maxwellian distribution depends on
the relaxation frequency of the corresponding species and the time step. A heat
accomodation model is also used to add heat due to nucleation and condensation
in each cell at each timestep.
ES-BGK condensation simulations are performed for non-condensing and condensing flows of water at stagnation pressures between 12 to 1000 mbar and temperature between 363 to 374 K. The simulation domain and initial conditions are
corresponding to the specific experimental conditions of the Tejeda et al. measurements [53]. The experiment obtained Raman scattering intensities to provide
monomer rotational temperatures of water supersonic expansions to vacuum conditions through a converging nozzle. Seven different stagnation temperature and
pressure conditions were studied, as summarized in Table 7.1 to determine which
conditions would provide condensation-free water jet plumes. Profiles of the water
monomer rotational temperature as a function of distance from the nozzle exit are
provided for these cases. Using the case description given in Ref. 53 and Table 7.1,
it was found that the rotational temperatures successively increase for cases D,
C, B, and A. Since the rotational temperature is in equilibrium with the rapidly
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falling translational temperature for non-condensing supersonic expansions, the
elevation of the rotational temperature at distances beyond the nozzle exit is an
indication of condensation, particularly in cases A through D. The released condensation energy causes an increase in the translational temperature and then the
rotational temperature due to the translational-rotational relaxation [151]. Condensation decreases from cases A to jet D, case E is probably weakly condensed,
case F is probably uncondensed, and if there is any condensation in case G it is
was deemed to be not detectable [53].
The numerical simulations we have carried out are challenging because of the
large variation in the degree of rarefaction from the stagnation chamber to the
free expansion far field. The Knudsen number, defined as the ratio of mean free
path to the characteristic length (the nozzle diameter), varies from approximately
∼ 10−5 at the stagnation chamber to ∼ 10−1 at the free expansion end of the
computational domain. Figure 7.1 illustrates this by showing the rapid Knudsen
number increase of about three orders of magnitude from the nozzle exit to the
end of the computational domain for a non-condensing case of stagnation pressure
of 3 bar. This large variation in the Knudsen number suggests that the use of a

kinetic computational approach is important, however, the high gas number density
close to the nozzle exit dictates that the ES-BGK method will be computationally
efficient for modeling these cases [65].
In terms of the ES-BGK numerical parameters, a two dimensional axisymmetric
scheme with radial weighting factors was used to ensure that there are sufficient
numbers of simulated molecules for all cells at small radial locations. The nozzle
configuration and computational domain used in our work are shown in Fig. 7.2.
In the experiment an airbrush nozzle was used with nozzle diameter, D, of 280
and 350 µm for cases A and B through G, respectively. In the computations a
converging nozzle with diameter following the experiments was assumed and it
can be observed in Fig. 7.2 that the nozzle exit is located at x = 0.0 m. The same
ES-BGK numerical parameters were used for the non-condensing and condensing
flow simulation cases. The domain was divided in 600×100 cells with up to 10×10
subcells for each cell so that the cell size is comparable to mean free path. We
used a time step of 2 × 10−8 s, which is smaller than the local mean time between

collisions and 1.6 million simulated particles, each of which represented 1 × 108
water molecules. The weighting factor for the water clusters is 10−3 so that there
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are enough computational particles to represent water clusters. The simulation was
carried out for 200,000 steps, or 12 computation hours, on 32 2-GHz processors.
We simulated the non-condensing free-expanding flow through the nozzle for
Case D to F. In all of the subsequent figures, the abscissa, is the axial distance from
the nozzle exit, normalized by the nozzle throat diameter, D. Figure 7.1 shows
the variation of Mach number along the plume centerline. As expected, the Mach
number increases through the nozzle and reaches a sonic condition at the nozzle
exit (at x/D = 0). During the free expansion outside the nozzle, the Mach number
continues to increase up to 5 by the end of the domain. The rotational temperatures for different stagnation pressures (Case D to G) can be seen in Fig. 7.3. As
the stagnation pressure increases, the collision frequency between water molecules
increases which in turn increases the transition-rotation (TR) relaxation between
the two modes. Since the translational temperature is decreasing outside the nozzle, when the TR relaxation rate is lower (or the pressure is lower), the rotational
temperature is higher. It can be seen that similar to the measurements, when
pressure increases, the rotational temperature decreases. Note that Case G is separated from the other cases since the pressure difference between Case G and Case
F is high. The trends for the terminal rotational temperatures at x/D = 4 can
be seen to be in good agreement with the measurements. However, it can be seen
that the rotational temperatures from the simulations are generally lower than that
from the measurements. This could be due to the transition-rotation relation rate
used in the simulations and a lower relaxation rate can make a better agreement.
Simulations were also performed for the condensation cases, using water-cluster
and ice-cluster properties (heat capacity and latent heat of vaporization). The
simulation results indicate that at the current stagnation pressure and temperature, the results change slightly assuming the clusters are in solid phase instead of
liquid phase and the difference will slightly increase for the higher pressure cases.
The comparisons suggest that the ES-BGK condensation models are too coarsegrained to provide definitive information about the “state” of the clusters formed.
To obtain this level of information an atomistic approach is necessary, as discussed
next.
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7.3 MD Simulation of Water Condensation in a OneDimensional Expansion
7.3.1 Methodology
In order to determine whether clusters formed in the plume are closer to the
solid ice or liquid form, MD simulation of one-dimensional free expansions were
performed using the DL_POLY [78] software, for conditions similar to a nonequilibrium plume expansion. It is not possible using MD to simulate an entire
supersonic free expanding plume system. Since our interest is to determine the
mechanisms of formation of larger clusters, and their microscopic structure we argue that restricting the MD simulation to the core of the plume will capture the
major physics of the one-dimensional expansion. The initial system were oblong
boxes with a height 50 times the base of the box, with periodic boundary conditions in all directions. The systems had 10,800 water molecules, and the plenum
stagnation pressure was fixed of 5.3 atm while the stagnation temperature was
varied between 175 K and 530 K. The TIP4P [152] potential was used, with a
Velocity Verlet integration scheme. The system was initially heated to 1000 K for
50 ps, then the temperature was decreased to the desired temperature by decrements of 100 K using a simple velocity scaling, and finally equilibrated at the target
temperature for 200 ps using a Berendsen thermostat. The purpose of the temperature increments and decrements was to prevent excessive water condensation
in the plenum during the equilibration since we would like to study the properties
of large clusters that are formed by homogeneous condensation during the plume
expansion. The upper and lower periodic boundaries were then replaced with free
boundary conditions to initiate a one-dimensional expansion. The simulation was
then carried out for another 1000 ps. During this time, the gas becomes rarefied
as it expands over approximately 100 lengths of the base of the box in the axial
direction, and, at each time step, the number of molecules decreases with distance
from the orifice, located at x = 0. Figure 7.4(a) shows the axial velocity component of the expanding water molecules at a time 200 ps after the opening of
the orifice, and Fig. 7.4(b) presents the number density, temperature, and Mach
number obtained from the MD simulations for the entire computational domain
at a time of 200 ps for a stagnation temperature of 350 K. Also shown are the
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analytic solutions for number density, temperature, and Mach number, based on
one-dimensional isentropic expansion theory [123]. It can be seen that both the
number density and temperature decrease outside the orifice and Mach number
increases during the expansion. The comparison between the computational and
analytical results suggests that the MD captures the essential physics of an expanding supersonic flow to vacuum and can be used to study the formation of
large clusters and their properties in supersonic expansions.

7.3.2 Influence of Stagnation Temperature
As mentioned in the previous subsection, it was our goal to control the equilibration
process so as to minimize condensation in the plenum. As will be shown here, it
was not possible to completely eliminate condensation prior to the plume expansion
and in fact the size of the largest clusters obtained during the expansion was found
to be proportional to the size of the clusters obtained during the equilibration
inside the plenum. These MD results suggest that large clusters observed in the
expansion form due to the sticking between smaller clusters, rather than directly
from nucleation. Since the experiments [53] do not report the cluster distributions
upstream of the nozzle exit, these clusters have not been modeled in the ES-BGK
condensation work. As will be shown below, they represent a small fraction of
the species concentration in the flow so they are not likely to change the general
monomer and small cluster properties but can still be useful for studying the
general properties of clusters larger than approximately size 20.
The distribution of clusters inside and outside of the plenum were investigated
first at a stagnation temperature of 350 K. At the end of the equilibration, approximately 65 % of the water molecules were in gaseous form, while about 20 % are
in the form of condensed dimers, 8 % in the form of trimers and the remainder in
larger clusters up to octamers. During the expansion, the ratio of uncondensed to
condensed water molecules was relatively unchanged, but the average cluster size
increased due to sticking collisions between clusters. Namely, the largest cluster
observed during the expansion for these conditions was of size 28. However, cluster
size varies with time due to frequent evaporation and condensation events in the
plume, making it hard to find and track the cluster-monomer entity. However, one
large cluster in particular, designated as cluster 1, was tracked down with respect
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to time. Figure 7.5 shows its translational velocity, and a fit to the MD cluster
center-of-mass velocity data which shows that the cluster velocity varies linearly
with respect to time. This suggests that the cluster moves in Newtonian motion,
isolated from any outside interaction. Figures 7.6(a) and 7.6(b) show the size and
internal temperature of the cluster with respect to time, for times longer than
480 ps. Defining the cluster internal temperature Tc,int , as,
Tc,int =

Ec,int
6jkB

Ec,int = Ec,kin − Ec,CM

(7.1)
(7.2)

where Ec,int is the cluster internal energy, Ec,kin is the cluster kinetic energy and
Ec,CM is the cluster’s center of mass kinetic energy, it can be seen from the figures that the internal temperature of the cluster was very low, at an average of
37 K, while the cluster size varies between 18 and 26, with an average of 21 water
molecules.
The radial distribution functions were calculated for cluster 1, and compared
with the results from Zhang and Buch [149]. Figure 7.7 shows the radial distribution functions (RDF) gOO (r), gOH (r) and gHH (r), computed for cluster size 21,
excluding intramolecular OH and H-H bonded interactions, averaged as a function of time. It is interesting to note that the values of the RDF at large values
do not approach unity due to finite size effects. The O-O RDF showed a clear
first peak at 2.75 Å, in accordances with the values computed and reported from
measurements [149] for solid amorphous clusters. The secondary peak is relatively
impossible to pick up on this plot as a result of a significant amount of noise in the
data due to the small cluster size. On the other hand, two peaks can be clearly
discerned for the O-H RDF, at 1.85 and 3.15 Å, again in accordance with values
from Ref. 149 for amorphous clusters. Finally, two peaks are discernible for the
H-H RDF, but they are rather wide and therefore inconclusive. The RDFs as well
as the low internal temperature seem to suggest that the obtained cluster is indeed
solid-like in nature. Attempts at measuring the average number of hydrogen bonds
inside the water cluster were made, but, due the small cluster size, surface effects,
which decrease the average number of bonds, were too high and the results were
not conclusive.
To better understand the conditions that cause the formation of solid clusters,
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similar runs were performed for different stagnation temperatures. The proportions
of water molecules in gaseous and cluster form in the plenum at the end of the
equilibration are shown in Table 7.2 and it was verified that these proportions
remained relatively unchanged during the MD simulation of the plume expansion.
At 530 K (which falls in the vapor region of the water phase diagram at the
corresponding pressure of 5.3 atm), over 95% of the water molecules are in gaseous
form at the end of the equilibration, and very few small clusters form during the
expansion. At 430 K, 12% of the water molecules condensed into clusters at the
end of the equilibration with a large majority being formed as dimers, trimers, up
to 8-mers, and the largest cluster found in the expansion had a size of 12. At 300 K,
only 9% of the molecules are in gaseous form, which is still enough to generate a
moderate flow with large clusters (maximum size on the order of 400-mers). Finally,
a run was performed at a low stagnation temperature of 175 K, which corresponds
to the solid phase on the water phase diagram. Very large clusters formed during
the equilibration phase, up to a size close to 500 and when the boundaries were
opened to create the expansion, the back pressure in the plenum was insufficient
to generate a flow since less than 0.5% of the water molecules were left in gaseous
form.

7.3.3 Thermodynamic and Structural Properties of Water Clusters
Although the stagnation conditions at 175 and 300 K deviate from the desired
plume plenum conditions, the formation of large clusters provides better MD data
to study the large cluster structural properties. Radial distribution functions were
calculated for the expansion considering all water molecules in the system at 175
and 300 K and the comparison is shown in Fig. 7.8. Again excluding intramolecular
bonds, it can be seen that peaks are wider for the 300 K simulation, which is to
be expected since more monomers and small clusters are present in the system as
opposed to the case at 175 K where almost exclusively large clusters are detected,
leading to very well defined structures. Sharp peaks are observedfor the interatomic
distances predicted by Zhang and Buch [149] for solid ice, confirming large ice
clusters are formed at low temperature. Then, a cluster of size 324 was extracted
from the expansion plume at 175 K. Using the definition of internal temperature
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given in Eqs. 7.1 and 7.2, the temperature of the cluster was found to be 200 K
and it had a roughly spherical shape with a diameter of approximately 30 Å. Note
that the size of the cluster is consistent with the values obtained from the ESBGK condensation modeling. The cluster was placed in a cubic box of size 80 Å
with Periodic Boundary Conditions (PBCs) and equilibrated in an NVE ensemble.
Figure 7.9 shows the final configuration of the cluster after 1 ns. Red lines indicate
H-bonds between water molecules. The structure does not appear to be crystalline,
implying that if ice was indeed formed, it would be in the form of amorphous ice.
The self-diffusion coefficient of water molecules in the cluster was calculated for all
species, then averaged, using the Einstein relation [84]
lim < |r(t) − r(0)|2 >= 6Dt,

x→+∞

(7.3)

where r(t) is the position of an atom at time t, D is the self-diffusion coefficient,
and the bracket denote averaging over all water molecules. The calculated value for
the self-diffusion coefficient of this cluster was 3.6×10−7 cm2 /s. Values reported for
bulk water at ambient temperature, both experimentally [153] and computationally [154], are generally about two orders of magnitude larger. Smith et al. [155]
measured the self-diffusion coefficient of amorphous solid water (ASW) at 150 K,
and compared it with tabulated data for liquid water, supercooled liquid water
and crystalline ice. Examination of Fig. 21 of Smith et al. [155] shows that the
value of the self-diffusion coefficient computed from our simulation for a cluster
at 200 K would fall on the solid line that is a fit of the ASW data points and
the liquid/supercooled liquid water diffusivity data. This suggests that the cluster
formed in the plume expansion is super-cooled but is not sufficiently cold to form
ASW which forms around 157 K.

7.4 Summary
In this work we use the direct simulation Monte Carlo-Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook
(ES-BGK) condensation method to simulate water homogeneous condensation in
free expanding jets at stagnation pressures of 12 to 1000 mbar. When condensation
starts to occur at the stagnation pressure of 96 mbar, as the stagnation pressure
increases, the degree of condensation also increases which causes the rotational
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temperature to increase instead to decrease. We compare with the simulated gas
and cluster number densities, cluster size for different stagnation pressures along
the plume centerline. The simulated rotational temperature profiles agree well with
measurements. We also performed an MD simulation of water condensation in onedimensional free expansions for different stagnation temperatures. Expansion with
a few clusters found to follow the one-dimensional isentropic expansion theory.
When the stagnation temperature decreased, the proportion of clusters in the
expansion went from 0% to 100%, with the average cluster size increasing from
dimers to a few hundreds. A cluster of average size 21 was tracked down through
time, and calculation of its average internal temperature as well as comparison of its
radial distribution functions with values measured for solid amorphous ice clusters
lead to believe this cluster was in the solid rather than liquid form. Then a larger
cluster of size 324 and temperature 200 K was extracted from an expansion plume
and equilibrated, and its RDFs and self-diffusion coefficients were calculated. The
self-diffusion coefficient seemed to show that the large cluster was in supercooled
liquid form rather than amorphous solid form.
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Table 7.1: Case Conditions for DSMC Simulations
Case No.
A
B
C
D
E
F
G

T0 (K) P0 (mbar)
374
1000
369
413
368
199
363
96
363
70
363
41
363
12

Table 7.2: Proportion (in %) of water monomers in vapor and cluster form in the
plenum at the end of the equilibration for different stagnation temperatures. The
proportions are relatively unchanged during the expansion.
Temperature (K) Vapor Dimer Trimer
175
0.3
0.0002 0.0003
300
9.0
1.9
1.0
350
65.0
10.0
2.7
430
88.0
9.0
2.0
530
95.0
4.43
0.5
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Tetramer
0.0001
1.4
1.0
0.6
0.06

Larger
99.7
86.7
21.3
0.4
0.01
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Figure 7.1: Knudsen number and Mach number along the plume centerline at
stagnation pressure of 96 mbar (Case D) obtained by statistical BGK method
for non-condensing flow. Note here and in the following figures, the X axis is
normalized by the nozzle diameter. The exit is located at x/D = 0.

Figure 7.2: Computational domain used in the present work to simulate free expanding flows in various stagnation pressure cases.
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Figure 7.3: Translational (Ttrn) and rotational temperature variation along the
plume centerline at different stagnation pressures (Case D to G) (solid curves)
obtained by statistical BGK method for non-condensing flow.
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Figure 7.4: Isentropic characteristics of the flow after 200 ps in the MD simulation. D is the length of the base of the box. On the right-hand side, symbols
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Figure 7.5: Cluster 1 translational velocity as a function of time, for times larger
than 480 ps. The red line is a linear fit.
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Figure 7.6: Time dependent characteristics of cluster 1 during the supersonic
expansion.
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Figure 7.7: Radial distribution functions for a stagnation temperature of 350 K,
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Figure 7.9: Snapshot of the final configuration of a (H2 O)324 cluster after a 1 ns
equilibration in a NVE ensemble. Red lines between molecules represent hydrogen
bonds.
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Chapter 8 |
Conclusions and Future Work
Molecular dynamics simulations were performed to investigate the behavior of the
EMIM−BF4 ionic liquid system for conditions relevant to electrospray thrusters.
The IL system was initially studied using a simple coarse-grained model with a
constant electric field applied inside and outside of the capillary. A threshold
electric field of 1.2 V/nm was found for the system. Then, the impact of the
coarse-grained model on the IL EMIM−BF4 was studied. It was concluded that the
EFCG potential was more appropriate to our study than the simple CG potential,
that showed substantial discrepancies related to the density of the IL. An extrusion
model was developed based on a repulsive wall potential to simulate a constant
mass flow inside the capillary. The formation of a Taylor cone was observed directly
from the MD simulations for the first time when the simulated mass flow was
sufficiently high. In order to model an actual electrospray thruster with more
fidelity, the previously constant electric field was replaced first by a one-dimensional
electric field generated by a simulation of a multi-level PIC code solving Laplace’s
equation prior to performing MD simulations, and subsequently by a full threedimensional model for the electric field, where Poisson’s equation solved at every
time step and the induced field due to charged ions taken into account. It was found
that the contribution of the induced field was important. The boundary conditions,
especially on the tip of the capillary, were investigated in detail. The plate, needle
and tip BCs were defined and the values of the potential and electric fields, when
both Laplace’s and Poisson’s equation were solved, were computed and compared.
It was found that the different boundary conditions and the manner in which they
are coupled or uncoupled from the MD simulations have a significant impact on
the behavior of the electrospray system. The needle BC was observed to generate
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large potential gradients in the vicinity of the capillary tip, producing radial electric
fields that were unrealistically large and therefore emitting ions with a much larger
spread angle than expected. Comparison of the emission modes predicted by the
MD simulations also change depending on the BC. The 1-D electric field and needle
BC models are both shown to operate in an almost purely ionic mode whereas the
constant electric field and the tip BC emit both ions and droplets with the latter
emitting fewer droplets, and those observations are confirmed by the analysis of
the average Coulomb energy of extruded ions in the different models. Moreover,
a second IL, EMIM−Im was investigated in this work, and was modeled using an
all-atom model that rendered simulations computationally expensive.
Then, in order to study water expansions into vacuum, atomistic simulations
were used to obtain thermodynamics properties and simulations were performed at
the coarse-grained scale using the DSMC. Small clusters formed in the supersonic
expansions of homogeneous condensing flows were studied using Monte-Carlo and
MD simulations incorporating the SPC potential model to determine the cluster potential energy, constant-volume heat capacity and latent heat of vaporization. The
anchored CNT evaporation rate model as well as the new cluster heat-capacity and
latent-heat models were implemented in two DSMC simulations of homogeneous
condensation in a water-vapor free expansion plume. It was found that using the
bulk liquid water values overestimated the degree of condensation. It was also
shown that for these conditions the use of the rigorous cluster thermal properties
for dimers had the largest impact on the steady state spatial distribution of cluster temperatures, cluster number densities and vapor number densities. For both
the bi- or tri-molecular nucleation rates, the agreement with measured values was
improved with the use of non-thermodynamic cluster heat capacities. However,
neither nucleation rate was able to match the experimental trends at all temperatures and pressures, suggesting that a more general nucleation model should be
considered in future work. Additionally, an MD simulation of water condensation
in one-dimensional free expansions for different stagnation temperatures is performed, in order to provide thermodynamic properties of small solid water clusters
to a direct simulation Monte Carlo-Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (ES-BGK) condensation method used to simulate water homogeneous condensation in free expanding
jets at stagnation pressures of 12 to 1000 mbar. When the stagnation temperature decreased, the proportion of clusters in the expansion went from 0% to 100%,
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with the average cluster size increasing from dimers to a few hundreds. A cluster
of average size 21 was tracked down through time, and calculation of its average
internal temperature as well as comparison of its radial distribution functions with
values measured for solid amorphous ice clusters lead to believe this cluster was in
the solid rather than liquid form. Then a larger cluster of size 324 and temperature
200 K was extracted from an expansion plume and equilibrated, and its RDFs and
self-diffusion coefficients were calculated. The self-diffusion coefficient seemed to
show that the large cluster was in supercooled liquid form rather than amorphous
solid form.
Dielectric properties of liquid water and water clusters were investigated, and
the static dielectric constant, dipole moment autocorrelation function and relative
permittivity were computed by means of MD simulations. The refractive index
and absorption factor were derived from the water dielectric spectrum. It was
found that liquid and cluster water have similar properties in the IR but differ
quite significantly in the radiowave.
One of the future challenges to be adressed is to extend the investigation of the
properties of electrospray thrusters to different ionic liquids, but coarse-grained potential models are necessary in order to significantly reduce computational times.
Therefore, it might be necessary to create new coarse-grained models for ionic
liquids such as EMIM−Im or EMIM−TfO. Additionally, a longer term objective
would be to develop a more robust MD numerical procedure for nonequilibrium
properties. DL_POLY was written with the goal of providing efficient, scalable
performance for equilibrium simulations of large molecular systems. However, as
our investigations have shown, it is clearly suffering from major drawbacks when
the problem studied is in nonequilibrium. The use of non-periodic BCs restricts
the user to using no more than eight processors, and simulations become slower
the further away they drift from equilibrium. Moreover, when particles travel too
far away from the initial positions (distance on the order of µm), restarting a
simulation that has stopped can be troublesome. Therefore, it is suggested that
future work focuses on using a different MD software adapted to nonequilibrium
simulations, and that implements all the features that were built into DL_POLY
for the purpose of this work. Additionally, maintaining temperature in the system
once a pseudo steady state is achieved for particles emission is critical. Preliminary
investigations were conducted regarding the implementation of a non-equilibrium
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thermostat based on the peculiar velocity of species [68] in the case of the electrospray work. It is recommended that any future investigation implements a Grand
Canonical (µVT) ensemble where particles are regenerated once they leave the
capillary, ensuring the number of ions inside the capillary is constant throughout
the simulation.
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Appendix A|
Dielectric Properties of Water
A.1 Preface
The high dielectric constant of water is one of the matter’s few intriguing features,
and investigations at the microscopic level could help explain that paradox. Statistical mechanics can be used to relate the dielectric or macroscopic properties
of matter to its microscopical basis. Therefore, calculation of a system dielectric
constant should be possible from simulations using statistical mechanics. However, until recently, calculation of dielectric properties from computer simulations
was considered a problem, mainly due to the importance of the type of boundary
conditions employed. Neumann et al. [156–159] showed that while the static dielectric constant was a function of the boundary conditions employed, the frequency
dependent dielectric constant, also know as the dielectric relaxation spectrum or
relative permittivity, is independent of the boundary conditions. Nevertheless, the
calculation of the dielectric properties requires a substantial amount of computational time and memory, since simulations often have to extend up to 2 ns and
large arrays containing the positions of the molecules have to be stored. Recently,
Bresme computed the dielectric properties of liquid water using the central force
model (CFM) potential [160] by means of MD simulations, [161] and Galashev [162]
investigated the dielectric properties of water clusters of size 50, including some
clusters doped with Ammonia molecules. The computer adapted dielectric theory
is given in detail in Sec. A.2. Then, in Sec. A.3, the MD calculations and parameters are presented and the TIP4P potential is used to compute the dielectric
properties of liquid water and a water cluster of size 324.
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A.2 Theory
The dielectric relaxation of the water can be evaluated in computer simulations
through equlibrium fluctuations of the total dipole moment
M(t) = ZH

2N
X

ri (t) + ZE

N
X

rj (t),

(A.1)

j=1

i=1

where E is the negative charge site of the TIP4P water model, Z are the charges
on the hydrogen atoms and negative charge site and N is the total number of
water molecules in the system. For a system surrounded by a perfect conductor,
the static dielectric constant ǫ(0) is given by
ǫ(0) − 1 =

i
h
1
< M2 > − < M >2 ,
3V kB T ǫ0

(A.2)

where V is the volume of the sample, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature, ǫ0 is the permittivity of free space and < > represents a time average. The
dielectric relaxation spectrum provides invaluable information on the dynamics of
the liquid and can be obtained from the dipole moment autocorrelation function,
Φ(t),
< M(t) · M(0) >
Φ(t) =
.
(A.3)
< M2 >
Then the relative permittivity ǫ(ω) is given by [156, 157]
ǫ(ω) − 1
ǫ(0) − 1

!

2ǫRF + ǫ(0)
2ǫRF + ǫ(ω)

!

= Liω [−

dΦ
] = 1 − iωLiω [Φ],
dt

(A.4)

where ǫRF is the dielectric permittivity of the continuum in reaction field geometry
and the Fourier-Laplace transform, L, is defined as
Liω [Φ] =

Z

0

∞

exp(−iωt)Φ(t)dt.

(A.5)

In the reaction field geometry, it is assumed that any given molecule is surrounded
by a spherical cavity of finite radius within the electrostatic interactions are calculated explicitly. Outside the cavity the system is treated as a dielectric continuum.
In simulations with conducting PBCs using Ewald summation (i.e. bulk liquid
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water), ǫRF → ∞ and therefore Eq. A.4 becomes
dΦ
ǫ(ω) − 1
= Liω [− ].
ǫ(0) − 1
dt

(A.6)

On the other hand, for an isolated spherical sample in vacuo (i.e. cluster), ǫRF = 1
and therefore Eq. A.4 becomes
ǫ(ω) − 1
ǫ(0) − 1

!

2 + ǫ(0)
2 + ǫ(ω)

!

= Liω [−

dΦ
].
dt

(A.7)

We follow the procedure presented in Ref. 163 for the computation of the dielectric
spectrum. All previous investigations involving bulk water [158,159,161] found that
the dipole moment autocorrelation function exhibited a typical oscillatory behavior
at short times, followed by an exponential decay at long times, characteristic of
a Debye dielectric [164] (ideal, noninteracting population of dipoles). The decay
is determined by the Debye relaxation time, τD , through the expression Φ(t) ∝
exp(−t/τD ). The autocorrelation function was therefore modeled as follows:
Φ(t) = Ae−t/τM + (1 − A)(1 − Θ(t)),

(A.8)

where Θ(t) is the Heaviside function (Θ(t)=0 for t<0 and Θ(t)=1 for t≥0). The
simulation results computed by Eq. A.3 were fitted to this equation. The range of
time values over which the fit was made ranged from 0.3 to 2 ps for the bulk liquid
water, and 0.3 to 10 ps for the cluster.
By solving Eqs. A.4 and A.7 for ǫ(ω) and using Eq. A.8, we find the expression,
1
ǫ(ω) − 1
=1+
ǫ(0) − 1
1 + iωτM

(A.9)

for bulk liquid water (τD = τM ), and
1
ǫ(ω) − ǫ(∞)
=
ǫ(0) − ǫ(∞)
1 + iωτD
where
ǫ(∞) = 1 +

(1 − A)(ǫ(0) − 1)
1 + Aλ
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(A.10)

(A.11)

and
τD = (1 + Aλ)τM

(A.12)

for the cluster. Here λ = (ǫ(0) − 1)/3.

Eqs. A.4 and A.7 can be used to compute ǫ(ω) directly from Φ(t). The first 2 ps
(bulk liquid water) or 10 ps (cluster) of Φ(t) are combined with the tail (values at
times between 10 and 500 ps) obtained from the fit in order to compute −dΦ/dt.

A smooth transition was made by linear interpolation between the data and the fit,
at 2 and 8 ps, for the liquid and cluster, respectively. Then, the derivative −dΦ/dt
was calculated numerically and the Laplace transform was calculated using Matlab.
The relative permittivity ǫ(ω) is the complex quantity ǫ(ω) = ǫ′ (ω) − iǫ′′ (ω),
and the refractive index η and the absorption factor of the medium κ are given
by [162]
ǫ′ + (ǫ′2 + ǫ′′2 )1/2
η=
2
"

#1/2

−ǫ′ + (ǫ′2 + ǫ′′2 )1/2
,κ =
2
"

#1/2

.

(A.13)

The factor κ determines the rate of decay of a wave as it propagates in the medium.

A.3 Methods
A.3.1 Bulk Liquid Water
A cubic box, with an edge of 60 Å, was filled with water molecules of TIP4P potential. The box contained 7263 molecules, so that the density was equal to 1.0 g/cm3 ,
and PBCs were used in all directions. The simulation was performed with a cutoff
of 12 Å and the Ewald sum was used to compute electrostatic interactions. The system was equilibrated at 295 K by coupling to an NPT Berendsen thermostat and
barostat, with relaxation constants set at 0.5 and 1.5 ps, respectively. A timestep
of 1.5 fs was used, and the system was equilibrated for 500 ps. The simulation was
then carried out for another 500 ps.

A.3.2 Water Cluster
The water cluster of size 324 presented in Sec. 7.3.3 is used again in this study.
No PBCs were used in this case, meaning the cluster was isolated in vacuo, and
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electrostatic interactions were computed using the direct Coulomb sum (no cutoff),
and a cutoff of 12 Å was chosen for short range interactions.

A.4 Results
Figures A.1(a) and A.1(b) show the running average of the static dielectric constant obtained with the TIP4P potential, for liquid water and the water cluster,
respectively. The calculations usually require long trajectories, more than 1 ns,
in order to get reasonable convergence. Previous studies [161, 165] suggested that
the ratio < M >2 / < M2 > should be less than 0.05 for proper convergence
of ǫ(0). Our estimate of the static dielectric constant for liquid was 53, in excellent agreement with previously published data for the TIP4P potential [159]. As
a comparison, the experimental value for the static dielectric constant of liquid
water at ambient temperature was measured to be 78.3 [166]. In the case of the
water cluster, a value of 7.8 was computed. There is relatively few data regarding
dielectric properties of water clusters, but Galashev et al. [167] reported values
around unity for the static dielectric constant of small water clusters of size 10 to
50. The computed value for a water cluster is however 7 times lower than the value
for bulk liquid water.
The correlation functions were also computed from long trajectories of 1.2 ns
using Eq. A.3. Positions were outputed every 10 fs, and a sampling rate of 100
per ps was used. The liquid water dipole moment autocorrelation function (cf.
Figs. A.2(a) and A.2(b)) exhibits the typical oscillatory behavior at short times
(times under 0.1 ps), followed by an exponential decay at longer times. The relaxation time τD computed from the TIP4P potential was 7.7 ps, in good agreement
with the computed value for TIP4P in Ref. 168, 7 ps, and the measured value
of 9.6 ps [169]. The water cluster dipole moment autocorrelation function (cf.
Fig. A.2(c)) exhibits more pronounced oscillations and a drop of 30 % before the
start of the exponential decay. The relaxation time was computed to be 6.2 ps,
slightly under the value computed for liquid water.
Figures A.3(a) and A.3(b) shows the real and imaginary part of the relative
permittivity ǫ(ω) for frequencies ranging from 1 GHz to 100 THz, for both liquid
water and the cluster. It can be seen that there is a large disparity between the
real and imaginary part of the dielectric constant for the liquid and cluster at low
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frequencies (in the microwave), due to the large difference in the static dielectric
constants. However, at higher frequencies, i.e. in the infrared (IR), the values for
the liquid and cluster become closer since they both reach the same limit ǫ(ω) → 1

when ω → ∞.
The frequency dependence of the medium absorption factor κ(ω) and the refractive index η(ω) are shown in Figs. A.4(a), A.4(b) , A.5(a) and A.5(b) in the
same frequency range. Since both these quantities show the same behavior as the
real and imaginary part of the dielectric constant, respectively, the trends observed
when comparing the liquid and the cluster are the same as in the previous paragraph. Therefore, microwave radiation is going to propagate about 3.5 times faster
through the water cluster than through liquid water, but a IR wave will propagate
at fairly similar speeds. A higher absorption factor for microwaves also means that
there will be more beam attenuation when the wave passes through liquid water
than the cluster.

A.5 Summary
Dielectric properties of liquid water and water clusters were investigated, and the
static dielectric constant, dipole moment autocorrelation function and relative permittivity were computed by means of MD simulations. Those quantities for liquid
water provided good agreement with experimental and computational literature
values. The refractive index and absorption factor were derived from the water
dielectric spectrum. It was found that liquid and cluster water have similar properties in the IR but differ quite significantly in the radiowave.
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Figure A.1: Running average of the static dielectric constant for TIP4P-water
obtained for Eq. A.2.
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Figure A.2: Dipole moment autocorrelation function for TIP4P-water. The red
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fit (Eq. A.8).
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Appendix B|
Investigation of the Propulsive
Parameters of a Different Ionic
Liquid: EMIM−Im
B.1 Preface
EMIM−Im, also known as EMIM−NTf2 , is the ionic liquid that was earmarked as
the propellant of choice for the electrospray thruster system of the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory ST7 Disturbance Reduction System experiment [170]. Time-of-flight
experiments [21] for EMIM−Im used in a capillary configuration showed that it
was emitting a mixture of ions and droplets. Lozano [171] reported that pure
ionic emission can be achieved if the IL is used on an externally wetted tungsten
needle, while Chiu et al. [89, 172] only observed a mixed ion-droplet regime in
a similar configuration. Ref. 89 also provides a description of the electrochemical
degradation of the IL as well as a density functional theory thermochemical analysis
of the observed ions in the mass sprectrum.
The molecular force field developed by Lopes et al. [3] specifically for imidazolium based ILs, and based upon the OPLS-AA force field [173], was used in
this study to model EMIM−Im. Unfortunately, no coarse-grained model was available for this particular IL. Figures B.1(a) and B.1(b) show representations of the
EMIM+ and Im – ions, respectively, in the model used in this work. The EMIM+
ion is comprised of 19 atoms, while the Im – is comprised of 15 atoms. Table B.1
shows the mass and non-bonded (Lennard-Jones and Coulomb) parameters of each
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atom in this model. Flexible bonds using bond length, bond angle and dihedral
interactions are also used. Energetic values can be found in Ref. 3. A total of
11 bond constraints, 22 harmonic bond length potentials, 58 harmonic bond angle potentials and 60 cosine dihedral potentials were used to model each ion pair,
leading up to very expensive computations (about 50 times more expensive than
the EMIM−BF4 coarse-grained model presented in previous chapters for a system
of similar volume).

B.2 Force Field Validation
To validate the force field, we performed an MD simulation by placing 7200
EMIM−Im ion pairs inside a cubic box of edge 91 Å. The objective of the simulation was to test the force field by predicting both the density and RDFs of
EMIM−Im. Initial geometries were generated by the Packmol [174] software, to
ensure that simulations are not disrupted by atom overlap or large van der Waals
repulsive interactions. The system was allowed to relax within the NVT ensemble
at a temperature of 295 K. Then, the system was ran in the NPT ensemble at
295 K and 1 atm for 500 ps and equilibration continued until the volume and total
system energy stabilized. Once equilibration was complete, statistic were collected
in the NVE ensemble. The final density was computed and found to be within
2 % of the experimental value (1.52 g/cm−3 ). It is interesting to note that the
experimental melting point of this IL is 255 K, which is about 45 K lower than
that of EMIM−BF4 . Figure B.2 shows a snapshot of the final configuration after
equilibration. We then examined the RDFs to get an idea of the average structure
of the system. The RDFs obtained in this work were compared with the ones from
Ref. 9, in which the author chose to look at RDFs between the cation and the
anion, and within the cation. First, Fig. B.3 shows the RDF between the nitrogen atom in the Im – anion and the CR carbon atom in the imidazolium ring of
the EMIM+ cation, and a comparison with the computed data from Ref. 9. The
gCR−CR and gN BT −N BT curves are in phase but approximately 180◦ out of phase
with gCR−N BT . The anion-anion and cation-cation RDFs often close agreement
in peak location and magnitude with Ref. 9, while the cation-anion RDF shows
a slight discrepancy due to the location of an additional peak around 3 Å and a
shift in the dominant peak. Figures B.4(a) and B.4(b) show the RDFs between
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the hydrogens of the EMIM+ cation and the oxygen and flurorine atom of the Im –
anion, respectively. It is important to note that while the H1 and HC atoms are
defined identically in both our work and the work of Porter et al. [9], their study
groups our HCW and HCR atoms into one category called HA. All these curves
have their maximum located around 2.5 Å, and the interactions between the oxygen atoms and HCR, HCW and H1 dominate. The magnitude of the peaks for the
fluoride-hydrogen interaction is significantly lower than the one of the peaks for
the oxygen-hydrogen interaction. Both curves offer good agreement with Ref. 9,
whether it is the location of the peaks or their amplitude.

B.3 Extrusion
After validation the force field, a capillary system identical to the one described in
Chapter 4 was prepared. Since the IL EMIM−Im ion is composed of no less than
34 atoms, it is prone to atom overlap and large van der Waals interactions when
initial configurations are generated. Therefore, the packing procedure described in
Sec. B.2 is applied again to fill a Pt capillary of radius 60 Å and length 275 Å. The
system is first allowed the relax, then equilibrated in a NVT ensemble at 295 K
and 1 atm. A constant electric field of 0.4 V/nm was applied and currents were
computed 0.1 µm away from the capillary tip, in a similar fashion to Chapter 5 for a
constant electric field. In 24 CPU hours on 8 Intel Xeon X5675 six-core, 3.06 GHz
processors, the simulation moves forward about 7 ps whereas for EMIM−BF4
using the EFCG potential in a similar constant electric field model, the calculation
advanced about 500 ps.

B.4 Summary
A second IL, EMIM−Im was investigated in this work. When compared to EMIM−BF4 ,
it is supposed to operate in a mixed ion-droplet mode rather than a pure ion mode
for similar extrusion conditions. That hypothesis was investigated. EMIM−Im
was modeled using an all-atom model derived from the OPLS-AA force field [173]
since no coarse-grained model was available. Each ion pair was comprised of 34
atoms and 121 intramolecular interactions, leading to computationally expensive
calculations. Initially, the force field was validated by equilibrium simulations in a
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cubic box and ambient condition. The final density of the sytem and RDFs were
compared with values from literature and provided very good agreement. Then,
EMIM−Im was used as the IL of choice in a Pt capillary similar to that of Chapter 4 for a constant electric field of 0.4 V/nm.
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Table B.1: Mass and non-bonded parameters for the EMIM−Im all-atom model [3].
Atom Group Mass (g/mol)
NA
14.006
CR
12.011
CW
12.011
C1
12.011
CE
12.011
HCR
1.008
HCW
1.008
H1
1.008
HC
1.008
SBT
32.065
NBT
14.006
OBT
15.999
CBT
12.011
F1
18.998
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q
σ (Å) ǫ(kJ/mol)
+0.15 3.25
0.71128
-0.11
3.55
0.29288
-0.13
3.55
0.29288
-0.17
3.50
0.27614
-0.05
3.50
0.27614
+0.21 2.42
0.12552
+0.21 2.42
0.12552
+0.13 2.50
0.12552
+0.06 2.50
0.12552
+1.02 3.55
1.04600
-0.66
3.25
0.71128
-0.53
2.96
0.87864
+0.35 3.50
0.27614
-0.16
2.95
0.22175

(a) EMIM+ ion.

(b) Im – ion.

Figure B.1: Models of the EMIM+ and Im – ions. The labelling scheme corresponds
to that used in the force field [3].
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Figure B.2: Snapshot from a simulation of 7200 EMIM−Im ion pairs at 295 K and
1 atm.
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Figure B.3: Radial distribution function for the nitrogen atom (NBT) of the anion
and the CR carbon atom of the imidazolium ring of the cation, and comparison
with results from Porter et al. [9].
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and the hydrogen atoms of the cation, and comparison with results from Porter et
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